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1  Summary 
Soils present a central medium for processes between the environmental spheres, and 
therefore play a key role in the functioning of terrestrial ecosystems. However, soil erosion as 
a natural force of landscape evolution adversely affects the capacity of soils to support 
ecosystem services. Moreover, inadequate agricultural practices, deforestation, and 
construction activities amplify natural soil loss rates and transform soil erosion to a major 
threat for managed ecosystems worldwide. Particularly, the Three Gorges Reservoir Area in 
China is highly susceptible to soil erosion by water. This is attributable to unfavorable 
environmental conditions, such as rainfall events of high intensity and steep slope inclinations 
in areas of extensive, but small-scale crop cultivation. Moreover, in the course of the 
impoundment of the Yangtze River in the area of the Three Gorges, resettlements and 
accompanied deforestation reinforced the risk of hazardous soil erosion, which attenuates soil 
productivity and threatens the functioning of the reservoir. Therefore, conservation measures 
to stabilize steep sloping surfaces have been implemented to mitigate the hazardous effects of 
soil erosion. However, to assess the conservation measures an efficient tool is required to 
identify spatial soil erosion patterns in small, mountainous, and data scarce catchments within 
the Three Gorges Reservoir Area. 
The present thesis aims to provide an efficient modelling framework that facilitates a detailed 
quantification of sediment reallocations due to erosive rainfall-runoff events. Therefore, 
Digital Soil Mapping techniques based on Latin Hypercube Sampling and Random Forest 
regression were applied to derive spatially distributed data on soil properties and to furnish a 
physically- and event-based soil erosion model. The soil sampling design was optimized to 
address the difficult terrain, an integrative use of legacy soil samples, and a reduced sample 
set size. Furthermore, the present thesis introduces a spatial uncertainty measure, which was 
used to identify areas for additional sampling to further refine initially processed soil property 
maps. In addition, continuous data on rainfall, runoff, and sediment yields were obtained to 
identify erosive rainfall-runoff events and to calibrate the physically-based soil erosion model 
EROSION 3D. 
Evaluation of the hypercube sampling design was conducted by comparing it to a simulated 
Latin Hypercube design without constraints in terms of operability and efficiency 
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adjustments. Using the optimized sample set size of n = 30, the proposed sample design 
adequately reproduced the variation of terrain parameters, which served as proxies on the 
target soil properties of coarse, medium, and fine topsoil sand contents. Furthermore, the 
validity of the approach was assessed by estimating the spatial distribution of the target soil 
properties and validating the results independently. The results show convincing accuracies 
with R²-values between 0.59 and 0.71. 
The adequacy of the uncertainty-guided sampling for refining initial mapping approaches was 
evaluated by comparing the refined maps of topsoil silt and clay contents to the initial and 
further mapping approaches that exclusively used random samples from the entire study area. 
For the comparative analysis, the quality of the approaches was assessed by independent, 
bootstrap-, and cross-validation. The refined mapping approach performs best, showing a 
reduced spatial uncertainty of 31% for topsoil silt and 27% for topsoil clay compared to the 
initial approaches. Using independent validation, the accuracy increases by similar 
proportions, showing an accuracy of R² = 0.59 for silt and R² = 0.56 for clay.   
The EROSION 3D model runs were evaluated using the measured sediment yields. The 
model performs well for large events (sediment yield > 1 Mg) with an average individual 
model error of 7.5%, while small events show an average error of 36.2%. The focus of 
analysis was led on the large events to evaluate reallocation patterns. Soil losses occur on 
approximately 11.1% of the study area with an average soil loss rate of 49.9 Mg ha-1. Soil loss 
mainly occurs on crop rotation areas with a spatial proportion of 69.2% for ‘corn-rapeseed’ 
and 69.1% for ‘potato-cabbage’. Deposition occurs on 11% of the study area. Forested areas 
(9.7%), infrastructure (41%), cropland (corn-rapeseed: 13.6%, potato-cabbage: 11.3%), and 
grassland (18.4%) are affected by deposition. Since the vast majority of annual sediment 
yields (80.3%) were associated to a few large erosive events, the modelling framework can be 
recommended to identify sediment reallocations and to assess conservation measures in small 
catchments in the Three Gorges Reservoir Area.  
  2  Zusammenfassung 
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2  Zusammenfassung 
Böden sind ein zentrales Bindeglied für in Wechselwirkung stehende Prozesse zwischen den 
Umweltsphären und nehmen damit eine Schlüsselrolle in terrestrischen Ökosystemen ein. 
Auch wenn Bodenerosion eine natürliche physikalische Kraft der Landschaftsentwicklung 
darstellt, verringert sie die Kapazität des Bodens, Ökosystemdienstleistungen bereitzustellen. 
Ferner verstärken ungeeignete landwirtschaftliche Praktiken, Entwaldung und 
Baumaßnahmen natürliche Erosionsraten, sodass Bodenerosion heute weltweit als eine 
wesentliche Bedrohung bewirtschafteter Ökosysteme wahrgenommen wird. Aufgrund 
ungünstiger Umweltbedingungen, die sich durch hohe Reliefenergie, Niederschlagsereignisse 
von hoher Intensität sowie extensiver, kleinbäuerlicher landwirtschaftlicher Strukturen 
auszeichnen, gilt die Region um das Drei-Schluchten-Reservoir in China als anfällig für 
Bodenerosion durch Wasser. Darüber hinaus haben Umsiedlungen und Entwaldungen im 
Zuge der Aufstauung des Yangtze-Flusses zu einem gesteigerten Erosionsrisiko geführt, 
welches sowohl die landwirtschaftliche Produktivität potenziell vermindert als auch die 
Funktionsweise des Reservoirs bedroht. Bereits in den 1990er Jahren wurden Maßnahmen zur 
Stabilisierung stark geneigter Flächen eingeführt, um so die Auswirkungen von 
Erosionsereignissen zu vermindern. Zur Beurteilung der Schutzmaßnahmen bedarf es eines 
effizienten Instruments, das räumliche Erosionsmuster in kleinen und gebirgigen 
Einzugsgebieten der Drei-Schluchten-Region trotz schwacher Datengrundlage identifizieren 
kann. 
Diese Arbeit verfolgt die Entwicklung eines effizienten Modellierungskonzepts zur 
detaillierten Quantifizierung von Sedimentumlagerungen infolge erosiver Niederschlags-
Abfluss-Ereignisse. Methoden der Boden-Landschafts-Modellierung, basierend auf Latin 
Hypercube Beprobung und Random Forest Regression, wurden angewendet, um ein 
physikalisches und ereignisbasiertes Erosionsmodell zu parametrisieren. Das Design zur 
Bodenbeprobung wurde optimiert, um schwer zugängliches Terrain zu kompensieren, 
Altdaten zu integrieren und die Probenzahl zu reduzieren. Weiterhin wurde ein räumlich 
verteiltes Maß für Prognoseunsicherheiten in Boden-Landschafts-Modellierungen entwickelt. 
Dieses wurde verwendet, um Gebiete zur Nachbeprobung auszuweisen und ursprüngliche 
Modellierungsereignisse zu verbessern. Zusätzlich wurden kontinuierliche Niederschlags-, 
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Abfluss- und Sedimentaustragsdaten per Monitoring erfasst, um erosive Niederschlags-
Abfluss-Ereignisse zu identifizieren und das physikalische, prozessbasierte 
Bodenerosionsmodell EROSION 3D zu kalibrieren. 
Das Hypercube-Bodenbeprobungsdesign wurde mit einem simulierten Latin Hypercube 
Design ohne einschränkende Anpassungen an Operabilität und Effizienz verglichen. Mit einer 
optimierten Probenanzahl von n = 30 repräsentiert das modifizierte Beprobungsdesign die 
Variabilität von Terrainparametern, welche als Proxies für die Zielvariablen Grob-, Mittel- 
und Feinsand fungieren. Die Gültigkeit des Beprobungsdesigns wurde zusätzlich durch eine 
unabhängige Validierung der finalen Boden-Landschafts-Modellierung erfasst. Die 
Ergebnisse zeigten eine überzeugende Prognosegüte mit R²-Werten zwischen 0.59 und 0.71. 
Die Eignung des Nachbeprobungsdesigns wurde mittels eines Vergleiches von verbesserten 
Karten von Schluff- und Tongehalten des Oberbodens mit den ursprünglichen 
Modellierungsergebnissen und einem weiteren Kartierungsansatz, ausschließlich basierend 
auf zufälligen Altdaten im gesamten Untersuchungsgebiet, evaluiert. Für die Vergleichsstudie 
wurden neben dem räumlichen Unsicherheitsmaß eine unabhängige, eine bootstrap-, sowie 
eine Kreuzvalidierung herangezogen. Die Modellierungsergebnisse des 
Nachbeprobungsansatzes zeigen die höchste Genauigkeit, während die räumliche 
Unsicherheit der Oberbodengehalte von Schluff um 31% und von Ton um 27%, verglichen zu 
den ursprünglichen Modellierungen, verbessert werden konnten. Für die unabhängige 
Validierung betragen die R²-Werte für Schluff 0.59 und für Ton 0.56.  
Die EROSION 3D-Modelldurchläufe wurden mithilfe der gemessenen Sedimentaustragsdaten 
evaluiert. Für stark erosive Ereignisse (Sedimentaustrag > 1Mg) zeigt das Modell eine 
niedrige mittlere Abweichung von 7.5%, während schwach erosive Ereignisse 
(Sedimentaustrag < 1Mg) eine hohe mittlere Abweichung von 36.2% erbringen. Aus diesem 
Grund wurden ausschließlich die starken Erosionsereignisse zur Evaluierung der 
Sedimentumlagerungen herangezogen. Demnach tritt auf 11.1% des Untersuchungsgebietes 
Bodenerosion mit einer mittleren Abtragsrate von 49.9 Mg ha-1 auf. Während Bodenerosion 
hauptsächlich auf landwirtschaftlichen Anbauflächen auftritt, sind 69.2% der 
Fruchtfolgeflächen ‘Mais-Raps’ und 69.1% der ‘Kartoffel-Kohl’-Flächen betroffen. 
Sedimentablagerungen treten auf 11% des Untersuchungsgebiets auf. Dabei sind bewaldete 
Gebiete zu 9.7%, Infrastrukturflächen zu 41%, landwirtschaftliche Anbauflächen zu 13.6% 
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für ‘Mais-Raps’ beziehungsweise zu 11.3% für ‘Kartoffel-Kohl’, und Grasland zu 18.4% von 
Sedimentablagerungen betroffen. Da der überwiegende Teil des jährlichen Sedimentaustrags 
auf wenige, aber stark erosive Ereignisse (80.3%) zurückzuführen ist, kann das angewandte 
Modellierungskonzept zur Identifizierung von Sedimentumlagerungen sowie zur Beurteilung 
von Erosionsschutzmaßnahmen in kleinen Einzugsgebieten der Drei-Schluchten-Region 
herangezogen werden.  
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4  Introduction 
4.1  Soils and Soil Erosion  
Soils outline one of the most complex biomaterials on earth that develop and operate at the 
interface of atmosphere, biosphere, hydrosphere, and lithosphere [Young & Crawford, 2004; 
White, 2006; Brevik et al., 2015]. In this context, soils present a central medium for processes 
between the environmental spheres, and therefore play a key role in the functioning of 
terrestrial ecosystems [Blum, 2005; Wall et al., 2012]. In consequence, soils support the 
delivery of ecosystem services that are fundamental for human societies, including 
provisional services (e.g., provision of food, fresh water, raw materials, and gene pools), 
regulative services (e.g., regulation of climate, water, erosion and floods, and carbon 
sequestration), cultural services (e.g., storage of geological and archaeological heritage), and 
supporting services (e.g., provision of habitats and support of nutrient cycling) [Costanza et 
al., 1997; Daily, 1997; de Vries et al., 2013; Adhikari & Hartemink, 2016]. Regarding the 
relevance of soils for ecosystem functioning and services that are elementary to sustain human 
livelihood, the United Nations proclaimed 2015 as the ‘Year of Soils’ [FAO, 2015]. 
However, soil erosion as a major geomorphic force of landscape evolution adversely affects 
the capacity of soils to support ecosystem services [Manuscript 1; Pimentel & Kounang, 
1998; Godfray et al., 2010]. Soil erosion is a four-phase process of (i) detachment of 
individual soil particles from the soil mass, (ii) their breakdown, (iii) their transport and 
redistribution by water and wind, and (iv) their deposition with declining transport energy 
[Manuscript 1; Pimentel et al., 1995; Lal, 2003; Morgan, 2005]. In the process of soil erosion, 
primary soil particles are initially detached from the soil mass by destructing stable soil 
structures mainly due to raindrop impacts (i.e., splash erosion). Subsequently, the detached 
soil particles are transported and deposited by runoff or wind [Pimentel et al., 1995; Lal, 
2001]. This reallocation of soil particles occurs areally distributed as sheet erosion (i.e., 
interrill erosion), or linearly when surface runoff concentrates in channels, forming rills 
(depth < 30 cm) and gullies (depth > 30 cm) [Morgan, 2005]. Although the relative 
contributions of different erosion agents to the erosion process is not yet quantified across 
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ecosystems, there is a broad agreement that water outlines the dominant agent [Manuscript 1; 
Pimentel et al., 1995; Middleton & Thomas, 1997; Verheijen et al., 2009; Zhang et al., 2011]. 
The magnitude of natural soil erosion by water is strongly related to interacting biophysical 
factors including climate, soil, topography, and vegetation cover [Morgan, 2005]. In this 
context, rainfall properties (e.g., raindrop size, amount, distribution, intensity) determine the 
raindrop energy and the amount of available runoff water [Merz et al., 2006]. Soil properties 
(e.g., texture, structure, soil organic matter) influence soil erodibility and water infiltration 
rates that further control runoff generation [Pimentel, 2006]. Topographical properties (e.g., 
slope gradient, slope length, aspect, and curvature) control the flow velocity and paths of 
surface runoff [Kateb et al., 2013]. In addition, the vegetation cover forms a biomass layer 
that comprehensively moderates effects of soil erosion by stabilizing the soil structure, 
dissipating raindrop energy, and dissecting surface runoff [Lal, 2001; Sun et al., 2013]. 
Beyond, the magnitude of natural soil erosion is reinforced by human-induced land use 
changes that are related to inappropriate agricultural practices, deforestation, and construction 
activities (e.g., expansion and shift of agricultural areas, intensification of cultivation, urban 
sprawl, mega infrastructure projects) [Manuscript 1; Onyando et al., 2005; Park et al., 2011; 
Wu et al., 2011; Shi et al., 2012]. 
On-site effects of soil erosion are associated with nutrient depletion, reduced soil organic 
matter content, and an alteration of soil physical properties [Kaihura et al., 1999]. This results 
in declining soil quality (i.e., soil degradation), which is manifested in diminished regulatory 
capacity of soils in the ecosystem and reduced soil productivity with unfavorable 
consequences for food security [Pimentel & Kounang, 1998; Lal, 2001; Lal, 2003; Pimentel, 
2006]. Off-site effects are mainly associated with amplified sedimentation processes [Morgan, 
2005]. Thereby, the risk of floods is reinforced by a reduced water storage capacity in the 
catchments, and impaired functioning of reservoirs for hydro-electrical and irrigation 
management [Manuscript 1; Palazón et al., 2014; Ferreira et al., 2015]. Moreover, the 
sediments are often transported with pollutants, which originate from agro-chemical fertilizers 
and are attached to the primary soil particles causing eutrophication in the water bodies due to 
increasing levels of nitrogen and phosphorus [Manuscript 1; Liu et al., 2006; Zhang & Lou, 
2011]. In addition, soil erosion fosters climate change, since particle-bound carbon is released 
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to the atmosphere due to the breakdown of soil aggregates [Lal, 2003; Lal et al., 2004; 
Morgan, 2005]. 
Investigations on soil erosion at the landscape scale are commonly based on sparse 
measurements of statistically extrapolated data on suspended sediments in river systems. 
Moreover, a high variety of methods to acquire and to extrapolate those data, combined with 
the singularity of natural and managed ecosystems, produces questionable results [Lal, 2001; 
Morgan, 2005; Hewawasam et al., 2015]. However, there is a wide agreement on the global 
estimation of approximately 75 billion Mg a-1 of eroded soil from terrestrial ecosystems, of 
which 82% are attributed to human-induced soil erosion predominantly on agricultural land 
[Manuscript 1; Oldeman, 1994; Pimentel et al., 1995; Pimentel & Kounang, 1998; Lal, 2003; 
Morgan, 2005]. Globally, managed ecosystems exhibit average soil loss rates between 13 Mg 
ha-1 a-1 and 40 Mg ha-1 a-1, while in natural ecosystems average soil loss rates range from 
0.005 Mg ha-1 a-1 to 0.5 Mg ha-1 a-1 [Pimentel & Kounang, 1998]. In this context, Brantley 
[2008] argued that human activities increased long-term soil erosion rates by a factor of 
approximately 30 in a global context. Moreover, average soil erosion is reported to be 10 to 
40 times faster than natural soil formation [Pimentel, 2006; Verheijen et al., 2009; Zhao et al., 
2013]. 
Considering this imbalance between unsustainable soil losses and the fundamental role of 
soils within the earth system and human societies, soil erosion outlines one of the prime 
environmental problems worldwide [Lal, 2001; Pimentel, 2006; Zhao et al., 2013]. 
4.2  Soil Erosion in the Three Gorges Reservoir Area  
The Three Gorges Reservoir Area (TGRA) in China presents one of the global hotspots of soil 
erosion. The region shows high susceptibility to hazardous soil erosion due to intense 
anthropogenic activities and unfavorable environmental conditions [Manuscript 1; Zhang et 
al., 2009; Schönbrodt-Stitt et al., 2010; Peng et al., 2011; Wu et al., 2011; Kepa Brian 
Morgan et al., 2012; Shi et al., 2012]. The entire TGRA covers an area of 57,802 km². At the 
maximum pool level of 175 m a.s.l. at the Three Gorges Dam (TGD), the reservoir expands 
approximately 660 km westwards from the TGD [Xu et al., 2011]. The TGD project outlines 
the world`s largest hydroelectric scheme and was designed to increase energy supply, to 
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control seasonal floods, and to improve navigation on the Yangtze river [Manuscript 1; Zhang 
& Lou, 2011]. Accompanied by the construction of TGD and the impoundment of the 
Yangtze River, 1.3 million people were resettled due to the inundation of 431 km² of 
agricultural land and of 35 km² of residential areas in the TGRA [Manuscript 1; Xu et al., 
2011, 2013]. About 42% of the resettlers were moved to previously forested and steep sloping 
uphill sites for small scale crop cultivation [Cai et al., 2005; Tan & Yao, 2006; Wu et al., 
2011; Zhang & Lou, 2011]. In total, 96% of the TGRA exhibits mountainous and hilly terrain 
with steep slopes [Zhang et al., 2009; Wu et al., 2011; Fang et al., 2013]. It shows a 
subtropical monsoon climate with an unimodal rainfall regime. The long-term average annual 
precipitation is 1,146 mm, of which approximately 70% occurs from May to September 
[CMA, 2012]. Purple soils and Yellow to Yellow-brown soils are dominant in the TGRA. 
They are considered to be highly vulnerable to soil erosion [Manuscript 1; Zhang et al., 2009; 
Peng et al., 2011; Schönbrodt-Stitt et al., 2013]. Estimations on the long-term annual soil 
losses based on empirical modelling amount to 157 million Mg [Lu & Higgitt, 2000]. The soil 
erosion induces sedimentation of the reservoir, and hence an attenuated ecological functioning 
of the Yangtze basin, a reduced lifespan of the dam, and a declined capacity to control floods 
[Manuscript 1; Shi et al., 2004; Zhang & Lou, 2011; Xu et al., 2013]. Since the 1990s, 
conservation measures were established to mitigate the hazardous effects of soil erosion. The 
measures include programs to implement conservation farming practices and to stabilize steep 
sloping surfaces mainly by reforestation and the construction of cropland terraces [Manuscript 
1; Xu et al., 2013].  
In the TGRA, the major sediment yield caused by soil erosion is attributable to only very few 
heavy storm events each year [Manuscript 4; Fang et al., 2013]. Thus, to assess conservation 
measures in detail and to identify areas of hazardous soil erosion, a methodological frame is 
required that facilitates an event-based, spatial quantification of soil erosion at the catchment 
scale [Manuscript 4; Cai et al., 2005; Peng et al., 2011; Shi et al., 2012].
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4.3  Quantification of Soil Erosion 
4.3.1  Measuring Soil Erosion 
Soil erosion can be quantified by numerous strategies that cover a wide range of temporal and 
spatial scales; these include erosion plots, field surveys, soil tracers, and measured sediment 
yields among others [Boix-Fayos et al., 2006; Matisoff & Whiting, 2013]. 
Erosion plots enable for accurate measurements of runoff and associated soil losses on event-
basis or any other time interval at the hillslope scale [Loughran, 1989]. Standard plots extent 
22.13 m in length and 1.83 m in width, while the runoff and sediment from the bounded area 
is caught in trays and led through pipes to collecting tanks [Morgan, 2005]. Subsequently, the 
obtained runoff and soil loss data can be analyzed in relation to agricultural practices 
combined with rainfall properties and seasonal changes of the hydroregime [Bakr et al., 2012; 
Ha et al., 2012; Maetens et al., 2012]. However, plot-based soil erosion rates only represent 
the immediate locality, while inferences about the surrounding landscape are invalid [Brazier, 
2004; Boardman, 2006]. Moreover, the artificial limitation of the slope length due to the 
bounding of the plots alters the runoff generation, and therefore introduces a bias to the soil 
loss data [Wainwright et al., 2000].  
Field surveys are based on volumetric measurements of erosion rills and gullies using remote 
sensed data on topography and in-situ investigations [Betts et al., 2003]. The volumetric data 
is related to the bulk density of the soil, and thereby converted into soil loss in mass per unit 
area [Morgan, 2005]. Soil erosion rates can only be derived by relating the soil loss data to an 
estimated medium- to long-term period, which is assumed to have caused the erosion patterns 
that are investigated [Brazier, 2004]. 
Tracer applications to derive soil erosion rates are mainly based on the analysis of the fallout 
radionuclide caesium-137 (137Cs) that originates from thermonuclear weapon tests between 
the 1950s and 1970s, from perturbations in fallout until the 1980s, and from the Chernobyl 
accident in 1986 [Alewell et al., 2014]. Since 137Cs has a strong affinity to clay particles of 
the soil, the distribution of the isotope is reported to be relatively homogeneous, especially at 
the field and catchment scale [Matisoff & Whiting, 2011]. Thus, 137Cs serves as an indicator 
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for spatial patterns of soil loss and deposition that have taken place since the 1950s [Mabit et 
al., 2013]. However, the 137Cs inventories are only suitable in regions with a generally low 
spatial variability of rainfall and a spatially uniform distribution of 137Cs [Parsons & Foster, 
2011; Mabit et al., 2013]. 
Measuring sediment yields at the outlet of a catchment provides information on the quantity 
of sediments that leave the catchment [Brazier, 2004]. The sediment yields can be acquired 
whether by analyzing water samples that are obtained in specified time intervals, or by 
continuously monitoring sediment concentrations in the water using turbidity sensors 
[Anderson, 2005; Shi et al., 2012]. In both cases, sediment yields are estimated by relating the 
sediment concentrations to the discharge of the runoff channel [Satterland & Adams, 1992]. 
Particularly, continuous measurements are preferable since the accuracy of the method is 
determined by the sampling frequency [Morgan, 2005]. Thus, with a low sampling frequency 
the likelihood to exclude erosive runoff events and therefore underestimating sediment yields, 
is increased [Duck & McManus, 1994]. Considering that this measure disregards the quantity 
of sediments that is deposited within the catchment, estimations on total sediment yields and 
erosion rates are reported to be biased [Fryirs, 2013; Marchamalo et al., 2015]. In addition, 
outlet data fail to represent spatial details of soil erosion and are therefore difficult to apply in 
the spatial quantification of soil loss [Manuscript 4; Boardman, 2006]. However, sediment 
yield data are valuable in revealing long-term trends of sediment fluxes related to soil erosion. 
They further enable for validating methods that spatially estimate erosion patterns in case of 
high landscape connectivity [Boardman, 2006; Shi et al., 2012; Fryirs, 2013]. 
The above methods are suitable to quantify soil erosion rates under specific conditions, 
whether in high temporal resolution (e.g., erosion plots) or from small spatial scales (e.g., 
field surveys, soil tracers, and sediment yields). Moreover, some methods are accompanied by 
extensive field work (e.g., plot studies, field surveys) usually constrained by scarce monetary 
and temporal resources, while others comprise a limited representation of erosion data, such 
as sediment yields [Manuscript 4; Boardman, 2006; Keesstra et al., 2009; Marchamalo et al., 
2015]. Thus, an efficient method is required that (i) combines a high temporal resolution to 
capture individual erosive events and (ii) provides a detailed spatial representation of erosion 
rates at catchment scale. This deficiency might be overcome by soil erosion models, which 
enable for efficiently quantifying hazardous erosion patterns and for predicting soil loss rates 
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for different land use scenarios [Manuscript 4; Morgan, 2005; Boardman, 2006]. Several 
model-based erosion studies have been applied in the TGRA [Manuscript 1; Quine et al., 
1999; Lu & Higgit, 2000; Shi et al., 2004; Cai et al., 2005; He et al., 2007; Zhang, 2008; 
Shen et al., 2010; Shi et al., 2012]. 
4.3.2  Modelling Soil Erosion in the Three Gorges Reservoir Area 
A few studies applied empirical soil erosion models, such as the Universal Soil Loss Equation 
(USLE) [Wischmeier & Smith, 1981] and the Revised Universal Soil Loss Equation (RUSLE) 
[Renard et al., 1997] in the TGRA [Manuscript 1; Shi et al., 2004; Yin et al., 2007; Zhou et 
al., 2008]. The USLE/RUSLE establishes relationships between rainfall, topography, 
conservation and management practices, soil, and soil vegetative cover to estimate long-term 
annual averages of sheet and rill erosion [Zhou et al., 2008]. Soil loss is calculated from the 
product of environmental coefficients, which were derived from field observations in 37 U.S. 
states at plot scale [Manuscript 1; Zhang et al., 1996; Shen et al., 2009; Terranova et al., 
2009]. The USLE/RUSLE predicts an average soil loss for an extended time period, provided 
that the application remains within the range of conditions for which the model was 
developed [Grønsten & Lundekvam, 2006]. However, erosive effects of complex topography 
are not included in the standard USLE/RUSLE model, since the influence of flow 
convergence and divergence is not adequately regarded [Mitasova et al., 1996; Tarboton, 
1997; Capolongo et al., 2008]. Beyond, these approaches are incapable to provide estimations 
of spatial erosion structures, while deposition is disregarded at all [Zhang et al., 1996]. 
Other studies applied physically-based erosion and sediment transport models in the TGRA, 
such as the European Soil Erosion Model (EUROSEM), the Water Erosion Prediction Project 
(WEPP) and the Water and Tillage Erosion Model (WaTEM) [Manuscript 4; Cai et al., 2005; 
Shen et al., 2010; Shi et al., 2012]. These models consider the spatial variability of the erosion 
processes and provide spatially distributed outputs of erosion and deposition. They are based 
on model routines, which describe the interactive erosion processes by corresponding mass 
equations [Zhang et al., 1996; Aksoy & Kavvas, 2005]. This implicates a complex model 
structure and requires high quality input data in terms of spatial and temporal resolution and 
accuracy [Manuscript 4; Merritt et al., 2003; De Vente & Poesen, 2005; Morgan & Nearing, 
2011; De Vente et al., 2013]. Beyond a likely incomplete process description of physically-
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based models, the quality of available input data at catchment scale is often insufficient to 
adequately represent the local heterogeneity [Jetten et al., 2003; Jordan et al., 2005; De Vente 
et al., 2013]. If the complexity of the model is not in agreement with the data quality, the 
models underperform due to error propagation [Van Rompaey et al., 1999; Van Rompaey & 
Govers, 2002]. Hence, a variety of high quality erosion-related input data, such as soil 
properties, land cover, terrain, and climate is required to parameterize and to apply a 
physically-based erosion model in a reasonable manner [Manuscript 4; Chaubey et al., 1999; 
Prosser & Dietrich,1995; Castillo et al., 2003; Nearing et al., 2005; Molina et al., 2007; 
Immerzeel et al., 2009; Baartman et al., 2011; Bossa et al., 2012; Shen et al., 2012; De Vente 
et al., 2013]. In addition, physically-based models can be distinguished in (i) event-based 
models to simulate sediment reallocations of single erosive events and in (ii) continuous 
models to address a series of events [Manuscript 4; Nearing et al., 2005]. Input data 
requirements for continuous models are less restrictive compared to event-based models, 
since an event-specific parameterization is avoided and averaged parameter values may buffer 
random input errors [Van Rompaey et al., 1999; De Vente et al., 2013]. However, event-
based models are preferable in order to investigate erosive responses in areas with few but 
high-intensity rainfall events such as in the TGRA [Manuscript 4; Cai et al., 2005]. Recent 
studies in the TGRA using physically-based erosion and deposition models produced 
acceptable results [Cai et al., 2005; Shen et al., 2009, 2010; Shi et al., 2012]. Most of the 
studies applied continuous models due to limited data availability at the catchment scale 
[Shen et al., 2009, 2010; Shi et al., 2012]. By contrast, Cai et al. [2005] applied an event- and 
physically-based model at the plot scale that indeed facilitates parameterization, but is 
inadequate in assessing spatial organization of conservation measures at the catchment scale 
[Shi et al., 2012]. 
Thus, a model is required that provides event-based and spatially representative estimations 
on erosion rates at catchment scale to assess spatial patterns of hazardous soil erosion in the 
TGRA [Manuscript 4; Cai et al., 2005; Peng et al., 2011]. This was not accomplished by 
recent physically-based modelling attempts [Cai et al., 2005; Shen et al., 2010; Shi et al., 
2012], mainly due to complex model structures and the associated high input data 
requirements [Shi et al., 2012]. The problem of overall data scarcity and inaccurate model 
input data, especially in terms of spatially distributed soil property information, needs to be 
addressed in the first place [Manuscript 4; Moore et al., 1993; De Vente et al., 2013]. In this 
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context, the challenge is to set up quantitative and spatially explicit models of the soil-
landscape continuum, which enable for deriving detailed soil property information in a cost 
and time efficient manner [Manuscript 2, 3; Gessler et al., 1995; Cook et al., 1996; Scull et 
al., 2003; Behrens & Scholten, 2006; Behrens et al., 2010]. 
4.4  Soil-landscape Modelling  
4.4.1  Quantitative Soil-landscape Modelling 
A conventional soil survey is based on a conceptual model that describes the strong 
relationship between landscape features and the spatial distribution of soils [Hudson, 1992; 
Wysocki et al., 2000]. Thereby, landscape units that show similarities in soil forming factors 
are delineated based on field observations. Subsequently, representative locations within the 
typological units are selected to investigate soil characteristics in detail. Based on this, 
qualitative rules are formulated that describe the soil-landscape relationship and determine the 
spatial distribution of soils. This procedure results in a soil-class map to represent specific soil 
types by discrete polygons with abrupt transitions [Wilding, 1985; Bui, 2004]. However, 
polygon-based maps of soil types are inadequate to furnish complex physically-based models, 
which require detailed information on the variability of soil properties within the considered 
landscape [Webster, 1977; Gessler et al., 1995; Cook et al., 1996; Scull et al., 2003]. 
Moreover, conventional soil surveys are based on the experience of the surveyor, and 
therefore are criticized as subjective and too qualitative [McSweeney et al., 1994; McBratney 
et al., 2000]. In addition, elaborate reconnaissance surveys, extensive sampling campaigns, 
and laboratory analyses of conventional soil surveys are expensive and time consuming 
[Bishop et al., 2001; Scull et al., 2003; Behrens & Scholten, 2006; Adhikari et al., 2014]. 
As a response to the deficiencies of conventional soil-class maps and along with technological 
advances in information technology, a quantitative and cost-efficient approach for soil-
landscape modelling has been developed, known as Digital Soil Mapping (DSM) [Gessler et 
al., 1995, McBratney et al., 2003; Scull et al., 2003]. DSM couples soil property information 
at distinct points with statistically related, co-located, and area-covering environmental 
covariates. While conventional soil maps are based on mental inferences to describe soil-
landscape relationships, DSM uses (geo-) statistical models or data mining techniques instead. 
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Applying a DSM model in the area for which the model was built results in a map of 
continuous or discrete estimations of soil properties. Due to the quantitative character of the 
DSM procedure, soil-landscape relationships are objectively determined, detailed statistical 
analyses of related variables are facilitated, and uncertainty measures to evaluate the model 
predictions can be derived [Manuscript 2, 3; McBratney et al., 2003; Scull et al., 2003; 
McMillan, 2008]. 
The DSM concept originates from Jenny`s equation that describes the soil-landscape 
relationship, where soil (S) is a function of climate (c), organisms (o), topography (r), parent 
material (p), and time (t) at distinct locations [Jenny, 1941]: 
𝑆 = 𝑓(𝑐, 𝑜, 𝑟, 𝑝, 𝑡)         (Eq. 1) 
McBratney et al. [2003] extended Jenny`s equation by incorporating the space and related soil 
properties as further independent variables, resulting in the SCORPAN approach that 
formulizes DSM: 
𝑆𝑆𝐶 = 𝑓(𝑠, 𝑐, 𝑜, 𝑟, 𝑝, 𝑎, 𝑛)        (Eq. 2) 
where SSC is the soil property or soil category, s is the related soil property, a is age, 
respectively, time factor, and n is the spatial or geographic position. 
DSM presents an established framework for soil mapping that comprises several work stages, 
including the extraction of environmental covariates, sampling of soil data, model building, 
and uncertainty analysis of the final prediction map [Padarian et al., 2015]. Environmental 
covariates are usually extracted from small scale legacy soil maps and remote sensing data 
[Manuscript 2, 3; Mendonça-Santos et al., 2008]. At the local and landscape scale, one of the 
key data sources is the topography (r), which can be described by digital elevation models 
(DEM) and associated terrain derivatives [Manuscript 2, 3; Hudson, 1992; McBratney et al., 
2003; Grunwald, 2005; Behrens et al., 2010]. Since the acquisition of DEMs is relatively 
inexpensive and terrain derivatives can be generated straightforwardly by a digital terrain 
analysis, DEMs are the prime data source to obtain DSM covariates [McKenzie & Ryan, 
1999; Behrens et al., 2010]. In this context, Bishop & Minasny [2005] reported that 
approximately 80% of the DSM applications are predominantly based on DEMs. Moreover, 
there are various possibilities to numerically describe the relationship between the covariates 
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and the co-located soil properties [Zheng et al., 1996; Oberthur et al., 1999; Pennock & 
Corre, 2001; Behrens et al., 2005; Behrens et al., 2010; Dorji et al., 2014]. Machine learning 
techniques, such as classification and regression trees (e.g., CART) or tree-based ensemble 
classifiers (e.g., Random Forest) increasingly gain popularity [Manuscript, 2, 3, 5; Quinlan, 
1986; Breiman, 2001; Grimm et al., 2008; Ließ et al., 2012; Adhikari et al., 2014; Heung et 
al., 2014; Schmidt et al., 2014].  
DSM has been successfully applied in numerous studies addressing various soil properties, 
landscapes, and spatial scales [Manuscript 2, 3; Behrens et al., 2005; Wang et al., 2012; 
Mansuy et al., 2014; Taghizadeh-Mehrjardi et al., 2014]. However, the field sampling of soil 
data outlines a limiting factor in the DSM procedure. This is attributed to the importance of 
DSM sampling designs in terms of model performance, adjustments to local conditions, and 
the incorporation of real field costs [Manuscript 2; Lagacherie, 2008; Kidd et al., 2015]. In 
addition, there are various error sources in the DSM procedure due to inaccuracies in input 
data and oversimplification of the models that result in uncertainty [Nelson et al., 2011; 
Wellmann, 2013]. This raises the question of a comprehensive, thus spatial quality assessment 
that is still limited [Manuscript 3; Finke, 2007; Krol, 2008; Nelson et al., 2011]. 
4.4.2  Soil Sampling for Digital Soil Mapping 
The sampling design to obtain field soil data should reflect the variation of the target soil 
property in the study area [Manuscript 2; Heuvelink et al., 2007; Brungard & Boettinger, 
2010]. Suggested strategies infer sampling in the geographical space [Brus et al., 2006], in the 
feature space of covariates [Minasny & McBratney, 2006], or in a combination of both 
[Dobermann & Simbahan, 2007]. In addition, the sampling design should support field 
operability in terms of constrained accessibility, particularly due to difficult terrain and 
restricted areas [Manuscript 2; Kidd et al., 2015]. Few studies addressed this issue by 
excluding inaccessible areas in the process of sample site selection [Roudier et al., 2012; 
Mulder et al., 2013; Clifford et al., 2014] or by applying models from accessible areas to 
inaccessible areas based on similar environmental conditions [Cambule et al., 2013]. 
Moreover, the sampling design should incorporate available legacy soil information to reduce 
high labor and monetary costs for sampling and laboratory analysis [Manuscript 2, 3; 
Lagacherie, 2008]. Therefore, legacy data from soil profiles and existing soil maps in a 
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disaggregated form served as a data source to calibrate prediction models [Manuscript 2, 3; 
Carré & Girard, 2002; Hengl et al., 2004; Naumann & Thompson, 2014]. However, a spatial 
mismatch of statistically predefined sample sites, a lack in harmonization with the target soil 
property, and different spatial resolutions, formats and objectives remain problematic when 
incorporating legacy data into specific DSM sampling designs [Manuscript 2; Carré et al., 
2007; Krol, 2008; Sulaeman et al., 2013]. A further possibility to increase the efficiency in 
soil data acquisition comprises an optimized sample set size. Few studies addressed this issue 
by comparing model results based on different calibration set sizes [Manuscript 2; Brungard 
& Boettinger, 2010; Ramirez-Lopez et al., 2014; Schmidt et al., 2014]. 
As a consequence of the aforementioned limitations, most sampling designs were established 
to solely focus on reflecting the variation of the target soil property in the area of interest. 
Operability and efficiency improvements in terms of accessibility, the integrative use of 
legacy samples, and optimization of the sample set size are often disregarded [Manuscript 2; 
Lagacherie, 2008; Cambule et al., 2013]. Thus, advances in surveying soil data for DSM 
depend on comprehensively addressing the statistical, operational, and efficiency potentials of 
sampling designs [Manuscript 2].  
4.4.3  Uncertainty in Digital Soil Mapping 
Digital soil maps present an approximated description of spatially distributed soil properties 
that comprise an element of uncertainty [Manuscript 3; Webster & Oliver, 2005; Minasny & 
Bishop, 2008]. According to Nelson et al. [2011], the uncertainty in DSM originates from 
four error sources, which are (i) covariate error, (ii) model error, (iii) positional error, and (iv) 
analytical error. The covariate error refers to the error in the DSM covariates. Since data are 
usually derived from remote sensing devices, the error is sourced in the measurement or in an 
additional interpolation error if the data requires geostatistical pre-processing [Bishop et al., 
2006]. The model error refers to an insufficient understanding, and therefore to an 
oversimplification of real processes [Minasny & Bishop, 2008]. Depending on the type of 
model, the error can be ascribed to model specifications, estimations of model parameters or 
interpolations. McBratney et al. [2006] quantified the model error by applying bootstrapping 
that fits a model to different realizations of a data set to obtain an error variance. The 
positional error refers to the imprecise localization of spatial data, which is sourced in 
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measurement errors of the GPS technology [Grimm & Behrens, 2009]. The analytical error 
refers to measurement errors of soil properties occurring during the process of laboratory 
analysis. According to Viscarra Rossel & McBratney [1998], the analytical errors are low 
compared to other DSM error sources and in most cases well documented. In addition, the use 
of legacy data for DSM prevents monetary and temporal expenditures, such as field sampling 
and laboratory analyses [Cambule et al., 2013]. However, the increase in practicability is 
accompanied by additional error sources since the inclusion of legacy data from multiple 
sources into DSM poses the question of reliability [Carré et al., 2007; Krol, 2008].   
The various error sources in the DSM workflow as well as the use of legacy data raises the 
question of quality assessment. In DSM, this is still limited and primarily related to prediction 
accuracy [Hengl & Husnjak, 2006; Finke, 2007; Krol, 2008; Grunwald, 2009]. The term 
‘accuracy’ comprises measures on how close a prediction is to the true value [Everitt, 2002]. 
It is conventionally based on the variance between observed and predicted values at validation 
sites [Bishop et al., 2001]. Brus et al. [2011] reviewed methodologies for validating soil maps 
and stated the importance of quantifying the accuracy by independent validation using model-
free samples. 
However, according to Minasny & Bishop [2008] as well as Wellmann [2013], an uncertainty 
analysis should give response to three questions that may arise from a user`s perspective: (i) 
How good is the prediction? (ii) Where are the areas of significant uncertainties located? and 
(iii) Where to spend available resources to reduce uncertainties? In this context, Wellmann 
[2013] postulated that mapped information necessarily require analysis and visualization of 
compound errors if it is used for further decision making. Furthermore, Sun et al. [2013] 
emphasized the spatial aspect of uncertainty analyses and stated that mapped uncertainty is 
inevitable for DSM products and its further applications. In this context, disregarding the 
relevance of a comprehensive uncertainty assessment weakens the confidence of soil 
scientists and decision makers in the final DSM product [Fischer, 1999]. 
Few studies in the field of DSM addressed the issue of a comprehensive, spatially distributed 
and therefore practicable uncertainty analyses [Manuscript 3; Grunwald, 2009]. If 
geostatistical methods are applied to map soil properties [Tutmez & Hatipoglu, 2010; Li & 
Heap, 2011], a spatially distributed error estimate, called kriging variance, is reported along 
with the predictions [Knotters et al., 1995; Carré & Girard, 2002; Diodato & Ceccarelli, 2006; 
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Bourennane et al., 2007; Qu et al., 2013; Sun et al., 2013]. These quality maps are restricted 
to the use of geostatistical interpolation methods and depend on the model-assumptions used 
for the predictions [Brus et al., 2011]. Besides geostatistical methods, Bishop et al. [2015] 
proclaimed to focus on uncertainty, which is represented by a prediction interval at each 
location. In this context, Malone et al. [2011] adapted a method by Shrestha & Solomatine 
[2006] for DSM, which spatially quantifies uncertainty by regionalizing prediction intervals 
(PIs) based on the residuals between predicted and observed data. Though, this method was 
discussed as statistically complex and thus exhibiting limited practicability. 
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5  Research Objectives 
The present thesis aims to provide a modelling framework that facilitates a detailed 
assessment of sediment reallocations due to erosive rainfall-runoff events at the catchment 
scale [Manuscript 1, 4]. The study area is a small, mountainous, and particularly data scarce 
catchment in the TGRA [Manuscript 1, 2, 3, 4]. DSM based on Random Forest regression has 
been applied to obtain relevant soil parameters to furnish a physically- and event-based soil 
erosion model, which requires high quality and spatially distributed soil property input data 
[Manuscript 2, 3, 4]. The DSM approaches were optimized in terms of operability and 
efficiency improved soil sampling to overcome difficult terrain and budgetary constraints 
[Manuscript 2]. Moreover, a spatial uncertainty measure has been developed, which was used 
for the identification of areas for additional soil sampling to further improve the initial DSM 
models [Manuscript 3]. Rainfall, runoff, and sediment yield were continuously monitored to 
determine and characterize erosive events [Manuscript 4]. As a result, spatial estimations on 
event-related sediment reallocations were derived by calibrating EROSION 3D [Manuscript 
4].  
In detail, this thesis addresses the following research objectives: 
(i) The development of a DSM sampling design, which covers the feature space of 
relevant DSM covariates, compensates limited field accessibility, and provides 
efficiency improvements in terms of integrating legacy samples and optimizing the 
sample set size [Manuscript 2]. 
(ii) The development of a straightforward method to derive spatially distributed 
uncertainties of a digital soil property map, and to use the uncertainty information 
for additional sampling in relevant areas to refine initial maps [Manuscript 3]. 
(iii) The identification of erosive rainfall-runoff events based on continuously 
monitored data on rainfall, runoff, and sediment yields [Manuscript 4]. 
(iv) The calibration of the physically- and event-based soil erosion model EROSION 
3D to spatially identify sediment reallocations [Manuscript 4].  
The thesis was conducted within the framework of the BMBF-funded (grant no. 03 G 0827A) 
joint Sino-German project ‘YANGTZE GEO – Land use change, soil erosion, mass 
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movements, and matter fluxes along the Yangtze River, Three Gorges Reservoir Area’, 
particularly within the sub-project ‘Soil Erosion – Mechanisms and control factors of soil 
erosion by water in the Three Gorges Dam ecosystem’ located at the University of Tübingen 
[Manuscript 1]. Thus, the results of this thesis contribute to the joint research focus of better 
understanding the dynamics and ecological consequences of large dam projects at the Yangtze 
River and worldwide.  
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6  Material and Methods 
6.1  Study Area 
The studies [Manuscript 2, 3, 4] were conducted in the Upper Badong catchment (Figure 1), 
located approximately 74 km upstream of the TGD in western Hubei Province (31°1ʹ24ʹʹN, 
110°20ʹ35ʹʹE). The Upper Badong catchment covers an area of 428.7 ha of which 72% are 
exposed to the north. Elevation ranges from 469 m a.s.l. to 1,483 m a.s.l. with an average 
elevation of 1,053 m a.s.l. Slope angles amount to an average of 26° and range between 0° 
and 53°. The lithology of the southern study area exhibits clayed siltstone linked to the middle 
Triassic formation, while dolomite and microcrystalline limestone from the lower Triassic is 
dominant in the north. According to the Chinese Soil Taxonomic system, dominant soil 
groups are Purple soils in the south and Yellow to Yellow-brown soils in the north. Following 
the World Reference Base for Soil Resources [WRB, 2014], these soils refer to Cambisols 
and Alisols, respectively. The climate is humid subtropical with an average temperature of 
12.9 C° and an average annual precipitation of 1,082 mm [CMA, 2012]. The rainfall regime is 
governed by the East Asian monsoon, showing a unimodal distribution with 68% of rainfall 
occurring from May to September. Land use is dominated by secondary forest vegetation 
(79.4 %) in the steep hillslopes of the mountainous study area [Manuscript 4]. Small 
agricultural plots (< 0.5 ha) are scattered in the study area, but concentrate to unconsolidated 
farmland patches in the north at elevations between 500 m a.s.l. and 700 m a.s.l., in the 
middle-east from 850 m a.s.l.to 1,050 m a.s.l., and in the south from 1,150 m a.s.l. to 1,250 m 
a.s.l. [Manuscript 4]. Since the climate allows for cropping twice a year, the typical crop 
rotation is corn and sweet potato in summer, followed by rapeseed and cabbage in winter. 
Conservation farming practices, such as contour tillage, furrow-ridge tillage or mulching with 
crop residues after harvest are increasingly implemented. 
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Figure 1: Study area (right) and its location within the Three Gorges Reservoir Area 
(left). 
 
6.2  Data-base and Processing 
6.2.1  Soil Data and Environmental Covariates 
From 2012 to 2014, 145 topsoil samples (0 - 25 cm depth) were collected in four sampling 
campaigns based on the knowledge and results from one reconnaissance survey and three 
statistical DSM sampling designs (Figures 1 and 2). In October 2012, 55 samples were 
obtained in qualitatively delineated soil-landscape units using information on land use, 
topography, and field observations [Manuscript 2]. In April 2013 and March 2014, 90 
samples were collected based on simple random sampling in the entire study area (30 
samples), based on a modified conditioned Latin Hypercube Sampling (cLHS) design (30 
samples), as well as on a modified cLHS design in areas of high DSM uncertainties (30 
samples) [Manuscript 3, 4]. The samples were analyzed in terms of particle size distribution, 
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organic carbon content, and bulk density. At each sampling location five subsamples were 
pooled from the corners and the center of a 40 cm x 40 cm square in order to obtain composite 
samples. In addition, three subsamples were pooled, which were randomly taken within this 
square using a cylindrical core cutter with a defined volume of 100 cm³. Aliquots (50 g) of the 
homogenized and dried (40°C) composite samples were used to determine the soil organic 
carbon content (elemental analyzer Vario EL III). The remaining material of the composite 
samples was used for particle size analysis. Therefore, samples were sieved (< 0.63 mm) to 
separate sand contents, while silt and clay contents were separated using the Sedigraph III 
5120 (micromeritics GmbH). The bulk density was derived from the dry weight (105°C) of 
the volume defined samples. In addition, topsoil (0-20 cm depth) moisture measurements 
were conducted at 235 sites randomly distributed over the entire study area using a TDR-
sensor ML3 Thetakit by Delta-T Devices. The topsoil moisture measurements were 
performed within three days of dry weather conditions and after four days of frequent rainfall 
of low intensity in November 2014. 
 
 
Figure 2: Particle size distribution (left), organic carbon content, and bulk density 
(right) for the topsoil samples. 
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Land use information is based on a RapidEye satellite image from September 28th 2012, 
providing five spectral bands in a spatial resolution of 5 m x 5 m [RapidEye, 2012]. Six land 
use classes were derived according to ‘cropland’, ‘grassland’, ‘broadleaf’, ‘conifer’, ‘shrub’, 
‘woods’, and ‘built’ [Liu et al., 2005]. Based on in-situ observations during the field 
campaigns in 2013 and 2014, the land use class ‘cropland’ was further refined in terms of a 
more accurate description of the crop rotations into ‘corn-rapeseed’ and ‘potato-cabbage’ 
(Figure 1). 
A DEM was computed by digitizing a topographical map of the catchment with contour lines 
at 10 m intervals. The data was rasterized and resampled to a cell size of 25 m x 25 m to 
buffer potential uncertainties. Subsequently, 21 continuous terrain attributes were derived 
using a digital terrain analysis [SAGA GIS, 2012]. These DSM covariates present proxies to 
describe soil properties and repositioning processes of soil particles at a local and regional 
scale (Table 1). 
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Table 1: Environmental covariates with summary statistics. 
Covariate Unit Minimum Maximum Average 
Standard 
deviation 
Altitude  m a.s.l. 469 1483 1054 255 
Northing  - 1.42E-02 1.75E-02 1.62E-02 1.10E-03 
Easting  - 0 1.30E-02 4.98E-03 3.74E-03 
Wetness Index 
(SWI) 
- 
0 14.8 5.9 1.8 
Slope angle degree  0 53.2 26.4 6.9 
Slope angle, 
maximum 
degree  
0 0.72 0.42 0.13 
Slope length  m 0 2854 184 293 
Catchment area  m2 (log) 6.43 15.17 8.66 1.40 
Plane curvature  m-1 -1.03E-02 1.09E-02 -4.28E-05 2.82E-03 
Profile curvature  m-1 -1.09E-02 1.04E-02 -1.90E-04 2.30E-03 
Combined curvature  m-1 -8.80E-01 8.10E-01 -4.90E-03 1.54E-01 
Flow accumulation  
pixels 
(log) 2.8 6.1 3.9 0.56 
Overland flow 
distance  
m 
0 377 91.9 75.1 
Vertical flow 
distance 
m 
0 135 29.8 26.1 
Horizontal flow 
distance  
m (log) 0 2.6 1.5 0.88 
Altitude above 
channel (AAC) 
m 0 307 92 62 
Terrain ruggedness  - 0.18 17.2 8.4 2.4 
Mass balance index  - -0.79 2.04 0.13 0.52 
Convergence index  - 0 28.8 8.7 3.8 
Position index  m -26.9 35.7 0.25 7.2 
Protection index  - 0 0.14 0.07 0.02 
 
6.2.2  Hydrological Monitoring 
A monitoring network was established to continuously record data on rainfall, runoff, and 
sediment yields (Figure 1). The data was logged in a temporal resolution of 10 minutes for a 
period of twelve months, starting in June 2013 (Figure 3).  
Rainfall data was obtained by two self-emptying tipping bucket raingauges using the Vantage 
Pro 2 system by Davis Instruments with a single impulse capacity of 0.2 mm. The calibrated 
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raingauges were installed at elevations of 501 m a.s.l. and 1,193 m a.s.l. within the study area 
(Figure 1). The orifices were positioned at 1.5 m above ground to avoid disturbances by 
vegetation and wind. For further processing, data from both raingauges were averaged. The 
short-term data are representative, since - compared to long-term monthly records - similar 
distributions are revealed (Figure 3). The long-term data were recorded between 1960 and 
2009 by the China Meteorological Administration [CMA, 2012] at Badong climate station 
(station ID 57355) in a distance of approximately 7 km from the study area.  
Runoff data was obtained using a water pressure sensor (PTM/N/SDI-12 by STS-Sensors) 
that was positioned at the outlet of the catchment (Figure 1). Primarily, the water level was 
derived based on the water pressure and the geometry of the flow cross-section, which was 
measured in-situ. Subsequently, the standard flow rate equation was applied to determine the 
runoff according to Kirkby [1978]: 
𝑄 = 𝐴 ∗ 𝑉𝑞          (Eq. 3) 
where Q is the runoff [m³s-1], A is the flow cross-section [m²], and Vq is the average flow 
velocity [ms-1]. Vq was calculated according to the empirical Manning equation for gravity 
flow in open channels [Kirkby, 1978]: 
𝑉𝑞 =  
1
𝑛
∗ 𝛿2/3𝑠1/2         (Eq. 4) 
where n is the Manning coefficient for the hydraulic surface roughness [sm-1/3], s is the slope 
gradient [-], and δ is the flow depth [m]. 
Data on sediment yield were obtained from the outlet (Figures 1 and 3) using a turbidity 
sensor (SN-PNEPA by PONSEL).The sensor measures the light intensity with an infrared 
beam that is scattered due to suspended particles. The measure is expressed in nephelometric 
turbidity units (NTU) and indicates the clarity, respectively, the turbidity of the water, which 
is mainly influenced by suspended sediments from eroding soil [Satterland & Adams, 1992; 
Anderson, 2005]. Since the NTU measure depends on the properties of the suspended 
sediment, a conversion into mass units [mgl-1] requires a site-specific calibration. Thus, 250 
composite sediment samples from the entire study area were progressively added to a defined 
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water volume of 5 l. By applying stepwise NTU measurements, a calibration curve has been 
derived to convert NTU values into suspended sediment load in mass units. 
 
 
Figure 3: Regimes of monthly rainfall, runoff, and sediment yield data in the monitoring 
period. Rainfall records are compared to ranges and averages of long-term records from 
Badong station (above). Regimes of runoff and sediment yield are compared among each 
other (below). 
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6.3  Soil-landscape Model  
In the present thesis, all DSM applications [Manuscript 2, 3, 4] are based on Random Forest 
(RF) regression. RF presents an ensemble classifier based on multiple randomized decision 
tree models [Breiman, 2001]. A decision tree applies a set of binary rules to compute a target 
variable [Manuscript 5; Quinlan, 1986]. Those binary rules are based on multiple 
environmental covariates and the soil property that should be mapped. The final soil property 
map in RF regression is computed by averaging the results over all individual trees for each 
pixel of the map. Since RF is robust to noise and multi-collinearity in the predictors, no pre-
processing and pre-selection of covariates is required [Díaz-Uriate & De Andres, 2006; 
Behrens et al., 2010]. 
Robustness of the RF model primarily depends on a large number of individual trees, which 
should be as diverse as possible [Prasad et al., 2006; Peters et al., 2007]. Optimized tree 
diversity ensures to derivate the entire scope of relevant information that is comprised in the 
model input data for the aggregated final prediction [Hansen & Salamon, 1990; Peters et al., 
2007]. RF increases the diversity of the trees by using randomized subsets of predictor 
covariates at each split of the trees and a randomized (by bootstrapping) soil sample set for 
each tree.  
The subset of samples, which are not used to build a specific tree, are called out-of-bag (oob) 
data. Using this oob data for validating the respective trees, an error estimate (oob-error) can 
be derived by averaging the MSE (mean squared error) over all trees. The number of trees (k) 
and the size of the random feature subset at each node (mtry) are user-defined model 
parameters. Both can be determined by comparing the oob-errors of various RF realizations 
with different settings for k and mtry [Grimm et al., 2008; Schmidt et al., 2010]. For this study 
the soil property distributions with k = 1,500 and mtry = 2√p was computed with p presenting 
the total number of covariates [Manuscript 2, 3, 4; Breiman, 2001]. For processing, the R-
package ‘randomForest’ [Liaw & Wiener, 2002] was applied. 
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 6.4  Soil Sampling Design  
6.4.1  Latin Hypercube Sampling 
Referring to Manuscript 2, a conditioned Latin Hypercube Sampling (cLHS) design was 
modified in order to cover the feature space of relevant DSM covariates, to compensate 
limited field accessibility, and to provide efficiency improvements in terms of integrating 
legacy samples and optimizing the sample set size. The target soil properties were topsoil 
fractions of coarse sand (CS: 2 - 0.63 mm), medium sand (MS: 0.63 - 0.2 mm), and fine sand 
(FS: 0.2 - 0.063 mm). Those 50 topsoil samples that were obtained during the reconnaissance 
survey in October 2012 (cf., Section 6.2.1) were designated as legacy samples. 
The cLHS presents a stratified random method for sampling a multivariate distribution of 
environmental covariates. The idea is that the combined feature space of the covariates is fully 
covered by the sample set. Therefore, cLHS divides the range of each covariate into a number 
of equally probable strata (intervals), which corresponds to the sample set size. The sample 
set is derived by iteratively sampling from the entire feature space and by finally selecting 
target sites that in combination cover each stratum of each covariate once. This optimization 
procedure is accomplished by simulated annealing [Metropolis et al., 1953] and ensures that 
each covariate is uniformly sampled in the final sample set [Minasny & McBratney, 2006]. 
Due to the purely statistical nature and the focus of the method on feature space, sampling 
locations might be selected that do not exist in the real world. Hence, the target site selection 
is conditioned by rejecting covariate combinations that do not exist in the real world. As 
proposed by Minasny & McBratney [2006], the final sampling set in cLHS is derived if the 
following criteria are fulfilled: (i) all strata of all selected covariates are occupied by one 
unique target site, (ii) the correlation between the covariates in the entire study area is 
preserved in the sampling set, and (iii) the combination of all samples fully covers the entire 
feature space of the covariates. 
6.4.2  Covariate Selection and Sample Set Size 
A feature subset of covariates from all covariates was selected (Table 1) to set up a cLHS 
design. This selection followed the criteria of a plausible correlation to the target variables 
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and a low correlation within the subset to avoid collinearity [Gessler et al., 2000; Hengl et al., 
2003; Mulder et al., 2013]. Using legacy soil samples, the correlations (r) of each covariate to 
the target variables were determined. Further, the results across all target variables for each 
covariate (r1) were averaged. Subsequently, (i) the covariate with the highest r1, and (ii) all 
other covariates with r1 > 0.4 and a correlation < 0.4 among each other (r2) defined the cLHS 
covariates. 
The determination of the sample set size n is based on the comparison of the feature space of 
the cLHS covariates xi (i = 1, …, k) referring to the entire study area and 10 cLHS sample sets 
with a size nj (j = 10, 20,…, 100). The statistical variance (var) was used as an indicator to 
test the representativeness of the sample set sizes. The averaged variances of the covariates in 
the sample sets (sample set variance) were compared to the averaged variance of the 
covariates in the entire study area (global variance). The optimal sample set size n is defined 
by the minimum difference between the global variance and the sample set variance and by 
identifying the knee point of the curve, which takes the form: 
𝑛 (𝑗) = (
∑ 𝑣𝑎𝑟(𝑥𝑖)
𝑘
𝑖=1
𝑘
) − (
∑ 𝑣𝑎𝑟(𝑥𝑖𝑗)
𝑘
𝑖=1
𝑘
)      (Eq. 5) 
The knee point of the curve indicates the value of the minimum sample set size before the 
curve starts to level off disproportionally. The corresponding sample set size was assumed as 
the best tradeoff between sampling effort and representativeness to adequately reflect the 
feature space of the entire study area [Schmidt et al., 2014; Ramirez-Lopez et al., 2014]. 
6.4.3  Adapted Conditioned Latin Hypercube Sampling 
Using the previously determined covariate selection and sample set size, cLHS was applied 
according to Schmidt et al. [2014] in order to facilitate to set the minimum and maximum 
value of each cLHS covariate as predefined. Thus, a full spread of the feature space in the 
hypercube is assured. From the derived strata with the original cLHS target sites (cLHSorig), 
pixels with a slope angle higher than 35° and the land use classes ‘broadleaf’, ‘conifer’, 
‘shrub’, ‘built’ as well as water bodies were defined as inaccessible, and subsequently 
excluded from sampling. The land use class ‘woods’ was also excluded unless the pixel was 
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in distance of less than 150 m from a path, and therefore accessible in reasonable temporal 
expense. 
Inaccessible cLHSorig target sites were replaced by a potentially available legacy sample that 
occupied the respective stratum. For those strata with no accessible cLHSorig target sites, nor a 
matching legacy sample, a new target site was selected from all accessible pixels of the 
corresponding strata. Therefore, test sample sets of all possible combinations of accessible 
pixels over all remaining strata were generated, while taking the accessible and replaced 
cLHSorig target sites as predefined. The test sample sets were compared to the cLHSorig target 
sites using the cLHS search criteria of a preserved correlation between the covariates in the 
sample set and the coverage of the feature space in the entire study area (cf., Section 6.4.1). 
Primarily, those five test sample sets, which were most similar to cLHSorig referring to the 
correlations (r) between the covariates, were compared to cLHSorig according to their feature 
space coverage. Therefore, the frequency distribution of samples across the quartiles (Q) was 
used as simple measures. Ideally, 25% of the samples would fall in the first and third quartiles 
(Q1 and Q3) and 50% of the samples would fall in the second quartile (Q2). One final sample 
set (cLHSadapt) was selected according to the smallest deviation from the ideal distribution. 
For evaluating the presented cLHS design, two model calibration sets were compared. First, 
the sample set obtained according to the adapted cLHS design (cLHSadapt), and second, 
cLHSadapt in combination with the legacy samples (cLHSadapt+). Previously, the legacy sample 
set was randomly reduced by 20 samples to set up an independent validation data set. The 
accuracy of the RF regression models for all target variables and both calibration sets was 
evaluated by using independent and bootstrap validation (number of bootstrap samples: 20). 
For both accuracy estimations, the accuracy measures coefficient of determination (R²) and 
root mean squared error (RMSE) were computed. Since the predicted target variables 
represent compositional data, the coherence of their predicted sum, which ideally amounts to 
100%, was additionally assessed. For processing the R-package “base” (R Core Team, 2014) 
has been applied. 
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6.5  Spatial Uncertainty and Additive Sampling  
Referring to Manuscript 3, a method for deriving spatial uncertainties of digital soil maps was 
developed. Furthermore, the uncertainty information was used to demarcate target sites 
relevant for additional soil sampling to improve initial RF mapping approaches for topsoil silt 
(2-63 µm) and clay (< 2 µm) fractions. The initial RF soil property maps were based on a 
model calibration set of 60 topsoil samples (LD), randomly derived from the pool of samples 
(n = 80) that originates from the previous sampling campaigns in October 2012 and April 
2013. However, LD was not specifically obtained to cover the variability of silt and clay 
fractions in the study area, therefore attenuating the DSM performance. Thus, the uncertainty-
guided sampling comprises the identification of relevant sampling areas based on the spatial 
uncertainty, and the application of the adapted cLHS design within this sampling area to 
obtain additional samples purposively.  
The spatial uncertainty measure is based on the concept to generate a compilation of 
equiprobable realizations of spatial model predictions and analyzing the divergences among 
the simulated maps [Goovaerts, 2001]. In RF, this concept is already inherent since the RF 
predictions are aggregated from the results of multiple randomized decision tree models 
[Breiman, 2001]. Due to randomization, the results of the single tree predictions are spatially 
variable [Peters et al., 2007; Grimm & Behrens, 2009]. Thus, a specific prediction interval at 
each location can be derived. The variability of an interval refers to the uniformity of the 
single decision tree results, and therefore, the local robustness of the RF model. Consequently, 
a prediction interval with a high statistical variance (s²) indicates decreased robustness and 
vice versa [Sun et al., 2013]. In this context, s² was applied as local error variance, thus 
generating a spatially distributed uncertainty measure (errs²). For each location j, with k 
outlining the number of trees (i =1, 2,…, k) and x indicating the values of the prediction 
interval, errs² is defined as the following: 
𝑒𝑟𝑟𝑠
2
(𝑗) =  
1
𝑘
 ∑ (𝑥𝑖 − ?̅?)
2𝑘
𝑖=1
       (Eq. 6)  
For processing, the R-package “base” [R Core Team, 2014] was applied. 
To limit the sampling effort, one spatial uncertainty-guided sampling scheme for both target 
variables (silt, clay) was conducted to purposively obtain additional samples. Therefore, the 
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spatial uncertainty maps of both initial RF approaches (U1, U2) were merged into one single 
combined uncertainty map (Ucom), which then underlied the sampling. The merging was 
conducted by retaining the maximum (max) uncertainty value (Merrs²) of the standardized 
spatial uncertainties u1 and u2 for each location j according to 
𝑀𝑒𝑟𝑟𝑠2(𝑗) =  𝑚𝑎𝑥 (𝑢1𝑗, 𝑢2𝑗)        (Eq. 7) 
Subsequently, a new sampling area was identified based on areas with increased uncertainty 
values of Ucom, reflecting a decreased coverage of the soil variability by the legacy samples. 
Primarily, four potential sampling areas were derived, defined by the entire study area (Q1) 
and by the quartile-breaks > 25% (Q2), > 50% (Q3), and > 75% (Q4) of Ucom. Since the 
predictor covariates serve as proxies for the soil variability, it was tested how precisely 
available legacy samples cover the variability of the covariates within each potential sampling 
area. This was achieved by computing the divergence between the distribution in the potential 
sampling area (P1) and the distribution based on available legacy samples (P2) referring to 
each covariate separately. For this, the Kullback-Leibler divergence (KL) [Kullback & 
Leibler, 1951] was applied to examine the divergence between two distributions.  
𝐾𝐿 (𝑃1‖ 𝑃2) =  ∫ 𝑝1 (𝑥) 𝑙𝑜𝑔
𝑝1(𝑥)
𝑝2(𝑥)
𝑑𝑥      (Eq. 8) 
with p1 and p2 indicate the densities of P1 and P2. 
The sum of the divergences over all covariates (t = 1, 2,…, m) indicates a measure (KLsum) on 
how precise the legacy samples cover the variability of silt and clay. While an increased 
divergence indicates less coverage and vice versa, KLsum takes the form  
𝐾𝐿𝑠𝑢𝑚 =  ∑ 𝐾𝐿𝑡
𝑚
𝑡=1          (Eq. 9) 
Since the potential sampling areas were defined by quartile-breaks of the combined 
uncertainty distribution, an increasing KL divergence from Q1 to Q4 was assumed. 
Comparing KLsum of all potential sampling areas, the final sampling area was identified, 
where KLsum starts to level up disproportionally. The R-packages “flexmix” [Grün & Leisch, 
2008) and “base” [R Core Team, 2014] were used for processing. Within the final sampling 
area, the adapted cLHS design was applied to obtain additional topsoil samples (cf., Section 
6.4). 
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According to the spatial uncertainty-guided sampling, LD was augmented by 30 additional 
samples to form a second calibration set (LDUnc) with a sample set size of n = 90. For a 
comparative evaluation, a third calibration set (LDRandom) was generated by augmenting LD 
with 30 additional samples that were obtained according to simple random sampling within 
the entire study area (n = 90). The remaining 20 model-free samples from previous sampling 
campaigns were used to validate the predictions. Thus, three RF DSM approaches were set 
up, each estimating topsoil silt and clay contents and using the model calibration sets LD, 
LDRandom, and LDUnc. To assess the quality of the approaches comparatively, the spatial 
uncertainty measure (errs²), as well as accuracy estimates based on a 10-fold cross-validation 
(cv), bootstrap validation (boot; number of bootstrap samples: 10) and independent validation 
(val; number of samples: 20) were calculated. The coefficient of determination (R²) and the 
root mean squared error (RMSE) were used as accuracy measures. Processing has be 
conducted using the R-package “caret” by Kuhn [2009]. 
6.6  Modelling Sediment Reallocations  
6.6.1  Erosive Rainfall-runoff Events 
Analyses on rainfall-runoff events and their associated erosive response are based on 
monitoring data on rainfall, runoff, and sediment yield. In a first step, rainfall records were 
disaggregated according to a minimum inter-event time of six hours using the R-package 
‘hydromad’ [Andrews & Guillaume, 2015]. This threshold is commonly applied in event-
based erosion studies [Wischmeier & Smith, 1981; Xie et al., 2002; Bagarello et al., 2008; 
Soulis et al., 2009; Taguas et al., 2011] to identify independent rainfall events with similar 
initial soil moisture conditions that control runoff generation [Bracken et al., 2008; Todisco, 
2014]. In a second step, the direct runoff associated to each rainfall event was determined. 
Direct runoff originates from rainfall that contributes immediately to the streamflow, while 
baseflow reaches the streamflow with a substantial delay [Merz et al., 2006]. To separate 
baseflow from direct runoff, a recursive digital filter technique was applied to the runoff 
record according to Nathan & McMahon [1990] and Arnold et al. [1995]. Using the R-
package ‘Ecohydrology’ [Fuka et al., 2014], the following filter equation was applied: 
𝑞𝑡 =  𝛽 ∗ 𝑞𝑡−1 +
1+𝛽
2
∗ (𝑄𝑡 − 𝑄𝑡−1)       (Eq. 10) 
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where qt [m³s
-1] is the filtered direct runoff at the time step t [min], Qt [m³s
-1] is the original 
streamflow, and β [-] is the filter parameter. 
While an initial rainfall impulse defined the start of a rainfall-runoff event, the end was 
indicated when no longer associated direct runoff occurred. Using this event distinction, the 
respective sediment yield was attributed to each rainfall-runoff event to identify its erosive 
response. The adequacy of this procedure depends on the strength of the cause-effect 
relationship between rainfall, runoff, and sediment yields within the specific catchment 
[Todisco, 2014]. This was evaluated by comparing the hydroregimes revealed from the 
monitoring data over the measuring period by using a correlation matrix.  
For further analyses, those events were selected that exhibit direct runoff and an associated 
erosive response. In contrast, those events, for which a distinct attribution of direct runoff to a 
rainfall-runoff event was impossible due to inadequate separation between direct runoff and 
baseflow, were rejected [Blume et al., 2007]. 
Each of the erosive rainfall-runoff events was characterized according to their event-
triggering rainfall properties, such as total rainfall amount P [mm], the duration of occurring 
rainfall D [h], the maximum rainfall intensity in 30 minutes I30 [mm h
-1], the maximum 
rainfall intensity in 60 minutes I60 [mm h
-1], and the erosivity EI30 calculated as [Brown & 
Foster, 1987], 
𝐸𝐼30 = ∑ 𝐸 ∗ 𝐼30
0
𝑟=1          (Eq. 11) 
where E [MJ ha-1] is the rainfall kinetic energy for a time interval [r] that can be estimated by  
𝐸 =  0.29 ∗ [1 − 0.72 ∗ 𝑒𝑥𝑝(−0.05𝑖𝑟)] ∗ 𝑃𝑟     (Eq. 12) 
6.6.2  Erosion Model Description 
For event-based soil erosion modeling EROSION 3D [Schmidt, 1991, 1992] was applied. 
EROSION 3D is a raster- and physically based model that calculates soil losses and 
deposition initiated by single rainfall events or event sequences in small watersheds. The 
model includes the erosional processes of direct runoff, detachment of soil particles by 
rainfall splash and runoff, transport of detached particles by runoff, routing of runoff and 
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sediment, and sediment deposition. The mathematical incorporation of these processes is 
based on two subroutines addressing runoff and, more explicitly, soil erosion.  
The runoff subroutine calculates the rainfall excess according to a modified Green-Ampt 
infiltration equation [Green & Ampt, 1911; Weigert & Schmidt, 2005; Schindewolf & 
Schmidt, 2012]: 
𝑖 = 𝑘𝑠 ∗ 𝑔 + 𝑘𝑠 ∗
𝛹𝑚0
√
2𝑘𝑠∗𝛹𝑚0∗𝑡
𝑃𝑓∗(𝛩𝑠−𝛩0)
        (Eq. 13) 
where i is the infiltration rate [kg/(m²s)], ks is the saturated hydraulic conductivity [(kg s) m
-3], 
g is the gravity [m s-²], Ψm0 is the matric potential [N m kg-1] related to the initial water 
content Θ0 [N m kg-1], t is time [s], Pf is fluid density [kg m-³], and Θs is the saturated water 
content [m³ m-3]. The saturated hydraulic conductivity [ks] is estimated by using pedotransfer 
functions according to Campbell [1991]: 
𝑘𝑠 = 4 ∗ 10
−3 ∗ (1.3 ∗
10−3
𝑃𝑏
)
1.3∗𝑏
∗ 𝑒𝑥𝑝 (−0.069 ∗ 𝑇 − 0.037 ∗ 𝑈   (Eq. 14) 
with  
𝑏 =  (10−3 ∗ 𝐷)−0.5 + 0.2 ∗ 𝛿𝑝       (Eq. 15) 
where Pb is the bulk density [kg m
-³], T is the clay content [kg kg-1], U is the silt content [kg 
kg-1], b is parameter [-], D is the average diameter of soil particles [m], and δp is the standard 
deviation of the average diameter of soil particles [-]. 
Since the pedotransfer function assumes a rigid soil matrix, the temporal variability of the soil 
structure is disregarded. Therefore, ks is corrected by a multiplication with an empirically 
derived, so-called skinfactor to adjust the infiltration rates [Schindewolf & Schmidt, 2012].  
The soil erosion subroutine, thus the spatial quantification of particle detachment, transport 
and deposition, is based on the momentum-flux approach [Schmidt, 1991]. Basically, this 
approach follows the assumption that the erosive impact of direct runoff and rainfall splash is 
proportional to their exerted momentum fluxes [Schindewolf & Schmidt, 2012] where the 
momentum flux of the direct runoff flow [ϕq] is defined by: 
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𝜙𝑞 =  
𝑊𝑞∗𝑉𝑞
∆𝑋
          (Eq. 16) 
the momentum flux of the rainfall splash [φr,α] follows the equation: 
𝜑𝑟,𝛼 = 𝑊𝑟 ∗ 𝑉𝑟 ∗ 𝑠𝑖𝑛 𝛼 ∗ (1 − 𝐶𝐿)       (Eq. 17) 
where Wq and Wr are the mass rates of direct runoff flow respectively rainfall splash, Vq and 
Vr are the average flow velocity respectively velocity of the rainfall droplets, ∆x is the length 
of the slope segment, α is the slope angle, and CL the soil cover. 
Since an observable rate of soil erosion requires a minimum rate of direct runoff [qcrit], the 
erosion resistance of the soil is defined as the critical momentum flux [ϕcrit], following the 
equation [Schindewolf & Schmidt, 2012]: 
𝜙𝑐𝑟𝑖𝑡 =  
𝑞𝑐𝑟𝑖𝑡∗𝑃𝑞∗𝑉𝑞
∆𝑋
         (Eq. 18) 
where qcrit is the volume rate of flow [m³ (ms)
-1] at initial erosion, Pq is the fluid density [kg 
m-³], ∆x is the slope segment width [m], and Vq is the flow velocity [m s-1] that was derived 
according to equation (cf., Eq. 4). 
6.6.3  Erosion Model Application 
Besides the obtained rainfall records and the DEM, EROSION 3D requires a set of raster-
based soil properties that represent the soil's spatial heterogeneity at the catchment scale as 
good as possible. The parameters of particle size distributions [%], bulk density [kg m-³], and 
organic carbon content [%] were assumed to be steady over the period of interest. In contrast, 
the parameters soil cover [%], erosion resistance [N m-²], hydraulic roughness according to 
Manning`s n [N m-1/3], skinfactor [-], and initial soil moisture [vol.-%] were adjusted for each 
event [Schmidt et al., 1999; Schindewolf & Schmidt, 2012]. 
DSM was applied to derive the steady soil parameters. RF regression models were set up to 
link the 145 available soil property samples (Figures 1 and 2; cf., Section 6.2.1) with terrain 
covariates (Table 1). The results were evaluated using the RF internal oob-error (cf., Section 
6.3), and applying the coefficient of determination (R²) and the root mean squared error 
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(RMSE) as accuracy measures (Table 2). For processing, the R-package ‘randomForest’ [Liaw 
& Wiener, 2002] was used. 
 
Table 2: Summary statistics (sd: standard deviation) and accuracy (coefficient of 
determination:R²; root mean squared error: RMSE) of steady soil parameters. 
Parameter Minimum Maximum Average sd RMSE R² 
Clay content [%] 18.6 44.8 32.6 3.7 5.1 0.58 
Silt content [%] 43.5 69.0 62.3 3.9 5.0 0.57 
Sand content [%] 1.4 30.8 4.9 5.2 3.9 0.79 
Bulk density [kg m-³] 700 2,000 1,200 100 100 0.36 
Organic carbon [%] 1.0 3.2 2.1 0.4 0.5 0.45 
 
The soil cover was estimated by interpreting the refined land use map (cf., Section 6.2.1) with 
crop rotation patterns in combinations with the seasonally occurring grow stages. The input 
parameters erosion resistance, hydraulic roughness, and skinfactor were estimated using a 
parameter catalogue [Michael, 2000]. This catalogue contains a progressively updated 
compilation of empirically obtained parameter values for different soils and crops, 
considering seasonal variations and management practices [Schmidt et al., 1999; Schindewolf 
& Schmidt, 2012]. The parameter soil moisture is most sensitive and highly variable in time 
and space [Schmidt, 1992; Starkloff & Stolte, 2014]. Thus, the average soil moisture values 
from the parameter catalogue were initially used. Following, the model was run iteratively 
with varying soil moisture values. The best fit between observed and predicted direct runoff 
was then selected [Jetten et al., 1999; Schmidt et al., 1999]. 
For the EROSION 3D model runs, all input parameter were harmonized to a cell size of 25 m 
x 25 m. The model output of each event was validated individually by comparing the 
predicted sediment yield at the catchment outlet with the observed sediment yield. To express 
the discrepancy, the proportional deviation (ERR) of the prediction from the respective 
observation was assessed. Moreover, the average model performance for the sequence of 
erosive events was analyzed by using the averaged individual prediction error (ERRaverage), the 
root mean square error (RMSE) and the Nash-Sutcliff coefficient (NS) [Nash & Sutcliff, 1970; 
Krause et al., 2005]. The equations of the quality measures are defined as follows: 
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𝐸𝑅𝑅 =
|𝑆𝑌𝑜𝑏𝑠−𝑆𝑌𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑑|
𝑆𝑌𝑜𝑏𝑠
         (Eq. 19) 
𝑅𝑀𝑆𝐸 =  √
∑ (𝑆𝑌𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑑,𝑖−𝑆𝑌𝑜𝑏𝑠,𝑖)
2𝑛
𝑖=1
𝑛
       (Eq. 20) 
𝑁𝑆 = 1 −  
∑ (𝑆𝑌𝑜𝑏𝑠,𝑖−𝑆𝑌𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑑,𝑖)
2𝑛
𝑖=1
∑ (𝑆𝑌𝑜𝑏𝑠,𝑖−𝑆𝑌𝑎𝑣𝑒,𝑜𝑏𝑠,𝑖)
𝑛
𝑖=1
2       (Eq. 21) 
where SYobs [Mg] is the observed sediment yield of an event i, SYpred [Mg] is the predicted 
sediment yield, and SYave,obs [Mg] is the average observed sediment yield. For model 
validation, the R-package ‘hydroGOF’ by Zambrano-Bigiarini [2014] was applied. 
Finally, the soil loss and deposition patterns were mapped as a budget over the erosive events 
to spatially identify sediment sources and deposits dependent on the land use and topography. 
The model results of each pixel were separated according to four classes (severe: > 50 Mg ha-
1; high: 20 - 50 Mg ha-1; moderate: 10 - 20 Mg ha-1; low: 0 - 10 Mg ha-1) for soil loss and 
deposition, respectively. This classification is based on thresholds that are commonly applied 
in the TGRA with respect to soil erosion studies [Shi et al., 2004; Shi et al., 2012]. 
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7  Results 
7.1  Adapted Conditioned Latin Hypercube Sampling  
7.1.1  Covariate Selection and Sample Set Size 
According to the correlations of each covariate to the target variables (r1), the covariate 
'Altitude Above Channel' (AAC) shows the highest value (r1 = 0.65) and was therefore 
selected as first cLHS covariate. The covariates 'Altitude' (r1 = 0.65), 'Plane curvature' (r1 = 
0.63) and 'Wetness Index' (SWI; r1 = 0.41) are plausibly correlated to the target variables with 
r1 > 0.4. However, 'Altitude' and 'Plane curvature' show correlations of r2 = 0.62 and r2 = 0.55 
to AAC, thus, indicating collinearity. Subsequently, both were rejected from further analysis. 
SWI shows a lower collinearity with an r2 of 0.38 and was therefore retained (Table 3). 
Consequently, the two covariates AAC and SWI were used to build the feature space for the 
adapted cLHS.  
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Table 3: Covariates ranked according to their averaged correlations r1 to the target 
variables. The correlation between the covariates and the top ranked covariate is indicated by 
r2. 
Covariate r1 Rank r2 
AAC 0.65 1 1 
Altitude 0.65 2 0.62 
Plane curvature 0.63 3 0.55 
SWI 0.41 4 0.38 
Slope angle, maximum 0.38 5 0.44 
Terrain ruggedness 0.31 6 0.01 
Slope angle 0.29 7 0.03 
Slope length 0.28 8 0.37 
Convergence index  0.23 9 0.33 
Land use 0.23 10 0.22 
Mass balance index  0.2 11 0.22 
Combined curvature 0.19 12 0.29 
Northing  0.19 13 0.15 
Easting  0.18 14 0.10 
Horizontal flow 
distance  
0.18 15 
0.07 
Protection index  0.17 16 0.08 
Profile curvature 0.16 14 0.27 
Vertical flow distance 0.12 18 0.12 
Flow accumulation  0.09 19 0.35 
Overland flow distance  0.08 20 0.10 
Position index  0.08 21 0.29 
Catchment area  0.07 22 0.41 
 
For the determination of the final sample set size n, the selected cLHS covariates AAC and 
SWI were used to set up 10 cLHS designs, which exhibit test sample set sizes ranging from 
10 to 100. The numerical distances of the sample set variances to the global variance spans 
from 0.01 to 0.06 (Figure 4), while decreasing values indicate an increase in 
representativeness of the respective cLHS set. When plotting the sample set size against the 
sample set variance, the knee point of the resulting function shows a numerical distance of 
0.02 (Figure 4) suggesting a final sample size of n = 30 for cLHSadapt. This results in a ratio 
of 7.1 samples per km². 
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Figure 4: Determination of a sample set size by comparing the sample set variance to the 
global variance (dashed line), using the knee point (dotted line). 
 
7.1.2  Target Site Selection 
Corresponding to the previously determined sample set size n = 30, the final cLHS design 
(cLHSadapt) results in 30 strata, each with a varying number of spatially scattered pixels 
ranging from 2 to 84. The variation and scattering is determined by the statistical properties of 
the cLHS covariates 'AAC' and 'SWI', which underlay the strata (Table 1). After excluding 
inaccessible areas, each stratum shows a number of 1 to 4 accessible pixels (Table 4).  
Each stratum needs to be sampled at precisely one specific target site, while the combination 
of all sampled target sites results in an optimized coverage of the cLHS feature space formed 
by AAC and SWI. Seven strata are occupied by predefined target sites from cLHSorig or the 
legacy samples: Two sites refer to the cLHSorig design and match accessible pixels of a 
stratum. In the remaining five strata, legacy samples are available, which were used to cover 
the respective stratum. This results in 23 uncovered strata whether due to lacking accessibility 
at the cLHSorig target site or absent legacy samples (Table 4). 
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Since five legacy samples were integrated into the cLHSadapt design and 20 samples were 
extracted for validation, 30 legacy samples remained unused (cf. 6.2.1). Thus, they were 
combined with the cLHSadapt (n = 30) resulting in the further calibration set cLHSadapt+ (n = 
60), which was used for evaluating the approach comparatively. 
 
Table 4: Number of accessible pixels and total number of pixels per stratum. The strata 
sampled by original cLHS sites and strata occupied by legacy samples are indicated (dots). 
Strata 
Number of accessible 
pixels 
Total number of 
pixels 
cLHSorig sample 
Legacy 
sample 
1 3 22 − ● 
2 2 5 − − 
3 2 8 − − 
4 3 18 − − 
5 1 7 − − 
6 1 19 − − 
7 1 84 − ● 
8 1 9 − ● 
9 1 18 − − 
10 1 9 − − 
11 1 20 − − 
12 1 7 − − 
13 1 6 − − 
14 1 8 − − 
15 2 6 − − 
16 2 12 − − 
17 2 19 − − 
18 2 3 − − 
19 4 9 ● − 
20 3 26 − − 
21 3 10 − ● 
22 1 4 − − 
23 2 2 ● − 
24 3 16 − − 
25 1 7 − − 
26 2 13 − − 
27 2 5 − − 
28 4 25 − − 
29 2 9 − − 
30 2 64 − ● 
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The target sites in the 23 uncovered strata were determined by analyzing all possible 
combinations of accessible pixels across those strata that were not sampled. For each 
combination, the 7 predefined target sites were added resulting in 10,592 test sample sets.  
The test sample sets were examined according the cLHS criteria using cLHSorig as baseline to 
select the most adequate sample set for calibration (cLHSadapt). Referring to the cLHS 
criterion of a preserved correlation between the covariates in the sample set, those five pre-
selected sample sets that were most similar to cLHSorig show differences in correlation with r 
< 0.01. Contrary, the calibration set cLHSadapt+ differs by r > 0.05. Referring to the criterion of 
optimized feature space coverage, the proportional frequency of samples across the quartiles 
of the cLHS covariates (Q1-3AAC, Q1-3SWI) was used. The deviations to cLHSorig over all 
quartiles and both covariates (dev.) were summed up. The deviations of the five pre-selected 
test sample sets range from 22 to 42 percent points (pp), while cLHSadapt+ differs by 60 pp 
(Table 5). Thus, the calibration set cLHSadapt+ (n = 60) shows less similarity to cLHSorig. than 
the five selected test sample set sizes with n = 30 (Table 5). 
This test sample set, which is most similar to cLHSorig according to the cLHS criteria was 
selected as final calibration set (cLHSadapt). For cLHSadapt, the correlation r between the cLHS 
covariates in the entire study area and in the sample set differs by 0.0061. The summed up 
deviation of the proportional frequencies in the quartiles amounts to 22 pp (Table 5).  
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Table 5: Sample set comparison of the original cLHS set (cLHSorig.), the test sets (test 1 to test 
5), and the calibration sets cLHSadapt with a sample size n = 30, and cLHSadapt+ with 30 
additional legacy samples. The correlation (r) among the cLHS covariates in the sample sets, 
the proportional frequency across the quartiles of the cLHS covariates in the study area (Q1-
3AAC, Q1-3SWI), and the summed up deviation (dev: deviation; pp: percent points) from 
cLHSorig are indicated. 
Sample set r 
Q1AAC 
(%)    
Q2AAC 
(%)    
Q3AAC 
(%)    
Q1SWI 
(%) 
Q2SWI 
(%) 
Q3SWI 
(%) 
dev 
(pp) 
cLHSorig. 0.4003 23 50 27 23 50 27 - 
test1/cLHSadapt 0.3942 27 46 27 27 53 20 22 
test 2 0.3923 27 43 30 17 57 26 28 
test 3 0.4068 27 43 30 23 43 34 28 
test 4 0.3905 27 43 30 20 60 20 34 
test 5 0.4037 33 40 27 34 43 23 42 
cLHSadapt+ 0.3365 45 38 17 17 58 25 60 
 
7.1.3  Hypercube Sampling: Model Calibration and Prediction 
According to the laboratory analysis of the two calibration sets cLHSadapt (n = 30) and 
cLHSadapt+ (n = 60), the average topsoil sand content accounts to 6% in cLHSadapt and to 9.5% 
for cLHSadapt+. Comparing the results referring to both calibration sets and all target sand 
fractions (CS, MS, FS), cLHSadapt+ shows higher averages and variabilities for all sand 
fractions. These patterns are pronounced for CS, showing an average of 2.4% and an inter 
quartile range (IQR) of approximately 1.3 in cLHSadapt versus an average of 4.6% and an IQR 
of 8.9 in cLHSadapt+. By contrast, the target variables MS and FS show increased similarity 
between the calibration sets. For MS, the average amounts to 2% with an IQR of 
approximately 0.9 in cLHSadapt, while cLHSadapt+ shows an average of almost 3% with an IQR 
of approximately 4. For FS, cLHSadapt shows an average of 1.6% with an IQR of 0.8 versus an 
average of 2.0 with an IQR of 2.2 in cLHSadapt+ (Figure 5). 
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Figure 5: Topsoil sand fractions (CS: coarse sand, MS: medium sand, FS: fine sand) for 
both calibration sets (cLHSadapt, cLHSadapt+).  
 
The RF prediction models couple the calibration sets cLHSadapt (n = 30) and cLHSadapt+ (n = 
60) with all available covariates to estimate all sand fractions (CS, MS, FS). The two-fold 
accuracy evaluation, which is based on independent and bootstrap validation, performs similar 
with deviations in R² ranging from 1% to 4% referring to each target variable and validation 
method. The accuracy estimation R² across all target variables, both calibration sets, and 
validation methods ranges between 0.57 and 0.80 (Table 6). 
With respect to the independent validation and R², the FS-models (cLHSadapt: R² = 0.59; 
cLHSadapt+: R² = 0.61) are outperformed by the CS-models (cLHSadapt: R² = 0.63; cLHSadapt+: 
R² = 0.67), while the MS-models (cLHSadapt: R² = 0.71; cLHSadapt+: R² = 0.80) perform best. 
Moreover, for all target variables, the models calibrated by cLHSadapt+ (n = 60) outperform the 
models using cLHSadapt (n = 30). The deviations amount to 2% for FS, 4% for CS and 9% for 
MS (Table 6). 
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Table 6: Random Forest model accuracies (R², RMSE) based on independent and bootstrap 
validation. The accuracy estimations refer to all calibration sets (cLHSadapt, cLHSadapt+) and 
target variables (CS: coarse sand, MS: medium sand, FS: fine sand). 
Independent validation cLHSadapt cLHSadapt+ 
 
R² RMSE R² RMSE 
CS 0.63 4.03 0.67 3.75 
MS 0.71 1.07 0.80 0.94 
FS 0.59 0.34 0.61 0.38 
Bootstrap validation cLHSadapt cLHSadapt+ 
 
R² RMSE R² RMSE 
CS 0.64 2.16 0.71 3.48 
MS 0.69 0.91 0.78 1.01 
FS 0.57 0.38 0.64 0.36 
 
The sum of all predicted sand fractions ideally amounts to 100 %. The deviations from this 
ideal for the predictions of both calibration sets (cLHSadapt, cLHSadapt+) were mapped in 
percent points (Figure 6). Both model approaches show increased deviations in the northern 
Upper Badong catchment and in depression lines. For the cLHSadapt-models, the deviations are 
more pronounced, while an additional hotspot of high deviations is located in the eastern 
study area (Figure 5). The summary statistics of the deviations show a maximum of 9.4 % and 
an average of 1.8% for the cLHSadapt-models. The maximum of the cLHSadapt+-models 
accounts for 7.6% with an average of 1.3%. Thus, the calibration set cLHSadapt+ outperforms 
cLHSadapt, which confirms the results of the accuracy estimations by independent and 
bootstrap validation (Table 6). 
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Figure 6: Coherence of the predicted sum referring to the compositional target variables 
(CS: coarse sand, MS: medium sand, FS: fine sand) and to the calibration sets (A) 
cLHSadapt+ and (B) cLHSadapt. Colors indicate the range of deviation in percent points 
(pp) from the ideal of 100%. 
 
7.2  Spatial Uncertainty and map refinement  
7.2.1  Uncertainty-guided Sampling 
The average combined uncertainty (Merrs²) in the entire study area, which corresponds to the 
potential sampling area Q1, accounts for 0.63 with a standard deviation (sd) of 0.12. Since the 
potential sampling areas Q2, Q3, and Q4 were defined according to the quartiles-breaks of the 
combined uncertainty (> 25%, > 50%, > 75%), successively increasing averaged Merrs²-values 
can be expected. Thus, Merrs² in Q2 amounts to 0.72 (sd = 0.1), and to 0.78 in Q3 (sd = 0.07), 
respectively to 0.86 in Q4 (sd = 0.04). 
By comparing each distribution of area-covering covariates with the distributions of 
covariates from available legacy samples in Q1 to Q4, a successively increasing divergence of 
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the distributions in Q4 was revealed. The summarized Kullback-Leibler (KL) divergences in 
Q1 amounts to 16.4, to 24.5 in Q2, to 29.2 in Q3, and to 66.8 in Q4. However, the increase in 
Q4 amounts to 130% compared to 19% in Q3 and 49% in Q2. Subsequently, the available 
legacy samples in Q4 outline a disproportionally decreased coverage concerning the 
covariates (Figure 7). This results in Q4 as the final sampling area in order to obtain the 
additional samples of LDLHS (Figure 8b). 
 
 
Figure 7: Determination of the sampling area by comparing the coverage of covariates 
using the legacy samples. The x-axis shows the potential sample areas Q1 to Q4. The y-
axis shows the summarized Kullback-Leibler (KL) divergences between the distributions 
of covariates within the area and the distributions of covariates in the legacy samples.  
 
The mapped combined uncertainty reveals increased values in the northern and southern study 
area, where the topography shows increased heterogeneity. Particularly, uncertainty hotspots 
with Merrs² > 0.8 were predicted for areas along the topographic depression lines. In the 
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central western and eastern study area coherent patches of decreased uncertainties with Merrs² 
< 0.5 occur (Figure 8a). 
The LDUnc samples were obtained according to an adapted cLHS design that optimally covers 
the variability of multiple covariates. Furthermore, the sample sites are spatially evenly 
distributed within the sampling area Q4 (Figure 7b). The calibration set LD shows a cluster in 
the north of the study area. The sample sites of the additional samples for LDRandom as well as 
the sites for the validation set are evenly distributed (Figure 8a). 
 
 
Figure 8: (a) Combined spatial uncertainty of initial silt and clay predictions with the 
legacy sample set (LD), the additive samples according to a simple random sampling 
(Random add) and the validation data. (b) Area for uncertainty-guided sampling with the 
additive samples (Unc add). 
 
7.2.2  Map Refinement: Model Calibration and Prediction 
According to the results from the laboratory analysis, the distributions of the model 
calibration sets LD (n = 60), LDUnc (n = 90) and LDRandom (n = 90) show similar patterns in 
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central tendency and variability of both target soil properties (Figure 9). The average topsoil 
silt content amounts to 59.4% in LD (sd = 9.2), to 59.9% in LDRandom (sd = 9.0), and to 60.8% 
in LDUnc (sd = 8.9). The average topsoil clay content varies from 28.5% in LD (sd = 6), to 
29.6% in LDRandom (sd = 6), and to 28.9% in LDUnc (sd = 5.9). 
 
 
Figure 9: Observed topsoil silt and clay contents for all calibration sets (LD, LDRandom, 
LDUnc). The notches indicate the median of the respective distribution.  
 
All RF prediction approaches reveal increased averaged values of topsoil silt and clay 
contents compared to the averaged observed values resulting from the laboratory analysis. 
The increase varies from 2% to 2.5% for the silt contents and from 1% to 2.7% for the clay 
contents.  
The predicted average silt content amounts to 61.6% (sd = 3.7) for the LD approach, to 61.9% 
(sd = 4.4) for the LDRandom approach, and to 63.3% (sd = 3.9) for the LDUnc approach. All 
mapping approaches show a similar trend with increasing silt contents from the northern to 
the southern Upper Badong catchment. Generally, decreased silt contents occur in the 
topographic depression lines (Figure 10). 
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The RF predictions of topsoil clay show an average content of 29.9% for the LD approach (sd 
= 2.6). The average clay content revealed in the LDRandom approach amounts to 30.7% (sd = 
2.8), while an average clay content of 31.6% was predicted in the LDUnc approach (sd = 2.5). 
All mapping approaches show the lowest clay contents in the very north of the study area. In 
the central study area, increased clay contents are homogeneously distributed. In the south, 
clay contents are generally higher compared to the very north, but lower and less 
homogeneously distributed compared to the central study area (Figure 10). 
 
 
Figure 10: Mapping results for predicted topsoil silt and clay contents using the legacy 
sample set (LD), LD combined with additional samples according to simple random 
sampling (LDRandom), and LD combined with additional samples according to the 
uncertainty-guided sampling (LDUnc).  
 
For both target variables, the averaged spatial uncertainty gradually decreases from the LD 
approach (9.3 for silt; 7.7 for clay), followed by the LDRandom (6.7 for silt; 5.9 for clay) to the 
LDUnc approach (6.4 for silt; 5.6 for clay). This trend of quality increase also applies for the 
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prediction accuracies derived from cross- (cv), bootstrap- (boot), and independent (val) 
validation (Table 7).  
Referring to the silt prediction accuracy considering independent validation (val), the 
approaches show increasing explained variances with R² = 0.45 for LD, R² = 0.54 for 
LDRandom , and R² = 0.59 for LDUnc. The clay predictions show val-accuracies of R² = 0.44 for 
the LD approach, R² = 0.47 for the LDRandom approach, and R² = 0.56 for the LDUnc approach 
(Table 7; Figure 10). 
Moreover, comparing the prediction approaches for the two different target variables shows a 
generally increased level of uncertainty and decreased level of cv- and boot-accuracy for the 
silt predictions. Across all approaches the increase in uncertainty ranges between 12% and 
17%, while the decrease in accuracy ranges from 10% to 17% for cv, and from 17% to 22% 
for boot. Referring to val, the accuracies of silt and clay predictions are equal, while the 
divergences range between 2% and 13% across all approaches (Table 7; Figure 10). 
 
Table 7: Spatial uncertainty and accuracies for the predictions of topsoil silt and clay 
contents, listed according to the prediction approaches. Averaged spatial uncertainty (unc), 
cross- (cv), bootstrap- (boot) and independent- (val) validation are used.  
  
unc cv boot val 
Target 
variable 
Prediction 
approach 
∑errs² 
{1,…,n}/n R² RMSE R² RMSE R² RMSE 
Silt LD 9.3 0.39 5.68 0.44 5.59 0.45 5.33 
 
LDRandom 6.7 0.44 6.13 0.46 5.72 0.54 4.86 
  LDUnc 6.4 0.47 4.64 0.54 4.58 0.59 4.27 
Clay LD 7.7 0.47 4.95 0.54 4.41 0.44 5.09 
 
LDRandom 5.9 0.49 4.78 0.59 3.82 0.47 4.63 
  LDUnc 5.6 0.55 4.52 0.65 3.59 0.56 4.49 
 
Furthermore, the spatial uncertainty distributions of the silt and clay prediction approaches 
were compared. Referring to the silt predictions, the uncertainty values of the LD approach 
vary uniformly with sd = 1.1. Their uncertainty values range from 8.6 to 9.8. The very 
northern study area and a small area in the central catchment show low uncertainty values 
smaller than the 25%-quartile (≙ 9.1), while high values larger than the 75%-quartile (≙ 9.4) 
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are evenly distributed all over the study area. The LDRandom approach shows an increased 
variability with sd = 1.8 and a range from 5.5 to 8.1. Increased values larger than 75%-
quartile (>7.3) were revealed for the northern study area, but are less pronounced in the south. 
The LDUnc approach shows a similar distribution with sd = 1.7 and a range from 5.5 to 8.2, 
while an increased variability and high values larger than 75%-quartile (≙ 6.6) were revealed 
for the northern study area (Figure 11). 
In terms of clay predictions, the LD approach also shows a comparatively low variability with 
sd = 1 and a range from 6.9 to 8.5. The variability of the LDRandom approach is increased with 
sd = 1.4 (range from 5 to 7.8), while the LDUnc approach shows a decreased variability with sd 
= 0.7 (range from 5.3 to 6.4). The spatial distribution of all approaches shows increased 
values larger than 75%-quartile (LD approach: 8; LDRandom approach: 6; LDUnc approach: 5.7) 
in the northern Upper Badong catchment (Figure 11). 
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Figure 11: Comparison of spatial uncertainty for topsoil silt (above) and topsoil clay 
(below) predictions. The curves refer to prediction approaches using the calibration sets 
LD (black), LDRandom (dark gray) and LDUnc (bright gray). The x-axis schematically 
indicates the localization of the values in the study area. The y-axis indicates the spatial 
uncertainty. 
 
7.3  Erosive Rainfall and Sediment Reallocation  
7.3.1  Erosive Rainfall Events 
Monitored rainfall data (June 213 to May 2014) were compared to the long-term records from 
Badong climate station (January 1960 to December 2009; Figure 3). With 895 mm, the total 
rainfall amount of the short-term records is less compared to the long-term annual average of 
1,082 mm, revealing relatively dry conditions during the monitoring period. This decline is 
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attributable to the months of May, July, and October with a reduced rainfall amount ranging 
between 54 mm and 68 mm. The deviations of the remaining months range between 1 mm in 
January and 20 mm in June with a positive budget of 11 mm. Furthermore, the short-term 
rainfall amounts per month were compared to the long-term average maxima and minima of 
rainfall per month. The results show that the monitored records were all within the range of 
the long-term records (Figure 3). Both, short- and long-term records exhibit an unimodal 
distribution with 67% and 68% of the annual rainfall occurring during the wet season from 
May to September. The analogy between the rainfall records reveals that the short-term record 
is representative for the area.  
Moreover, the interrelation between the monitored rainfall, runoff, and sediment records 
within the study area (Figure 3) was evaluated. The annual distribution of the observed runoff 
sums and sediment yields per month corresponds to the recorded rainfall regime. With a total 
of 324 m³ ha-1, 80% of annual runoff occurs during wet season from May to September. The 
maximum runoff is in June with 66 m³ ha-1, while from December to January less than 1 m³ 
ha-1 runoff was recorded. Similarly, the total annual sediment yield sums up to 666 kg ha-1, of 
which 71% occur during wet season. With 116 kg ha-1, June shows the maximum sediment 
yield, while minima less than 3 kg ha-1 occur from December to February (Figure 3). By using 
the correlation coefficient, the relation between rainfall, runoff, and sediment yield was 
calculated. With a temporal resolution of 10 minutes, rainfall data exhibit an r of 0.94 to 
runoff and 0.89 to sediment yield data, while the latter two are correlated with r = 0.84. The 
similar regimes of the recorded data and the associated r-values (>0.80) approve a strong 
cause-effect relationship between rainfall, runoff, and sediment yield. 
During the monitoring period, 19 erosive events were identified, of which five events were 
excluded from further analyses (Table 8). Compared to the selected events and referring to the 
average event properties, the excluded events show an increase in rainfall duration [D] and 
total rainfall amount [P] of 1,140 min and 19.4 mm, respectively. The average peak intensities 
I60 and I30 are lower by 4.6 mm 60min
-1 and 4.5 mm 30min-1, respectively. The average 
erosivity EI30 is lower by 273.9 MJ ha
-1 mm h-1. Moreover, the excluded events show intra-
event periods of no rainfall close to the inter-event time of 6 h. They generally exhibit 
increased durations with decreased intensities of discontinuous rainfall. These patterns result 
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in temporally variable runoff generation, thus, impeding an adequate separation between 
direct runoff and baseflow.  
The average properties of the 14 selected events show a duration D of 276 min, a total rainfall 
P of 19.4 mm, peak intensities I60 and I30 of 14.7 and 11.8, and an erosivity EI30 of 331.7 MJ 
ha-1 mm h-1. These event properties result in sediment yields SYobs ranging between 0.18 Mg 
and 7.03 Mg with an average SYobs of 1.77 Mg and a total sediment yield of 24.8 Mg. Eight 
events show sediment yields less than 1 Mg with an average SYobs of 0.61 Mg (small events). 
Six events show sediment yields above 1 Mg with an average SYobs of 3.32 Mg (large events; 
Table 8). The large events account for 80.3% of the sediment yield and 61% of the total 
rainfall amounts over all events. 
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Table 8: Properties of selected and excluded rainfall-runoff events. The duration (D), the 
rainfall amount (P), the peak intensity of 60 and 30 minutes intervals (I60, I30), the erosivity 
(EI30), and the observed sediment yield (SYobs) are applied to characterize the events. 
    
Time 
D 
[min] 
P 
[mm] 
I60 
[mm/60min] 
I30 
[mm/30min] 
EI30 
[MJ 
ha-
1*I30] 
SYobs 
[Mg] 
S
el
ec
te
d
 f
o
r 
fu
rt
h
er
 a
n
al
y
si
s 
 S
Y
 <
 1
 M
g
 
20.06.2013 100 13.2 12.6 11.6 88.1 0.43 
29.07.2013 220 17.2 9.2 7.8 52.2 0.92 
18.08.2013 100 6.8 6.4 6.4 23.4 0.34 
25.08.2013 340 11.2 7.4 6.8 19.9 0.88 
27.03.2014 50 9.8 9.8 8.0 26.4 0.18 
28.03.2014 200 19.8 13.0 7.6 53.8 0.79 
01.05.2014 530 14.6 7.8 5.2 8.8 0.73 
24.05.2014 310 11.8 7.0 4.4 5.9 0.62 
 S
Y
 >
 1
 M
g
 
22.06.2013 170 28.6 22.2 16.4 501.7 4.21 
30.06.2013 100 14.2 13.6 13.6 154.5 1.03 
05.07.2013 530 39.4 26.0 17.6 516.5 3.88 
21.07.2013 270 19.8 14.2 12 116.9 2.58 
03.08.2013 400 22.0 21.6 15.2 286 1.19 
28.08.2013 720 42.6 34.8 32.4 2,789.9 7.03 
E
x
cl
u
d
ed
 
  
05.06.2013 1,158 49.2 13.6 9.6 120.2 - 
24.06.2013 1,458 36.4 7.0 4.6 22.5 - 
23.08.2013 2,368 25.0 8.0 5.6 17.0 - 
09.09.2013 1,692 41.2 9.0 7.4 48.4 - 
20.04.2014 1,422 42.0 13.8 9.4 81.1 - 
 
7.3.2 Model Performance and Sediment Reallocation 
To evaluate the model performance for each event, the individual model errors (ERR) were 
derived and compared to SYobs (Figure 12). Generally, small events with SYobs below 1 Mg 
exhibit increased model errors compared to events with SYobs above 1 Mg. The average model 
error (ERRaverage) of the eight small events amounts to 36.2%, ranging between 15.1% and 
62%. Except for one event, the ERR refer to severe underprediction. In contrast, the six large 
events show an average model error of 7.5%, ranging from 0.1 to 14.7%. Those values mainly 
result from overprediction. The summed up SYpred. for all events amounts to 24.2 Mg and 
deviates by 2.3% from SYobs that amounts to 24.8 Mg. The ERRaverage of all modeled events 
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results in 23.9%. Comparing the observed versus the modeled sediment yields across all 
events show a NS-value of 0.98 and a RMSE of 0.27 (Figure 12). Thus, the average model 
quality is considered to be high. However, the evaluation of the individual model errors 
reveals ambiguous patterns. While the model results for large events (>1 Mg) show low 
ERRs, the model runs for the small events (<1 Mg) result in increased ERRs.  
 
 
Figure 12: Individual and average model performance for all erosive events (black dots). 
Performance variability is expressed by comparing the individual prediction error (ERR) 
to the observed sediment yields (above). Average model performance is revealed by the 
averaged individual prediction error (ERRaverage, above) and by comparing observed to 
predicted sediment yields, applying the Nash-Sutcliffe coefficient (NS) and the root mean 
square error (RMSE; below). 
 
The model results were classified according to four soil erosion classes of ‘severe’ (> 50 Mg 
ha-1), ‘high’ (20 - 50 Mg ha-1), ‘moderate’ (10 - 20 Mg ha-1), and ‘low’ (< 10 Mg ha-1) soil 
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loss and deposition, respectively (Figure 13). Moreover, the spatial extents of soil loss and 
deposition zones (Table 9) were evaluated according to land use patterns (Table 10). Since the 
large events with SYobs > 1 Mg account for the vast majority of all events (80.3%) and 
uncertainties of the small events (<1 Mg) are high (ERRaverage of 36.2%), the small events 
were excluded from further spatial analysis.  
 
 
Figure 13: Sediment sources and deposits as budget across erosive events with sediment 
yields higher than 1 Mg. Depression channels and land use classes according to 
agricultural land (composed of the classes ‘cropland’ and ‘grassland’) and mixed forest 
(composed of ‘broadleaf’, ‘conifer’ , ‘woods’, and ‘shrub’) are indicated. 
 
17% (73.2 ha) of the total study area (428.7 ha) is used as agricultural land (land use classes: 
‘corn-rapeseed’, ‘potato-cabbage’, ‘grassland’). Approximately 79% (340.4 ha) of the entire 
study area is characterized by ‘mixed forest’, composed of the land use classes ‘broadleaf’, 
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‘conifer’, ‘woods’, and ‘shrub’. Only a small proportion of approximately 4% (15.1 ha) is 
dedicated to small farm buildings. 
Corresponding to the spatial pattern and distribution of agricultural area, ‘severe’ and ‘high’ 
soil losses are predominantly located in the lowlands of the northern study area where the 
elevation ranges between 500 m a.s.l. and 650 m a.s.l. A further band of ‘severe’ and ‘high’ 
soil losses extends south of the major agricultural area at elevations between 800 m a.s.l. and 
900 m a.s.l. ‘Low’ soil losses mainly occur on agricultural land in the southern Upper Badong 
catchment at elevations between 900 m a.s.l. and 1,400 m a.s.l. Slope inclinations in the areas 
of soil loss range from 4.3° to 39.4° and amount to an average of 21.5°. The mapping results 
show a total area of 47.5 ha that is affected by soil loss. This accounts to approximately 11% 
of the entire study area (Figure 13). The modeled soil loss rates range between 0.01 and 527 
Mg ha-1 with an average of 49.9 Mg ha-1. 37.5% (17.8 ha) of this soil loss area are classified 
as ‘severe’ and 45.1% (21.4 ha) are classified as ‘low’ (Table 9) in terms of soil loss hazard. 
With regard to the land use, soil losses mainly occur on ‘corn-rapeseed’ and ‘potato-cabbage’ 
amounting to approximately 69% of the respective area (Table 10). 
 
Table 9: Total area of soil loss and deposition (ha) in the Upper Badong catchment and 
percentage of areas affected by soil loss and deposition classified into 'severe' ( > 50 Mg ha-
1), 'high' (20 - 50 Mg ha-1), 'moderate' (10 -20 Mg ha-1), and 'low' (< 10 Mg ha-1). 
 Soil erosion process Total area [ha] Severe [%] High [%] Moderate [%] Low [%] 
Soil loss 47.5 37.5 13.8 3.6 45.1 
Deposition 47.3 15.8 13.4 9.3 61.5 
 
‘Severe’ and ‘high’ sediment depositions mainly occur in the two major erosive areas in the 
northern study area (Figure 12). Depositions are concentrated lateral of topographical 
depression channels, at field borders with high vegetation cover, and in infrastructural areas. 
In the southern study area at an elevation between 900 m a.s.l. and 1,400 m a.s.l., depositions 
are located adjacent to erosive areas and mainly classified as ‘low’. The total deposition area 
outlines an average slope inclination of 19.8°. Slope angles in the area that is affected by 
deposition range from 1.1° to 35.5°, therefore showing a marginal decline compared to the 
areas of soil loss. Deposition occurs on 47.3 ha, thus, 11% of the study area (Figure 13). The 
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deposition rate ranges between 0.01 and 499.5 Mg ha-1 with an average of 40.3 Mg ha-1. A 
proportion of approximately 61.5% (29.1 ha) of the deposition area is classified as ‘low’, 
while the remaining classes occupy areal proportions between 9.3% (4.4 ha) and 15.8% (7.5 
ha; Table 9). Referring to land use, deposition occurs on each class, while ‘built’ is occupied 
by 41.7% (6.3 ha) of the area. The proportional deposition area of the remaining land use 
classes range between 9.7% (33.0 ha) for ‘mixed forest’ and 18.4% (1.1 ha) for ‘grassland’ 
(Table 10).  
 
Table 10: Rates of soil loss (loss) and deposition (dep.) according severity classes (severe: > 
50 Mg ha-1, high: 20-50 Mg ha-1, moderate: 10-20 Mg ha-1, low: <10 Mg ha-1) and different 
land uses (ha). 
Land use 
Area 
[ha] 
loss (dep.) 
[%] 
loss (dep.) 
severe [%] 
loss (dep.) 
high [%] 
loss (dep.) 
moderate [%] 
loss (dep.) 
low [%] 
Corn-rapeseed 47.8 69.2 (13.6) 26.1 (1.3) 10.3 (3.6) 2.3 (3.2) 30.5 (5.5) 
Potato-cabbage 19.4 69.1 (11.3) 29.9 (0.5) 8.8 (4.6) 3.1 (2.1) 27.3 (4.1) 
Grassland 6.0 5.0 (18.4) - (8.3) - (1.7) - (1.7) 5.0 (6.7) 
Mixed forest 340.4 0.5 (9.7) - (1.4) - (0.8) - (0.6) 0.5 (6.9) 
Built 15.1 - (41.7) - (10.6) - (6.6) - (4.0) - (20.5) 
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8  Discussion 
8.1  Hypercube Soil Sampling for Digital Soil Mapping 
The cLHS method identifies samples, which are stratified in the multivariate feature space in 
a two-step approach. First, strata are generated in a hypercube, which spans the feature space. 
Second, one target site per stratum is selected according to an optimization procedure 
[Metropolis et al., 1953] that covers the feature space by a combination of unique target sites. 
The latter target site selection process is conditioned by only selecting feature space locations 
that exist in the real world [Minasny & McBratney, 2006]. 
Roudier et al. [2012], Mulder et al. [2013], and Clifford et al. [2014] further constrained the 
target site selection by penalizing spatial locations with limited accessibility within each 
predefined stratum. This implies a potential bias in the final sample set size, since inaccessible 
areas might occupy segments of the feature space that were not sampled. Further, accessibility 
at the target sites is not guaranteed because the existence of accessible locations in the specific 
stratum cannot be ensured. Clifford et al. [2014] eludes the latter problem by additionally 
analyzing the relation of each location in a defined neighborhood to the initial target site, 
providing an ordered list of alternative target sites. While it is a combination of one unique 
sample per stratum covering the feature space initially, the generation of alternatives follows a 
biased assumption that all other target sites have been successfully sampled before. However, 
according to a simulation study, Clifford et al. [2014] showed that the feature space coverage 
remains preserved by replacing up to 50% of the initial target sites by alternatives sites.  
In the present thesis, instead of penalizing locations in the stage of target site selection and 
generating alternatives for each initial target site individually, all possible combinations of 
accessible locations were analyzed according to their feature space coverage and with respect 
to the original cLHS design. This enables for quantifying the deviation to the original cLHS 
design and for providing alternative target sites, while avoiding assumptions about previously 
sampled target sites. Ensuring that at least one accessible location per stratum is available 
requires to increase the number of locations within each stratum. This is accomplished by 
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decreasing the number of covariates, which build the feature space and the sample set size 
[Minasny & McBratney, 2006].  
The number of covariates was reduced to the two most adequate (i.e., ACC and SWI) 
according to a plausible correlation to the target variables [Gessler et al., 2000], and 
avoidance of multicollinearity within the feature space [Hengl et al., 2003; Mulder et al., 
2013; Schmidt et al., 2014]. Other studies that applied cLHS used more covariates 
(approximately four to ten) to build the feature space, while the ratio of samples per km² 
varies between 0.005 and 0.465 in study areas with sizes ranging from 720 km² to 12,800 km² 
[Mulder et al., 2013; Clifford et al., 2014; Taghizadeh-Mehrjardi et al., 2014; Kidd et al., 
2015]. Brungard & Boettinger [2010] suggested a minimum ratio of 0.7 to 1 samples per km² 
using cLHS in a study area of a size of 300 km². In this study, the sample set size was 
optimized to n = 30 for a study area of 4.2 km², thus, 7.1 samples per km², by analyzing ten 
simulated cLHS sets with different sample set sizes. Moreover, it was shown that the 
deviation of the feature space coverage from the original cLHS set is marginally (Table 5), 
while 93% of the original samples were replaced by alternatives (Table 4). 
Referring to the incorporation of legacy samples to cover the feature space, Clifford et al. 
[2014] used 8,669 legacy samples as predefined basis to locate 300 additional target sites. 
Since the subset of legacy samples was not obtained purposively to cover the feature space, 
redundancies within the subset were not considered and potentially led to a bias in the 
combined sample set. In this context, Carré et al. [2007] proposed to analyze the distribution 
of legacy samples across the strata to evaluate the adequacy of legacy samples for the feature 
space coverage. Following the principles of this approach, only those five legacy samples 
were used, which are located within a stratum, thus, avoiding redundancies and reducing the 
sampling effort. Consequently, the increased number of locations per stratum also 
accommodates with the goal to integrate legacy samples, which are adequate to cover the 
feature space by a predefined sample size n. In the present study, only one legacy sample is 
available in the respective stratum, thus, no evaluation of preference is necessary. Apart from 
this situation, the results suggest to consider multiple legacy samples within a stratum simply 
as potential accessible target sites and to follow the methodological procedure as described in 
Section 6.4.  
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Any cLHS or stratified sampling design must be seen as a specific case study resulting in a 
partially limited generalizability. This is attributed to the assumptions that the feature space, 
determined by local framework conditions, sufficiently describes the targeted soil property in 
space and time [Clifford et al., 2014]. Besides these limitations, this study's approach is 
transferable to any other study area, considering that an increasing number of samples and 
spatial resolution increases the computational load. Thus, the applied approach is suitable for 
small study areas with highly limited accessibility. 
Soil texture estimations using DSM typically show accuracies less than 0.50, while studies 
with R² > 0.70 are rare [Malone et al., 2009; Lacoste et al., 2011; Wang et al., 2012; de 
Carvalho Junior et al., 2014; Mansuy et al., 2014]. The results of the present study (Table 6) 
show accuracies with R² > 0.50 for all sand fractions and for both calibration sets (cLHSadapt 
with n = 30; cLHSadapt+ with n = 60). Comparing the prediction accuracies for both calibration 
sets and referring to independent and bootstrap validation, the cLHSadapt approach results in 
slightly decreased accuracies by only 0.5 %. This is confirmed by referring to the coherence 
of the total sand fraction, ideally amounting to 100%. The similarity between the two DSM 
approaches confirms the robustness of the proposed sampling approach. Moreover, since the 
calibration sample set size of n = 30 is relatively small compared to other studies with n 
between 165 and 4,920 for Random Forest (RF) regression analysis [Grimm et al., 2008; 
Lacoste et al., 2011; Mansuy et al., 2014], and considering the topographical heterogeneity of 
the study area, the accuracy of the proposed DSM approach is noticeable. 
8.2 Spatial Uncertainty and Soil Map Refinement  
The present thesis includes the development of a method to derive a practicable, spatial 
uncertainty measure in context of a DSM approach using RF. For geostatistical soil property 
mapping, the kriging variance presents a spatially distributed error estimate [Knotters et al., 
1995; Carré & Girard, 2002; Diodato & Ceccarelli, 2006; Bourennane et al., 2007; Qu et al., 
2013; Sun et al., 2013]. Generally in geostatistics, the spatial dependence of a target variable 
is modeled by the variogram function, whereby local predictions are derived from the 
weighted averages of neighboring observations [Goovaerts, 1999]. While the weights are 
determined by minimizing the variance of each local prediction, this quantity represents the 
kriging error [Burgess & Webster, 1980]. Besides, Malone et al. [2011] proposed a method to 
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quantify spatial uncertainties based on prediction intervals (PI-uncertainty). Primarily, the 
intervals are derived from the residuals between predicted and observed data. Subsequently, a 
covariate space is clustered according to similar residuals. Then, a prediction interval is 
generated for each cluster based on the empirical distribution of residual observations of each 
cluster. According to the grade of membership to each cluster, a prediction interval is ascribed 
for each prediction location in the covariate space.  
The proposed spatial uncertainty method is based on multiple decision tree realizations within 
a RF regression approach (cf., Section 6.3). The uncertainty measure is also expressed by the 
variability of prediction intervals. However, the intervals are straightforwardly derived for 
each prediction location, based on the results of the multiple randomized RF decision tree 
models (cf., Section 6.3). Thus, compared to the PI-uncertainty, the applied spatial uncertainty 
does not require an additional regionalization of prediction errors, which limits practicability 
due to statistical complexity and usually scarce temporal resources. Nevertheless, the PI-
uncertainty accounts for all sources of uncertainty, only depending on the residuals derived 
from the model output and the observed data. Contrary, the kriging error depends on the 
model assumption for the variogram, the observed soil data and their spatial configuration 
[Brus et al., 2011; Lark & Lapworth, 2012]. Furthermore, the kriging error relies on the use 
and limitations of geostatistical methods, such as a relatively high sample density and the 
smoothing of local details in the predictions [Goovaerts, 1999]. The application of the spatial 
uncertainty measure also implies dependencies, such as the prerequisite to use a RF prediction 
model. Moreover, the RF model is often discussed to only allow limited interpretability, since 
the relation between predictor and prediction cannot be assessed for each tree. However, RF is 
increasingly applied in DSM [Grimm et al., 2008; Wiesmeier et al., 2011; Ließ et al., 2012; 
Heung et al., 2014; Schmidt et al., 2014]. This can be ascribed to the combined merits of 
modeling non-linear relationships, handling categorical and continuous covariates, resistance 
to overfitting, robustness to noise in the feature space, an implemented unbiased measure of 
error and variable importance, only a few user-defined model parameters, and a reduced 
computational load [Svetnik et al., 2003; Díaz-Uriate & de Andrés, 2006; Peters et al., 2007]. 
While the kriging error presents a well-established spatial error estimate [Knotters et al., 
1995; Carré & Girard, 2002; Diodato & Ceccarelli, 2006; Bourennane et al., 2007; Qu et al., 
2013; Sun et al., 2013], the PI-uncertainty is less common. Malone et al. [2011] applied it 
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using a DSM case study predicting organic carbon and available water capacity. The proposed 
method was approved by comparing three RF prediction approaches referring to conventional 
accuracy measures and the proposed uncertainty measure (cf., Section 6.5). The calibration of 
the model approaches were based on legacy samples (LD), LD augmented by uncertainty-
guided sampling (LDUnc), and LD augmented by simple random sampling (LDRandom), 
respectively. For both target soil properties, topsoil silt and topsoil clay, all quality estimation 
methods show uniform results. Thus, the LDUnc approach outperforms the approach using 
LDRandom, while both outperform the LD approach in terms of a decreased spatial uncertainty 
and increased prediction accuracies (Table 7; Figure 10). The uniform similarity between the 
results of all quality estimations approves the validity of (i) the conventional accuracy 
measures and (ii) the proposed spatial uncertainty measure. 
A further aim of this thesis was to improve the initial DSM approaches of silt and clay 
predictions that were solely based on legacy samples. Thus, the initial legacy calibration set 
was augmented by an uncertainty guided sampling. Clifford et al. [2014] selected additional 
samples that, in combination with available legacy samples, cover the covariate space and 
approved the method by a simulation study. Carré et al. [2007] proposed a method to identify 
locations for additional samples by previously analyzing the distribution of legacy samples in 
the covariate space. Although the approach was approved by two different data sets, the 
method only refers to the covariate space, thus, disregarding geographical information. In this 
study, the study area was stratified according to the quartile distribution of the previously 
determined spatial uncertainty. Subsequently, additional samples were obtained in those strata 
with the lowest conformity between the covariate distributions in the strata and available 
legacy samples (Figure 7). 
The spatial uncertainty values of both approaches were combined (cf., Section 6.5). This 
procedure implies a favored incorporation for the soil property, which generally shows 
increased prediction uncertainty. Furthermore, the procedure implies a harmonization in 
quality of both initial soil property predictions. The results confirmed these implications, 
while silt was favored with an uncertainty decrease of 31% compared to clay with a decrease 
of 27% in the LDUnc approaches (Table 7; Figure 10). The similar proportions of decreasing 
uncertainty between both predictions approve the method of combining the uncertainty maps 
in our case study. 
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Collard et al. [2014] sampled a legacy soil map for calibrating a regression model and 
improved the class purity by 10%. Other studies showed an accuracy improvement of 6% to 
19% using DSM approaches to upgrade legacy soil maps [Kempen et al., 2009; Yang et al., 
2011; Rad et al., 2014]. The results from this study show increases in accuracy of 12% and 
14% for the predictions of clay and silt when comparing the LD approach with the LDUnc 
approach. Generally in DSM, accuracies with R² > 70% are unusual, while R² < 50% are 
common [Malone et al., 2009]. The accuracy results of the best performing RF approach, 
which has been calibrated with LDUnc, show explained variances of R² = 0.59 for silt and R² = 
0.56 for clay. The successful application of the spatial uncertainty measure, thus, improving 
the quality of initial DSM products by an uncertainty guided sampling, approves the 
practicability and validity of this method. 
8.3  Sediment Reallocation  
8.3.1  Rainfall-runoff Events and Hydrological Data 
Rainfall-runoff events were delimited by an initial rainfall impulse and the remission of the 
associated direct runoff. This procedure is in accordance with other studies on rainfall-runoff 
events [Baltas et al., 2007; Blume et al., 2007]. Subsequently, observed sediment yields were 
attributed to identify the respective erosive response. However, the event properties that 
determine the erosive response highly depend on methodological settings for data acquisition, 
event exclusion, event classification rules, and the inter-event time to disaggregate a rainfall 
record [Dunkerley, 2008]. Todisco et al. [2014] argued that the event properties change in 
time and space and can be referred to as arbitrary due to customized settings for individual 
applications and environments. This limits the comparability in terms of event-based soil 
erosion studies.  
High quality monitoring data on soil erosion become increasingly important to enable an 
evaluation of the site-specific cause-effect relationship and to address the requirements of 
complex model structures [Aksoy & Kavvas, 2005; Fang et al., 2013]. Commonly, 
continuous and high resolution data on rainfall and runoff are available. Contrary, continuous 
data on sediment loads are often difficult to obtain due to required maintenance and operating 
personnel [Rickemann & McArdell, 2007]. 
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Within the TGRA, Fang et al. [2013] investigated erosive events in a small catchment of 
1,670 ha. Rainfall and runoff data were continuously measured in a resolution of 15 min. Data 
on sediment loads were manually obtained only during rainfall events. From a total of 205 
rainfall-runoff events between 1989 and 2004, 10 were classified as extreme according to a 
qualitative assessment of surface damage due to soil erosion. These events caused 83.3% of 
the sediment load. This is also supported by Cai et al. [2005], who stated that most soil 
erosion in the TGRA is associated with very few, but heavy rainfall events each year.  
In this study, data on rainfall, runoff, and sediment yield were continuously monitored in a 10 
min resolution and over a period of 12 months within a catchment of 429 ha (Figure 1). The 
rainfall data was approved to be representative for the region, since the total rainfall per 
months was within the range of averaged daily long-term records (Figure 3). Similar to Fang 
et al. [2013], a few large events caused the major proportion of the total sediment yield. In 
this study, 14 rainfall-runoff events were identified of which six showed sediment yields 
above 1 Mg. They account for 80.3% of the total sediment yield. Moreover, high correlations 
between the regimes of rainfall, runoff, and sediment yields with r-values above 0.8 were 
detected, while all regimes outline peak values during the wet season and minimum values in 
winter. Both, the high correlations and similar distributions indicate a strong cause-effect 
relationship between the monitoring data on rainfall, runoff, and sediment yield. 
8.3.2  Soil Erosion Modelling in the Three Gorges Reservoir Area 
The performance of physically-based soil erosion models depends on the model capability to 
deal with the natural complexity of the erosion process and the spatial heterogeneity of the 
study area [De Vente & Poesen, 2005]. Furthermore, the availability and quality of the input 
data needs to be in agreement with the complexity of the model routines [Van Rompaey & 
Govers, 2002; De Vente et al., 2013]. Thus, the combined criteria of the model design, 
environmental conditions, and data infrastructure determine the adequacy of a model for a 
specific research question [Boardman, 2006]. In the TGRA, a few physically-based model 
attempts have been conducted to test model performances and to assess soil erosion control 
measures at the catchment scale [Shen et al., 2010; Shi et al., 2012]. 
Shi et al. [2012] applied WaTEM/SEDEM in catchment of 1,670 ha. This model uses the 
empirical RUSLE to calculate annual water erosion on hillslopes and a sediment routing along 
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the runoff channels by incorporating local sediment transport capacity [Van Rompaey et al., 
2001]. Shen et al. [2010] applied the WEPP model in a catchment of 162 ha. WEPP uses the 
Green-Ampt infiltration approach to simulate runoff and a steady-state sub-routine to solve a 
sediment continuity equation at a peak runoff rate [Flanagan & Nearing, 2000]. In this study, 
EROSION 3D was applied in a catchment of 429 ha. This model also uses the Green-Ampt 
infiltration equation for the runoff routine. However, the soil erosion routine is based on the 
momentum flux approach that relates the erosive impact of runoff and rainfall to their exerted 
momentum flux [Schmidt et al., 1999; Schindewolf & Schmidt, 2012].   
Both, WaTEM/SEDEM and WEPP present continuous model approaches producing average 
values for soil loss and deposition. In contrast, EROSION 3D is an event-based model, and 
therefore capable to assess the variability of erosive responses due to singular rainfall-runoff 
events. Event-based models require event-specific parameterization due to a high sensitivity 
to initial conditions. Thus, requirements for data quality in terms of accuracy and continuity 
are higher [Jetten et al. 2003; Aksoy & Kavvas 2005; Boardman, 2006]. This especially 
accounts for the parameters that control infiltration, such as soil moisture and hydraulic 
conductivity [Schmidt et al. 1999; Jetten et al., 2003; Shen et al., 2010]. Particularly in the 
TGRA, where major sediment reallocations are due to very few extreme events, the event-
based assessment is of substantial interest in context of implementing soil erosion control 
measures to prevent hazardous impacts [Cai et al., 2005; Fang et al., 2013].    
Continuous runoff data and discontinuous sediment yield data from the outlet were available 
for both model attempts by Shen et al. [2010] and Shi et al. [2012]. The data was used to 
calibrate the WEPP model, while WaTEM/SEDEM was parameterized by available RUSLE 
data. Both studies were validated by the outlet data. In the present study, continuous data on 
runoff and sediment yield were used, therefore providing an increased data consistency. 
Model calibration was enabled by using DSM techniques to calculate high resolution soil 
property information. Thus, DSM provided a solution to enable the parameterization of a 
physically- and event-based soil erosion model at the catchment scale in a generally data 
scarce environment [Manuscript 2, 3, 4]. Further model parameters are based on land use data 
derived from satellite images and an empirically compiled parameter catalogue [Michael, 
2000]. Only the sensitive soil moisture parameter was adjusted using observed and predicted 
runoff data, a procedure that is commonly applied in event-based soil erosion modelling 
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[Schmidt et al., 1999; Jetten et al., 2003]. Similar to the WaTEM/SEDEM and WEPP 
approach in the TGRA [Shen et al., 2010; Shi et al., 2012], model performance of the 
presented approach was assessed using outlet data on sediment yield. However, due to the 
variability in the sediment delivery ratio with changing temporal and spatial scale, sediment 
yield data have been criticized for field soil erosion measurements [Boardman, 2006]. 
Nevertheless, the assumption of a stable and high sediment delivery ratio is reasonable, since 
the cause-effect relationship between the monitoring data (rainfall, runoff, sediment yield) is 
strong (r > 0.8), and erosive events are mainly due to high intensity rainfall events that are 
reported to cause high sediment connectivity [Lexartza-Artza & Wainwright, 2011; Baartman 
et al., 2013; Todisco, 2014; Marchamalo et al., 2015]. 
Both physically-based model attempts in the TGRA [Shen et al., 2010, Shi et al., 2012] 
showed acceptable average model accuracies with NS=0.65 for the WaTEM/SEDEM 
approach and NS = 0.84 (average deviation: 3.9%) for the WEPP modelling. Contrary, the 
present study using EROSION 3D, exhibits an increased average accuracy of NS = 0.98 and a 
decreased average deviation of 2.3 over all modelled events. Moreover, since EROSION 3D 
is event-based, event-specific accuracies were also be derived. Ambiguous model 
performances between small events (< 1 Mg; ERRaverage of 36.2%) and large events (> 1 Mg; 
ERRaverage of 7.5%) were detected. The increasing model performance for large events is in 
agreement with other event-based model attempts [Zhang et al., 1996; Nearing et al., 1999; 
Nearing, 2000; Gumiere et al., 2011; Lee et al., 2013]. In this context, Jetten et al. [2003] 
argued that small-scale events are generally difficult to simulate, since the deterministic 
character of soil erosion models is incapable to deal with the random component of measured 
data. Boardman [2006] relates the low accuracy of small-scale events to oversimplified runoff 
routines, which solely simulate runoff by infiltration excess and thereby underrating the 
erosive power of low intensity rainfall on saturated soil. Moreover, the decreased sediment 
connectivity of low intensity rainfall could cause variability in the outlet data, therefore 
leading to biased estimation [Marchamalo et al., 2015].  
For the WaTEM/SEDEM approach ‘severe’ and ‘high’ soil losses occurred on 10.5% of the 
study area with an average soil loss rate of 13 Mg ha-1. Deposition was detected on 20.5%, 
while no classification on magnitude was conducted [Shi et al., 2012]. For the WEPP 
approach, the average soil loss rate was reported to range between 2 and 38 Mg ha-1, while 
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quantitative information on proportional areas of soil loss and deposition was not provided. In 
this thesis, ‘severe’ and ‘high’ rates of soil loss were found on 5.7% of the study area, while 
11% of the catchment area were affected by deposition. The average soil loss rate is 49.9 Mg 
ha-1, calculated for the total area affected by soil loss and using the budget of the modelled 
events that account for 80.3% of the total sediment yield. 
Other model-based erosion studies within the TGRA applied the empirical RUSLE, the semi-
empirical SWAT model, or radionuclide inventories of (137Cs) in various spatial scales as 
shown in Table 11 [Manuscript 1; Quine et al., 1999; Lu & Higgit, 2000; Shi et al., 2004; He 
et al., 2007; Zhang, 2008]. The estimated soil loss rates by water erosion range between 26 
Mg ha-1 a-1 and 76 Mg ha-1 a-1. Since the average soil loss rate of the present study lies within 
the range of other soil erosion studies in this region, the applied approach can therefore be 
considered as reliable. However, the comparability of soil loss rates is limited due to scale-
dependency in terms of space and time, a variety of measurement methods, and the complex 
relationship between environmental factors and soil erosion [Boardman, 2006; De Vente et 
al., 2007; Cantón et al., 2011; Vanmaercke et al., 2011; García-Ruiz et al., 2015]. In this 
context, García-Ruiz et al. [2015] compiled a data base of studies on soil loss rates from more 
than 4,000 sites worldwide, and analyzed the data for their relation to (non-) environmental 
factors. The meta-analysis revealed general trends of positive relations to factors, such as 
slope, annual precipitation, and land use. However, the results show high variability since the 
included studies comprised various spatial scales, durations of the experiments, and methods 
García-Ruiz et al. [2015]. Moreover, García-Ruiz et al. [2015] argued that insufficient 
descriptions of study areas, methods, and results, further exacerbate the comparability of 
erosion studies. 
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Table 11: Model-based soil erosion studies in the Three Gorges Reservoir Area based on 
physical (EROSION 3D, WaTEM/SEDEM, WEPP), semi-empirical (SWAT), empirical 
(USLE/RUSLE), and radionuclide inventory (137Cs) methods. 
Method Area [ha]  Average soil loss rate [Mg ha-1a-1]  Reference 
EROSION 3D 429 49.9 present study 
WaTEM/SEDEM 1,670 13.2 Shi et al.[2012] 
WEPP 162 2 - 38 Shen et al. [2010] 
SWAT 162  27.0 Shen et al. [2009] 
USLE 2.3*106  32.8 Zhang [2008] 
RUSLE 3.2*105  52 - 76 Strehmel et al. [2015] 
RUSLE 162  26 - 52 Shi et al. [2004] 
137Cs 70  45.0 Lu & Higgit [2000] 
137Cs 0.21 51.5 Quine et al. [1999] 
137Cs 1.1*108  24.2 He et al. [2007] 
 
8.3.3  Sediment Reallocation and Land Use 
This thesis investigates rainfall-triggered sediment reallocations to enable sustainable land 
management at the catchment scale. However, the sedimentological response of a landscape is 
complex, since it depends on a variety of interacting physical processes, which are related to 
topography, climate, soil, and vegetation among others [Martínez-Mena et al., 1998; 
Cammeraat, 2004; Puigdefábregas, 2005; Bracken & Croke, 2007; Bautista et al., 2007; 
Kröpfl et al., 2013; Marchamalo et al., 2015]. 
The quantification of the landscape response is increasingly achieved using the concept of 
landscape connectivity, which describes the water-mediated sediment fluxes within a 
catchment [Bracken & Croke, 2007; Lexartza-Artza & Wainwright, 2011; Fryirs, 2013]. 
Marchamalo et al. [2015] presented a method to identify hotspots of sediment sources, 
deposits, and their linkages by repeatedly mapping after rainfall events. Keesstra et al. [2009] 
combined field surveys, site-specific expert knowledge, and a sediment delivery model to 
establish a detailed sediment budget. However, the aforementioned approaches are 
accompanied by extensive field work, since detailed landscape features related to connectivity 
are difficult to derive from DEMs and remote sensing images [Lesschen et al., 2009; 
Marchamalo et al., 2015]. 
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In contrast, the presented approach outlines a modelling framework of automated field 
monitoring and DSM techniques to calibrate a physically- and event based soil erosion model. 
The framework reduces efforts for field work and is applicable in data scarce and highly 
dynamic environments. However, the validation by outlet data only addresses overall model 
accuracy, while an uncertainty assessment of quantified sediment reallocations is limited 
[Jetten et al., 1999; Boardman, 2006].  
Nevertheless, the results of the spatial modelling approach are in agreement with average soil 
loss rates of main land use types in southern China [Hill & Peart, 1998; Huang et al., 1998; 
Xiang et al., 2001; Gao et al., 2004; Zheng & Zhang, 2006; Guo et al., 2015]. The data is 
based on plot-scale studies, from which an average soil loss rate of 0.38 Mg ha-1 a-1 for the 
land use type ‘forest’, 5.5 Mg ha-1 a-1 for ‘grassland’, and 35.4 Mg ha-1 a-1 for ‘cropland’ were 
identified. According to a review by Hill & Peart [1998], average soil loss in southern China 
amounts to 0.1 Mg ha-1 a-1 for ‘forest’, 2.4 Mg ha-1 a-1 for ‘grassland’, and 62.4 Mg ha-1 a-1 for 
‘cropland’. In the present study, soil loss mainly occurs in the land use classes ‘corn-rapeseed’ 
and ‘potato-cabbage’. Both land use classes were classified as ‘severe’(> 50 Mg ha-1) for 
approximately one third of the specific land use area (Table 10). 
In addition, Takken et al. [1999] mapped soil erosion patterns and calculated the soil loss 
rates after an extreme rainfall event for different land use types in a small catchment in 
Belgium. The results confirm the aforementioned soil loss rates with no loss for ‘forest’, 0.2 
Mg ha-1 for ‘grassland’, 53 Mg ha-1 for ‘potato’, and 76 Mg ha-1 for ‘corn’. Moreover, Takken 
et al. [1999] found deposition on 3.5% of the study area, while major deposition zones were 
concentrated along the topographical depression lines, at field borders with high vegetation, 
and on roads. These results are generally confirmed by the present study, while deposition 
occurred on each land use class, but concentrated in topographic depression lines and in 
infrastructure areas (Figure 12; Table 10). 
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9  Conclusions 
The present thesis addresses the development of a methodological framework that facilitates a 
detailed assessment of sediment reallocations in mountainous and data scarce catchments 
within the Three Gorges Reservoir Area in China [Manuscript 1]. The framework is based on 
an automated monitoring network to continuously obtain hydrological data in high temporal 
resolution [Manuscript 2, 3, 4] and optimized digital soil mapping techniques [Manuscript 2, 
3, 5] to furnish a physically- and event-based soil erosion model [Manuscript 4]. The 
experiments were conducted in a small catchment of 429 ha, which is representative for the 
Three Gorges Reservoir Area in terms of land use, climate, and topography [Manuscript 1, 2, 
3, 4]. 
The thesis presents a DSM soil sampling design, which is based on the principles of 
conditioned Latin Hypercube Sampling. The final sample set adequately reproduces the 
variation of selected terrain parameters, which serve as proxies for the target soil properties. 
The design compensates for limited field accessibility, integrates the use of legacy samples 
and uses an optimized sample set size. Consequently, the approach provides better operability 
in difficult terrain and improves efficiency in terms of temporal and monetary constraints 
compared to other cLHS approaches. Using a Random Forest regression model, topsoil sand 
fractions were estimated with convincing accuracies [Manuscript 2]. 
Within the framework of a DSM approach using the widely applied Random Forest regression 
model, this thesis further presents a method to straightforwardly derive reliable information 
on spatial uncertainties. In addition, the method supports the identification of relevant 
sampling areas to refine initial maps. The uncertainty measure represents pixel-wise 
prediction intervals that are based on the multiple randomized decision trees of the Random 
Forest model. The validity of the method was approved by a DSM case study for topsoil silt 
and clay fractions. Compared to initial soil maps that were based on legacy soil samples, the 
results show convincing quality improvements referring to the proposed spatial uncertainty 
and conventional accuracy measures [Manuscript 3]. 
Subsequently, sediment reallocations due to erosive rainfall events were analyzed. Thus, a 
methodological workflow for the parameterization of EROSION 3D was set up for testing the 
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model as a tool to spatially identify sediment sources and deposits. The complex model 
parameterization was accomplished by using the optimized Digital Soil Mapping techniques 
[Manuscript 2, 3], land use maps based on satellite data, and a parameter catalogue that 
contains empirically derived values for various conditions. Continuous model calibration data 
on rainfall, runoff, and sediment yields are representative for the region and show a strong 
cause-effect relationship that facilitates to derive erosive events. The majority of the total 
sediment yield (80.3%) was attributed to only six large erosive events. EROSION 3D 
performed well for large events, while small events showed high uncertainties. An average 
soil loss rate of 49.9 Mg ha-1 was detected. An area of approximately 11% of the entire study 
area is affected by soil loss. The major proportions of the soil loss area are classified as 
‘severe’ (37.5%) and ‘low’ (45.1%). Primarily, soil loss occurs on cropland, concentrating on 
the land use classes ‘corn-rapeseed’ and ‘potato-cabbage’. Deposition occurs on 11% of the 
study area, mainly classified as ‘low’ deposition (61.5%). Contrary to the soil loss area, each 
land use class is affected by deposition, while the major areal proportions are attributed to the 
classes ‘built’ (47.1%) and ‘grassland’ (18.4%).  
In summary, the thesis presents an efficient methodological outline to meet the complex data 
requirements of a physically- and event-based soil erosion model. Moreover, considering that 
the major sediment yields in the region are associated to a few large events, EROSION 3D 
can be recommended to identify sediment reallocations in small catchments in the Three 
Gorges Reservoir Area [Manuscript 4]. 
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Abstract 
Large dam projects attract worldwide scientific attention due to their environmental impacts 
and socioeconomic consequences. One prominent example is the Three Gorges Dam (TGD) 
at the Yangtze River in China. Due to considerable resettlements, large-scale expansion of 
infrastructure and shifts in land use and management, the TGD project has irreversible 
impacts on the Upper Yangtze River Basin and strongly challenges the environmental 
conditions of this fast-developing region. Soil erosion and landslides are major geo-hazards. 
Knowing the extent and consequences of those geo-hazards for the landscape is essential to 
predict and evaluate their risk potential and allows for the development of strategies for a 
sustainable future land use in the Three Gorges Region (TGR). In this context, our research 
objectives are (i) to better understand the mechanisms of soil erosion, landslides, and diffuse 
matter fluxes in the TGR and their anthropogenic and environmental control factors, (ii) to 
predict their hazard potential by combining spatial and temporal, scenario-driven high-
resolution modeling in combination with multi-scale earth observation data, and (iii) to 
develop a multi-component approach for the assessment and monitoring of geogene structures 
and processes. The paper describes the workflow of the project and introduces case studies, 
representing the current state of our research. It is shown, that land use changes as well as the 
water level fluctuations of the reservoir are the crucial drivers for the soil erosion and 
landslide hazard. Furthermore, we present a framework aiming at the establishment of a 
monitoring and measuring network as well as an early-warning system. 
Keywords 
Three Gorges Reservoir Region; land use change; soil erosion; landslides; diffuse matter 
inputs; integrated modeling 
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1 Introduction 
1.1 Background 
Large dam projects and hydropower engineering schemes are important for the industrial 
development of many national economies and are amongst the most extensive human impacts 
into landscapes. They exhibit significant and irreversible environmental and social impacts at 
different scales (Wang et al. 2014a). In China alone, approximately 45% of the world's large 
dams have been constructed (Ponseti and Lopéz-Pujol 2006; Lehner et al. 2011). The Three 
Gorges Dam (TGD) in central China is one of the most prominent dam sites worldwide and 
makes the Three Gorges Reservoir Region (TGR) one of the most dynamic large-scale 
anthropogenic influenced region in the world (Yang et al. 2005). The short period of dam 
construction and the huge dimensions of the reservoir with a length of 660 km and a surface 
area of 1,084 km² have left the region with long-term environmental consequences that are 
difficult to predict and appear in an unforeseeable magnitude (e.g., Ponseti and López-Pujol 
2006; Stone 2008). These consequences are closely linked to large scale changes in land use 
and socioeconomic structures. The realization of this megaproject has required massive 
resettlements of more than 1.3 million people (McDonald et al. 2008). Approximately 632 
km² of land has been flooded alongside the Yangtze River and its tributaries. Estimated 
29,500 to 40,000 ha of this submerged land was classified as agricultural land on fertile valley 
soils (Ponseti and Lopéz-Pujol 2006; Gleick 2009). Associated land use changes mainly 
account for large-scale shifts in agriculture, a loss of natural forest and shrubland, and new 
land reclamation for agriculture and infrastructure construction to compensate the inundation 
of valuable land (Zhang et al. 2009). Arable land used for subsistence farming was largely 
converted to orange orchards as cash crops. They are intended to boost the farmer’s income 
after the resettlements and to reduce soil and nutrient losses to favor a suitable use of slopes 
(Meng et al. 2001; Shi et al. 2012). At the same time afforestation projects, such as the 'Grain 
for Green Program' have been started in the steepest-sloping regions of the TGR, where arable 
land is most erosion-prone (Liu and Wu 2010), leading to an increase in forested areas (Zhang 
et al. 2012; Bieger et al. 2015). From 2005 to 2008, more than 778 km of rural roads were 
constructed (SEPA 2006; MEP 2008; 2009). From 2007 to 2008, more than 2.75 million m² 
of new rural and urban houses were constructed for the resettled population (MEP 2008; 
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2009). In 2009, the area of arable land in the TGR was 209,647 ha which is about 7% higher 
than in 2008 and almost 9% higher than in 2007 (MEP 2009; 2010).  
1.2 Soil Erosion, landslides, and matter transport as geo-hazards in the TGR 
Soil erosion and landslides are geomorphic hazards that constitute powerful natural forces in 
landscape evolution, e.g., by redistributing sediments and associated essential plant nutrients 
(e.g., Densmore et al. 1998; Figueiredo et al. 1999). However, different studies consider the 
landscape’s susceptibility to geo-hazards to be even higher when intense human changes meet 
unfavorable physio-geographic prerequisites (e.g., Stanley et al. 2006; Bai et al. 2013). 
'Soil erosion' denotes the interactive process involving the detachment of individual soil 
particles from the soil mass, their breakdown, transport, and their redistribution and 
deposition with declining energy of the transport agents (e.g., Morgan 2005). Splash 
detachment and the transport downslope by overland flow constitute the main driving 
processes of water erosion (e.g., Morgan 2005; Ghahramani et al. 2011).  
The term 'landslide' indicates the mass movement of soil, rock, and debris downslope, mainly 
aided by gravitational forces responding to the soils' shear stress exceeding its shear strength 
(Cruden and Varnes 1996; Dale et al. 2011). The global economic costs due to the occurrence 
of landslides are estimated to range between annually US$ 1.6 to 3.2 billion (Petley et al. 
2005). With this, landslides belong to the most devastating natural disasters worldwide and 
constitute an enormous risk for life and property (e.g., Petley 2013).   
With the start of the Yangtze River impoundment in 2003, land reclamation began to affect 
the steep sloping up-hill sites adjacent to the new river line. Even though farming has 
predominantly moved to terraces as important soil conservation measure (Schönbrodt-Stitt et 
al. 2013a), agricultural cultivation on steep slopes is still the most significant cause of water 
erosion (Lu and Higgitt 2000; Cui et al. 2011). Before dam construction and resettlements 
started, the total annual soil loss in the TGR was estimated to be 157 million tons (Shi et al. 
1992). For post-construction times, estimations revealed an increase of total annual eroded 
soil of about 20%, accounting for 189 million tons in total (Wu et al. 2011).   
The destabilization of slopes during the seasonal artificial water level fluctuation of 30 m at 
the dam, high cutting slopes, which have been formed during the infrastructure construction, 
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and the increasing number of landslides (e.g., Wu and Luo 2006; Ehret et al. 2010) still might 
accelerate the potential of hillslope erosion by dislodging soil and moving it downhill, 
followed by an enhanced use of alternative land that in turn can influence the occurrence of 
rainfall-triggered landslides (e.g., Glade 2003; Pimentel 2006). Landslides are a major 
problem in the TGR endangering ship traffic by water waves, but also infrastructure, new 
settlements, industrial zones, and agricultural areas (e.g., Kallen et al. 2006; Fourniadis et al. 
2007). In 2002, a geological survey prior to the river impoundment based on ASTER imagery 
revealed the existence of about 2,500 large-scale landslides along the Yangtze River and its 
tributaries (Liu et al. 2004). Huang and Chen (2007), and Xiang et al. (2009) expect numerous 
newly triggered landslides and the reactivation of formerly inactive landslides due to the 
changing soil pore water pressure induced by the water level fluctuations. In 2012, Chinese 
media reported that the number of landslides is 70% higher than predicted (CRI 2012).  
Landslides and soil erosion induce essential sediment and nutrient losses on steep slopes with 
subsequent matter inputs into the reservoir, encompassing sediment and sediment-bound 
fertilizers and pesticides (e.g., Luo et al. 2010; Tian et al. 2010). From 2005 to 2009, the use 
of chemical fertilizers and pesticides in the TGR ranged from 88,400 to 160,000 tons and 
from about 541 to 699 tons respectively (SEPA 2006; MEP 2010). Especially phosphorous is 
a limiting factor for algal growth in the Yangtze River and its tributaries (Liu et al. 2003). It 
usually attaches to the transported sediment and leads to eutrophication due to its 
accumulation in the reservoir triggered by low flow velocities (e.g., Ye et al. 2009; Bieger et 
al. 2015). The observed increase of algal blooms in the backwater areas of the tributaries 
clearly illustrates the seriousness of this geo-hazard and its consequences for the water quality 
(e.g., Wang et al. 2010; Holbach et al. 2012). 
2 Research objectives and study workflow 
Based on these considerations, a framework for the integrated analysis and assessment of the 
ecological and geological hazard of soil erosion, landslides, and diffuse matter inputs into the 
reservoir due to the Yangtze River impoundment and the associated land use changes was 
designed within the interdisciplinary Sino-German project 'YANGTZE-GEO' (Subklew et al. 
2010). The research objectives of this project are: 
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(i) Improvement of the understanding of relevant factors and trigger mechanisms of soil 
erosion, landslides, and diffuse matter inputs in a heterogeneous and highly-dynamic region 
and their spatially explicit analysis and prediction by modeling, 
(ii) Simulation of scenarios by integrating spatial and temporal information on geo-hazards 
and the land use to quantify the impacts of future land use changes for the development of 
suitable land use and land management strategies which can support the adjustment of the 
local agriculture to the new environmental conditions created by the construction of the TGD 
and  
(iii) Development of a multi-component approach for the qualitative and quantitative 
assessment and monitoring of geogene structures and processes by geophysical and geodetic 
methods and creation of a data basis for an integrative early warning system (EWS) for 
landslides that will allow for a realistic estimation of the risk potential of landslides in 
settlement area in the TGR. 
To investigate these research objectives we set up an integrated approach that combines multi-
scale earth observation data with state-of-the-art techniques from soil science, geology, 
hydrology, geophysics, geodesy, and remote sensing (Figure 1). 
Detailed process studies, data surveys, field experiments, and dynamic modeling will be 
conducted on three investigation scales from the plot to the landscape level. On the micro-
scale, we aim at detailed, process-oriented soil erosion and landslide analysis and modeling as 
well as monitoring of landslide activity. On the meso-scale, the land use changes will be 
mapped based on remote sensing data. Moreover, eco-hydrological modeling of the pathways 
and quantities of diffuse inputs of sediment and phosphorous will be performed on this scale 
represented by hydrological catchments of tributaries to the Three Gorges Reservoir. 
As the precise assessment of the geo-processes is time-consuming and access to terrain in the 
mountainous TGR is limited, remote sensing of data serves as a fast and available supplier of 
spatially explicit data as input into the integrated, scenario-driven modeling on the micro- and 
meso-scale. The results extracted from these analyses will constitute the prerequisite for the 
assessment of the extent of ecological and geological hazards of landslides, soil erosion, and 
diffuse matter inputs on the macro-scale (Figure 1). 
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Figure 1: Workflow of the YANGTZE-GEO project. 
 
From these research objectives, a plethora of specific research questions can be derived. In the 
present study we address three of them as they represent the current state of our research 
activities and refer to major geo-hazards in the TGR. These are: 
(i) Which landscape features are drivers for soil erosion, and where are source areas of 
sediment and nutrient inputs in rivers located?  
(ii) How can the temporal dynamics of soil loss be described, and what are the annual 
amounts of sediment entering the rivers and streams? 
(iii) How do the water level fluctuations of the reservoir affect the stability of mass 
movements on its sloping banks? 
We hypothesize that the land use pattern is the crucial driver for soil erosion, with highest soil 
loss rates in areas characterized by a high share of agricultural fields and lowest rates in 
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forested areas. Furthermore, the topography distinctly controls the spatial distribution for soil 
erosion. Additionally, it is expected, that highest sediment yields occur during the time of 
strong rainfall events, mainly in the summer months. We also hypothesize that the potential 
for the occurrence of landslides at the banks of the reservoir is highest during periods of 
decreasing and low reservoir water level. 
3 Study sites 
The study area on the macro-scale, respectively the landscape level is represented by the 
central TGR. It is defined by the area draining into the Three Gorges Reservoir, excluding the 
inflow of the Yangtze River itself (Figure 2). It has a total area of 35,080 km² and stretches 
westwards over about 330 km from the TGD near the city of Yichang in the east towards 
Chongqing in the west, where its terrain is characterized by plains and gently undulating hills. 
In the east, it exhibits steeper slopes and higher elevations, reaching a maximum of 3,106 m 
a.s.l. at Mount Shennongjia in the Xiangxi basin (Figure 2). The area is characterized by an 
anticline structure with a pre-Sinian crystalline basement complex cropping out sporadically 
from the Sinian-Jurassic and Triassic sedimentary cover (Wu et al. 2001; Ehret et al., 2010). 
The major soil groups are Cambisols, Alisols, and Luvisols (FAO/IIASA/ISRIC/ISSCAS/JRC 
2012). The climate is humid subtropical with dry winters. The unimodal rainfall regime is 
governed by the East Asian Monsoon (Fu et al. 2008) with an average annual precipitation of 
1,146 mm and an average annual temperature of 17.2 °C (CMA 2012). Land use is strongly 
linked to the terrain and characterized by rainfed cropland (30%) in its western, more gentle 
part and by forests and shrubland in the steep eastern part of the TGR (Bontemps et al. 2011).  
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Figure 2: Geographical position of the study area in the Upper Yangtze River catchment 
in Central China in the provinces of Hubei and Chongqing, and range of altitude. The 
projection is UTM WGS 1984, Zone 49N. The DEM is derived from SRTM data (Jarvis et 
al., 2008). 
 
Within the central TGR, further smaller study sites on the meso- and micro-scale are located 
(Figure 2). They are represented by the catchments of the rivers Xiangxi, Daninghe, and 
Xiaojiang (Table 1), which constitute first class tributaries to the Yangtze River. These 
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mountainous and steep sloping catchments with sizes ranging from approximately 3,200 to 
5,300 km² exhibit average altitudes of about 700 to almost 1,240 m a.s.l. (Table 1). 
The Xiangxi catchment constitutes the most closely studied area and main site of research. It 
is located in western Hubei Province. After a passage of approximately 100 km from the 
Shennongjia Mountains, the Xiangxi River joins the Yangtze River almost 40 km westward of 
the TGD. The backwater area of the Three Gorges Reservoir stretches approximately 35 km 
towards the central Xiangxi catchment and forms the Xiangxi Bay. The headwater zone of the 
Xiangxi catchment is strongly characterized by dense woodland with deciduous trees and 
conifers, shrubland, and grassland (Guo et al. 2000; Seeber et al. 2010). Scattered plots of 
arable land with dry land crop cultivation and rarely paddy rice exclusively occur alongside 
the river network with less steep sloping topography. Tea plantations are typical for the 
Northern temperate zone above 1,200 m a.s.l. (Wu et al. 2006; Seeber et al. 2010; Figure 3a). 
In the southern catchment, land use is strongly linked to the terrain with the Xiangxi Bay 
acting as a dividing line between predominantly agricultural cultivation on the western 
riverside and mainly forests and shrubs with scattered plots of cultivation on the eastern 
riverside (Seeber et al. 2010). Cash crop farming mixed with subsistence farming of lower 
productivity located on higher altitudes strongly characterizes the agriculture in the west 
(Schönbrodt-Stitt et al. 2013a). Typical agricultural use in the area of the Xiangxi Bay is 
orange cultivation as cash crop (Figure 3b), and arable land with rapeseed, wheat, soybean, 
and maize as main crops. 
The Daninghe catchment is located in Chongqing municipality. Its topography is comparable 
to the one of the Xiangxi catchment (Table 1). However, it exhibits higher area percentages of 
rainfed cropland. The largest study area on the meso-scale is the Xiaojiang catchment that is 
also located in Chongqing municipality (Figure 2). Its land use is predominantly characterized 
by rainfed farmland, and hence, among the three catchments most strongly influenced by 
agricultural use (Table 1). 
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Table 1 Characterization of the project's study areas based on the geo-factors terrain, 
climate, geology, soil, and land use.  
Geo-factor 
TGD 
reservoir 
Xiaojiang 
catchment 
Daninghe 
catchment 
Xiangxi 
catchment 
Upper 
Badong 
catchment 
Area (km²) 35,080 5,330 4,875 3,208.8 4.3 
Average altitude (m. a.s.l.) 920 706 1,239 1,230 1,053 
Average slope angle (°) 19 17 25 24 26 
Average annual temperature 
(°C) 
17.2 17 16.1 16.5 17.4 
Average annual precipitation 
(mm) 
1,146 1,218 1,163 1,004 1,089 
Stratigraphy (GK 200) 
Pre-
cambrium - 
Jurassic 
-- -- 
Pre-
cambrium - 
Jurassic 
Triassic - 
Jurassic 
Soil types (WRB) 
Cambisols Cambisols Cambisols Cambisols Cambisols 
- Alisols - Alisols - Alisols - Alisols - Alisols 
      
Land Use (ESA, 2009)           
Rainfed cropland 29.8 33.4 23.1 14.9 -- 
      Mosaic cropland (50-70%) / 
6 10.5 3.8 2.4 -- 
vegetation 
(grassland/shrubland/ 
forest) (20-50%) 
      Mosaic vegetation (grassland/ 
16.5 21.4 8.6 6.8 -- shrubland/forest) (50-70%) / 
crop-land (20-50%) 
      Closed to open (>15%) (broad-
leaved or needleleaved, 
evergreen 
11.5 8.4 9.6 15.4 -- 
or deciduous) shrubland (<5m) 
      Closed (>40%) needleleaved 
ever-green forest (>5m) 
10.4 4.4 11 24.6 -- 
      Closed to open (>15%) mixed 
15.8 12.2 10.8 31.5 -- broadleaved and needleleaved 
forest (>5m) 
      Closed to open (>15%) broad-
leaved evergreen or semi-  
deciduous forest (>5m) 
8 8.4 8.6 3.1 -- 
The Upper Badong catchment (4.3 km²) close to Badong city on the southern bank of the 
Yangtze River constitutes a detailed study site on the micro-scale (Figure 3c). It is 
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characterized by scattered plots of agricultural land and resettlements in a largely wooded, 
steep sloping, and mountainous area (Table 1). 
The Huangtupo landslide constitutes the smallest investigation unit and is located about 5 km 
east of the city center of Badong (Figures 3d and 4). It is exposed towards the riverside and 
has a length of 3,500 m and a width of 2,000 m. Its area is largely covered by buildings and 
densely populated. With a total volume of 69 million m³, it is one of the four largest 
landslides in the TGR (Hu et al. 2012; Jian and Yang 2013). It was partially reactivated after 
the river impoundment and the deformation still continues (Hu et al. 2012; Jiang et al. 2012). 
Its sliding surface is located in a depth of 80 to 100 meters. Within the active sliding landslide 
body a rock laboratory was constructed by the Chinese government. This laboratory 
comprises a main tunnel of 900 meter length with smaller test tunnels and recesses in the 
tunnel walls going off on both sides, which allow for continuous monitoring of the movement 
activity and for sampling of the deep sliding soil (Jian and Yang 2013). 
4 Material and methods 
4.1 Geodatabase 
The most suitable database to assess environmental variables covering the large mountainous 
areas is provided by space-borne remote sensing data. Hence, our basic data sources for the 
topography of the research area include the SRTM-DEM from the Shuttle Radar Topographic 
Mission in a spatial resolution of 90 m × 90 m (Jarvis et al. 2008). 
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Figure 3: Scenes from the different investigation units; (a) orange orchards as a cash 
crop adjacent to the lower Xiangxi River (Photo: A. Strehmel), (b) tea plantation in the 
headwater zone of the Xiangxi catchment (Photo: A. Strehmel), (c) small-scale 
subsistence farming in the Upper Badong catchment (Photo: F. Stumpf), and (d) view on 
the Huangtupo landslide from the opposite bank of the Yangtze River. The buildings were 
left by their inhabitants due to the landslide hazard (Photo: C. Dumperth).  
 
Land use information originate from a land use classification based on a Landsat-TM image 
from 2007 conducted for the Xiangxi catchment by Seeber et al. (2010). Thus, the land use 
classification refers to the time after the establishment of resettlement schemes and the 
completion of the dam construction.  
Data on soil distribution and soil properties are based on available legacy data. Soil data 
originate from available soil maps and profile descriptions based on the Second National Soil 
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Survey in China (Shi et al. 2010). In the Xiangxi catchment, the soils were surveyed at a scale 
of 1:160,000 to 1:180,000. 
Climate data with daily records are available from three stations within and around the 
Xiangxi catchment for the period from 1960 to 2009 and originate from the China 
Meteorological Administration (CMA 2012). Time series of discharge and sediment at a daily 
resolution from the gauging station Xingshan (31.25° N; 110.73° E) are available for the 
period from 2001 to 2008 (Changjiang Water Resources Commission 2014).  
The occurrence of landslides and their properties in the area around Badong were surveyed in 
field campaigns. Soft rock samples were taken from the Huangtupo landslide body to 
adequately parameterize the landslide model. 
4.2 Soil erosion modeling  
In our study we focus on the application of the empirical Revised Universal Soil Loss 
Equation (RUSLE; e.g., Renard et al. 1997). The RUSLE can be applied to a high variety of 
field settings including disturbed and undisturbed lands (e.g., agricultural sites, forests, and 
constructions sites), and newly or established reclaimed land (Toy and Renard 1998). It 
involves six major factors that affect upland soil erosion in terms of sheet erosion by raindrop 
impact and overland flow as well as rill erosion (Toy and Renard 1998). Using a set of 
mathematical equations in a multiplicatory approach, the RUSLE is written as: 
𝐴 = 𝐿𝑆 ∗ 𝑅 ∗ 𝐾 ∗ 𝐶 ∗ 𝑃        (Eq. 1) 
where A is the potential long-term, average annual soil loss (t ha-1 a-1), R is the rainfall 
erosivity (MJ mm ha-1 h-1 a-1), LS is the combined factor from the terrain based factors slope 
length L (-) and slope steepness S (-), K is the soil erodibility (t ha h ha-1 MJ-1 mm-1), C is the 
crop and management factor (-), and P is the support practice factor (-). A detailed description 
on the derivation of factors is provided by Wischmeier and Smith (1978) and Renard et al. 
(1997). 
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Figure 4: 2D finite element model created with 'Rocscience Slide'. Different rock/soil 
types are marked with different colors. Red arrows illustrate the boundary conditions of 
changing infiltration rates applied to each grid point. 
 
The combined LS factor was derived from pre-processed separate DEM-based grids using the 
RUSLE approach according to Renard et al. (1997) that was also applied by Konz et al. 
(2009) for complex steep sloping areas using Eq. 2 and Eq. 3a-b: 
𝐿 𝑓𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑜𝑟 = (
𝜆 
22.13
) ∗ 𝑚        (Eq. 2) 
with 
𝑚 =
𝛽
1+𝛽
  and 𝛽 =  
sin (𝜃)
0.0896
3∗[sin (𝜃)]∗0.8+0.56
 
and 
𝑆 𝑓𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑜𝑟 = 0.063 + 10.461 ∗ sin(𝜃)      (Eq. 3a) 
for slopes < 5.14, 
𝑆 𝑓𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑜𝑟 = 16.8 ∗ sin(𝜃) − 0.5       (Eq. 3b) 
for slopes ≥ 5.14. 
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where λ is the real slope length referring to the upstream flow length (m) based on the Monte-
Carlo aggregation calculated separately for each land use class to simulate flow divergence 
reflecting a more natural spatial flow pattern in complex landscapes (e.g., Behrens et al. 
2008), m is the slope length exponent (-), β is the susceptibility to rill erosion (-), and θ is the 
slope gradient (°) computed from a slope grid based on the steepest slope algorithm 
introduced by Tarboton (1997).  
The rainfall erosivity factor R is a key factor in soil erosion modeling and crucially depends 
on rainfall characteristics (i.e., amount, intensity, duration). In the present study, R factor 
values are based on the long-term, average annual rainfall erosivity (1971-2000) that was 
approximated and spatially regionalized using elevation bands and considering the orographic 
precipitation pattern in the Xiangxi catchment (Schönbrodt-Stitt et al. 2013b). The R factor 
amounts to an average of 5,222 MJ mm ha-1 h-1 a-1, generally showing enormous rainfall 
erosivity, and ranges from 1,986 MJ mm ha-1 h-1 a-1 at the outlet of the catchment to 7,547 MJ 
mm ha-1 h-1 a-1at the highest altitude Mt. Shennongjia (Schönbrodt-Stitt et al. 2013b). 
The K factor values were calculated for each soil mapping unit based on available profile 
descriptions according to Shirazi and Boersma (1984) using Eq. 4: 
𝐾 = 7.594 {0.0017 + 0.044 exp [−
1
2
 (
log(𝐷𝑔)+1.675
0.6987
)
2
]}     (Eq. 4) 
where Dg is the geometric average particle size (mm). This equation is based on the 
symmetric Gaussian distribution of geometrically average particle sizes (Song et al. 2005). 
Since the data on soil texture refer to the Russian classification system according to 
Kachinsky (1965) based on the ratio of particle sizes smaller than 0.01 mm, and further 
erosion-relevant sub-factors, such as organic matter content, soil structure class, and soil 
permeability class (Shi et al. 2012) were not provided, the function by Song et al. (2005) 
adequately approximates the K factor that was originally introduced by Wischmeier and 
Smith (1978). Generally, the soils show a moderate to low resistance to particle detachment 
and transport by water ranging from 0.30 to 0.44 t ha h ha-1 MJ-1 mm-1. With 0.39 t ha h ha-1 
MJ-1 mm-1, the average soil erodibility K in the Xiangxi catchment is classified as high 
(Wischmeier and Smith 1978). The standard deviation is 0.05 t ha h ha-1 MJ-1 mm-1. 
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The C factor was taken from literature, as no previous adequate data were available and 
monitoring on specific vegetation and crop parameters in the Xiangxi catchment was 
considered not practical and unfeasible (Schönbrodt et al. 2010). Those C factor values refer 
to the land use classes depicted for the study area by Seeber et al. (2010) and have been 
assigned to the respective land use pixel for the entire catchment area. These C factors are 
0.46 for arable land according to Liu and Luo (2005) and 0.13 for orange orchard according to 
Shi et al. (2004). Both represent common seasonal crop rotations within one year for 
subtropical agriculture in the Wangjiaqiao and Taipingxi watersheds in the TGR close to the 
Xiangxi catchment. Thus, they are supposed to adequately represent the condition in the study 
area. The land use class 'woodland' is presented by a C factor value of 0.005 according to Liu 
and Luo (2005), grassland is presented by a C factor value of 0.2 according to Erencin (2000), 
and built-up land is presented by a C factor value of 0.08 according to Liu and Luo (2005). 
For the latter it is assumed that the settlements are associated with small-scale home 
gardening. Generally, the higher the C factor values, the lower the effect of the respective 
crop management systems and vegetation cover to protect the surface against soil erosion by 
water (Renard et al. 1997). 
Since dry-stone walling bench terraces are common features in the TGR (Shi et al. 2004), 
farming terraces were considered in the modeling with the P factor assigned to all pixels 
presenting agricultural land (i.e., arable land and orange orchard) assuming it to be completely 
terraced. As no data on the spatial distribution and design of farming terraces were available, 
the P factor was set to a default of 0.55, a value which was suggested by Shi et al. (2004) and 
Liu and Luo (2005) for dry-stone walling bench terraces on agricultural land sloping between 
20° and 25°. 
The RUSLE was implemented into GIS-based modeling by integrating and manipulating 
available spatial grids on the above factors in a spatial resolution of 45 m × 45 m 
(Schönbrodt-Stitt et al. 2013a).  
To assess the soil erosion hazard potential for the Xiangxi catchment, the grid-based estimates 
on the potential long-term average soil losses were further classified according to the Chinese 
Soil Erosion Rate Standard (Technological Standard of Soil and Water Conservation SD238-
87) issued by the Ministry of Water Resources (e.g., Xu et al. 2009). 
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4.3 Modeling of diffuse sediment inputs to streams 
The assessment of the spatial and temporal patterns of sediment inputs form diffuse landscape 
sources into the major tributaries of the Three Gorges Reservoir is an important prerequisite 
for the quantification of its non-point source pollution. This assessment is based on a 
modeling approach with the semi-distributed eco-hydrological Soil and Water Assessment 
Tool (SWAT; Arnold et al. 1998) for the Xiangxi catchment (c.f., Section 3). 
The concept of the SWAT model consists of the division of a catchment in several sub-
watersheds (subbasins), which contain a number of Hydrological Response Units (HRUs). 
The HRUs are generated by aggregating all areas with a distinct land use, soil type and slope 
class within a subbasin. Thus, every HRU is defined by a unique parameter set which drives 
its hydrological behavior. The water balance equation is employed for every HRU at every 
time step using Eq. 5 according to Neitsch et al. (2011):  
𝑆𝑊𝑡 =  𝑆𝑊0 +  ∑ (𝑅𝑑𝑎𝑦 −  𝑄𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑓 − 𝐸𝑎 −  𝑊𝑠𝑒𝑒𝑝 −  𝑄𝑔𝑤)
𝑡
𝑖=1    (Eq. 5) 
where SWt is the soil water content on day t (mm), SW0 is the initial soil water content (mm), 
Rday is the precipitation amount on day i (mm), Qsurf is the amount of surface runoff on day i 
(mm), Ea is the amount of actual evapotranspiration on day i (mm), wseep is the amount of 
percolation on day i (mm) and Qgw is the amount of return flow on day i (mm). The 
components of the water balance equation are calculated on the base of different well-
established hydrological concepts: For the surface runoff calculation the 'SCS' curve number 
approach (SCS 1972; Rallison and Miller 1981) is employed. The calculation of 
evapotranspiration is based on the Penman-Monteith equation (Penman 1948; Monteith 
1965). The different hydrological components contribute to stream flow with different delay 
factors, and are forming stream flow after being summed up for every subbasin at every time 
step. From the outlet of every subbasin, the generated stream flow is then routed through the 
river network to the basin outlet. 
The amount of sediment, which is generated in every HRU at every time step and that enters 
the stream is calculated by the Modified Universal Soil Loss Equation (MUSLE; Williams 
1975), which was adapted for SWAT as follows:  
𝑠𝑒𝑑 = 11.8 ∗ (𝑄𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑓 ∗  𝑄𝑝𝑒𝑎𝑘 ∗ 𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑎ℎ𝑟𝑢)
0.56 ∗ 𝐾 ∗ 𝐶 ∗ 𝑃 ∗ 𝐿𝑆 ∗ 𝐶𝐹𝑅𝐺  (Eq. 6) 
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where sed is the sediment amount in the HRU (t), Qsurf is the amount of surface runoff (mm), 
Qpeak is the peak runoff rate (m³ s
-1), areahru is the HRU area (km²), K is the USLE K factor (-
), C is the USLE C factor (-), P is the USLE P factor (-), LS is the USLE LS factor (-) and 
CFRG is a coarse fragment factor (-). Contrary to the RUSLE, the MUSLE relies on a runoff-
erosivity factor instead of the rainfall erosivity. The other factors correspond to the respective 
RUSLE factors (c.f., Section 4.2). 
For the SWAT model setup, the SRTM-DEM, the available soil data set, and the land use map 
of 2007 by Seeber et al. (2010) were used to define the HRUs. As climate input, data from the 
three available stations were used. Since such a low density of stations is insufficient for a 
reliable reproduction of the spatial variability of climate characteristics in a mountainous 
catchment, elevation bands for precipitation and temperature were implemented into the 
model. This enables for an adjustment of low annual precipitation amounts and volume of 
discharge as recommended by Bieger et al. (2014) and Schönbrodt-Stitt et al. (2013b). 
 
Table 2: Model evaluation statistics for the calibration and validation of the SWAT model for 
the Xiangxi catchment. 
Evaluation parameter Calibration Validation 
 Discharge (daily) 
Nash-Sutcliffe-
Efficiency 
0.65 0.75 
PBIAS 23.14 19.16 
 Sediment amount 
(monthly) 
Nash-Sutcliffe-
Efficiency 
0.65 0.24 
PBIAS 39.26 -7.04 
 
The SWAT model was calibrated for stream flow for the period from 2003 to 2005 with 
available discharge data of Xiangxi River, following the calibration parameter set as used in 
Bieger et al. (2014). Afterwards, the sediment calibration was conducted, addressing 
uncertainties in the estimation of the K factor values of the MUSLE, and the adjustment of 
two parameters affecting sediment transport in the river. Subsequently, the model was 
validated using observed stream flow and sediment time series data for the period from 2007 
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to 2008. The efficiency measures for calibration and validation can be seen in Table 2. Based 
on the quality criteria established by Moriasi et al. (2007) for SWAT model performance, the 
prediction accuracy of the SWAT model can be seen as sufficient, and the SWAT model 
setup can be used for further analyses. The output of the calibrated SWAT model was then 
extracted for the period from 1993 to 2002 to allow for a sufficient variability of inter-annual 
precipitation amounts and distributions. 
4.4 Assessment of mass movement stability affected by water level fluctuations 
Changing water levels due to river impoundments are a well-known problem concerning 
slope stability. According to a simplification of slope equilibrium (e.g., Ehret et al. 2009), the 
mechanical situation of slopes near reservoirs can be divided into four different states, which 
are characterized by different fluid flow conditions within the rock material, and associated 
changes in pore water pressure. Especially during the rapid drawdown of the reservoir water 
level, the stability of a slope can be changed significantly by increasing the downhill force 
(Ehret et al. 2009). To evaluate the extent of the changes in the slope equilibrium during 
different stages of water level, a modeling approach can be feasible using geological cross-
sections obtained from intensive ground truth investigations. For this study, a two-
dimensional model was set up for one cross-section of the Huangtupo landslide (Figure 4) for 
the identification of potential slip surfaces, and their corresponding factors of safety (FOS). 
The FOS is a measure for the stability of a hillslope and is frequently used in landslide and 
mass movement calculation. It is the ratio between the strength (resisting force) of a structure 
and its stress (disturbing forces). A FOS lower than 1 indicates a slope failure. Higher values 
can directly be related to the stability of the slope. In this study, two FOS calculation methods 
according to Bishop (1955) and Janbu (1973) were applied. To calculate the FOS values in 
the two-dimensional model, the mechanical characteristics of the different rock materials 
were parameterized based on the Mohr-Couloumb theory, which describes responses of rock 
materials to normal stress and shear stress (e.g., Prinz and Strauss 2006). The boundary 
conditions of the model were then adjusted to simulate changing reservoir water levels and 
changes in vertical infiltration rates (Figures 5 and 6). 
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Figure 5: Impoundment levels of the Three Gorges Reservoir over two years. 
 
 
 Figure 6: Course of vertical infiltration over two years. 
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5 Results and discussion 
5.1 Potential long-term annual soil losses 
Soil erosion modeling revealed an average annual soil loss potential of 52.3 t ha-1 a-1 for the 
entire Xiangxi catchment. Thus, the predicted soil loss is relatively consistent to analyses by 
Lu and Higgitt (2000) who measured an average long-term soil loss of 45 t ha-1 a-1 in 
Yiwanshui catchment in the western TGR. Based on findings by Lu and Higgitt (2000), 
Zhang (2008), and Wu et al. (2011) this soil loss amount is in range with other sites in China 
but slightly higher compared to average soil loss rates ranging from annually 30 to 40 t ha-1 
for Asian countries as stated by Taddese (2001; quoted in Pimentel 2006).  
Based on the Caesium-137 (137Cs) technique, Quine et al. (1999) reported rates of actual soil 
loss by water erosion under comparable subtropical conditions for Yanting in Sichuan 
province in the Upper Yangtze River Basin of 51.5 t ha-1a-1 for farmland sloping with 6.2°. 
For the Xiangxi catchment, average soil loss on agriculturally used land (arable land and 
orange orchard) on slopes inclining between 1° and 7° is 52.8 t ha-1 a-1. For farmland inclining 
with 6°, potential annual soil loss was estimated comparably higher with on average 75.5 t ha-
1 a-1. This slight offset is assumed to result from the fact that the study by Quine et al. (1999) 
was conducted for one single plot whilst our result comprises an area of approximately 11.2 
km² of farmland inclining by 6°. Findings by Cui et al. (2011) according to which regional 
average soil loss rates on sloping farmland in the TGR range from approximately 45 to 67 t 
ha-1 a-1, that are likely to exceed 10×103 t km² a-1 in places, further corroborate the reliability 
of our predictions, even though Cui et al. (2011) do not provide information on the physical 
settings of the studied slopes. 
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Figure 7: Estimations on the long-term, average annual soil loss potential (t ha -1a-1) by 
water erosion in the Xiangxi catchment classified according to the Technological 
Standard of Soil and Water Conservation SD238-87 . No data refers to pixel presenting 
bare rock and inland water that were not parameterized in soil erosion modeling.  
 
By separating our results from the gridded soil loss prediction into the five classes formulated 
by the Chinese Soil Erosion Rate Standard (c.f., Section 4.2), we are able to show the spatial 
distribution of the soil erosion hazard potential: 15.9% (509.8 km²) and 43.6% (1,399.1 km²) 
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of the Xiangxi catchment exhibit minimal, respectively, low soil erosion potential (Figure 7). 
This is assumed to be an effect of the largely wooded headwater zone and hinterland with 
only scattered plots of land use as detected by Seeber et al. (2010). Approximately 38% of the 
total area of the Xiangxi catchment, accounting for an area size of 1,211.2 km², is affected by 
moderate to extreme soil erosion potential (Figure 7). We assume this to distinctly result from 
the agricultural use of steep sloping land mainly in the immediate surroundings of the Xiangxi 
Bay in the southern catchment and alongside the river network in the northern catchment 
(Figure 7). A statistical evaluation of the effect of the shares of different land use, slope and 
rainfall erosivity classes (Table 3) shows that the land use pattern mostly correlates with the 
soil losses within one subbasin. At the same time, slope steepness and rainfall erosivity are 
considered to contribute to the long-term annual soil loss potential to a relatively low to 
mainly moderate extent (Table 3). With this, the hypothesis that land use and slope patterns 
affect the soil losses strongly, can be confirmed for the land use pattern, but should be 
rejected for the influence of the slope class distribution. 
Considering an average annual value of 10 t ha-1 as tolerable soil loss in the TGR (RWCSCB 
1998; Shi et al. 2004) our results clearly underpin the seriousness of soil erosion in the 
Xiangxi catchment with approximately 68% (2,186 km²) of the total area above that boundary 
measure of soil loss. This is particularly relevant, as most of the sloped farmland is directly 
adjacent to the river network which implies a transport of eroded soil enriched with agro-
chemicals from the fields into the streams. 
5.2 Diffuse inputs of sediment in streams 
The application of SWAT with the MUSLE approach for the calculation of sediment yield 
revealed an average annual sediment yield of 2.75 t ha-1 a-1. This is considerably lower than 
the predicted soil loss estimates by the RUSLE. Field observations show that a large portion 
of eroded soil in the catchment is re-deposited on site and caught by flood channels across the 
slopes. The observed sediment amounts between 2001 and 2008 at the gauge of the Xiangxi 
catchment sum up to annually 26 × 104 tons, which translates into a sediment yield of about 
1.2 t ha-1 a-1 for the catchment area of 1,850 km² upstream of the gauge. With this, the SWAT 
model overestimates average sediment loads in the rivers considerably. This is assumed to be 
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mainly caused by small reservoirs, which are present in the Xiangxi catchment, but were not 
implemented in the SWAT model. 
 
Table 3: Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient (Spearman's R) and associated significance 
values (P uncorr) for the share of land use, slope, and rainfall erosivity classes in all 
subbasins with the long-term annual soil loss potential as calculated with the RUSLE. Land 
use classes originate from the land use classification for the Xiangxi catchment by Seeber et 
al. (2010). The slope classes are defined as used in the SWAT model of the Xiangxi catchment. 
The classes on rainfall erosivity R refer to Schönbrodt-Stitt (2013b). *= significance level of 
10%; ** = significance level of 5%; ****= significance level of 1% 
Geo-factor Spearman’s 
R 
P uncorr 
Land use class   
Forest -0.573 0.00*** 
Built-Up 0.392 0.01*** 
Orange Orchard 0.324 0.04** 
Grassland -0.146 0.36 
Arable Land 0.555 0.00*** 
   Slope class   
0° - 15° -0.135 0.4 
15° - 25° -0.143 0.37 
25° - 35° 0.019 0.9 
35° - 45° 0.193 0.23 
> 45° 0.334 0.03** 
   Rainfall erosivity factor 
R (MJ mm ha-1 h-1 a-1) 
  
1986 - 2780 0.322 0.04** 
2780 - 4369 0.218 0.17 
4369 - 5958 -0.012 0.94 
5958 - 7547 -0.276 0.08* 
 
One reason for the distinct mismatch between soil loss potential estimated with the RUSLE 
and the SWAT results lies in the conceptual intention of the SWAT model’s MUSLE to solely 
calculate the sediment yield contributing to stream flow. This will automatically reduce 
sediment amounts drastically during the calibration process to adjust them to the observed 
amounts in the river. The ratio between the sediment yield at the outlet and the gross soil loss 
of a catchment can be expressed with the sediment delivery ratio (SDR). Combining the 
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results of the RUSLE with the SWAT sediment calculations, a SDR of 0.05 can be 
determined for the Xiangxi catchment. According to Lenhart et al. (2005), the SDR value is 
governed by the geomorphology of the catchment, which determines whether concave or 
convex topographical features prevail, but also by the transport capacity of the streams. The 
SDR tends to decrease with an increase in catchment area (Ferro and Minacapilli 1995; Hua et 
al. 2006). A study by Shi et al. (2012) in a small catchment (17 km²) in the TGR found SDR 
values to vary between 0.29 and 0.48. The observed sediment yield at the gauge and the yield 
modeled with SWAT in the stream flow of the much larger Xiangxi catchment indicate a very 
low SDR value, but confirm that the SWAT model results after calibration are reliable. With 
this, and considering the validation results of SWAT (c.f., Section 4.3), it can be shown that 
SWAT is able to depict the sediment yields into the streams sufficiently well, and hence, can 
be used for an assessment of diffuse matter inputs in the TGR. 
The comparison of long-term soil loss potential per subbasin as evaluated by the RUSLE 
(Figure 7) with the SWAT sediment yields per subbasin (Figures 7 and 8) shows that not only 
the annual amounts differ strongly, but also the spatial distribution of soil losses among 
subbasins. This behavior can again be explained with the conceptual differences between the 
MUSLE and the RUSLE. While the RUSLE results represent long-term annual rainfall 
erosivity (Schönbrodt-Stitt et al. 2013b), the MUSLE in SWAT is applied at every time step, 
and relies on surface runoff as driver (Williams 1975). The surface runoff calculation is based 
on the SCS curve number, which is a function of the land use and the antecedent moisture 
condition of the soil (SCS 1972). With this, the soil loss in SWAT is also a function of the 
temporal pattern of rainfall, and due to the connection with the antecedent moisture condition 
of the soil, especially linked to rainfall amounts of preceding time steps, soil evaporation 
rates, the lateral flow amount and the percolation rate to the groundwater (c.f., Section 4.3). 
The sediment yields in SWAT are also a result of stream flow and sediment calibrations 
towards observed time series values. While for the sediment calibration only the K factor of 
the MUSLE was slightly adjusted, the preceding calibration for stream flow can significantly 
alter sensitive hydrological parameters, and hence also distinctly affect the soil loss amounts. 
The comparison shows, that a careful parametrization of the RUSLE and the MUSLE are 
crucial in order to obtain reliable modeling results based on the intention and purpose of a 
study. 
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The season-wise comparison of sediment yield shows that highest sediment inputs to streams 
are observed in the summer months. Lowest amounts are observed in the winter months 
(Figure 8). In spring, the percentages of annual sediment yield are lower, than in autumn. This 
pattern is also reflected by the temporal distribution of precipitation amounts among seasons, 
which are also highest in summer, and lowest in winter. In spring and autumn, the percentages 
of annual precipitation are on average similar (Figure 8). While the sediment yields are 
closely linked to the inter-seasonal precipitation pattern, confirming the hypothesis that 
seasonal rainfall amounts strongly correlate with the sediment input to streams, the spatial 
distribution of sediment yields within one season, however, does not reflect the distribution of 
rainfall amounts. This corroborates the other hypothesis, that the land use distribution within 
one subbasin is the crucial driver for sediment yields into the streams (c.f., Section 5.1, Table 
3) also for the use of the MUSLE.  
5.3 Impact of water level changes on the stability of mass movements 
While the upper parts of the Huangtupo landslide can be seen as relatively stable, the lower 
portion close to the banks of the Yangtze River is still moving. Therefore, the two-
dimensional model calculations are focusing on this lower part. The model setup is based on 
the one introduced by Wang et al. (2014b). This approach has already been validated by 
comparing its results to long term GPS measurements. All relevant parameters can be seen 
from Table 4. Subsequently, the model was used to calculate the lowest rated potential slip 
surface during the rapid drawdown process. Its FOS according to Janbu (1973) is 1.216, 
which can be been seen as stable. Referring to Ehret et al. (2009) this corresponds with the 
third and fourth of the simplified mechanical conditions during water level changes of the 
reservoir. Before the drawdown, a high reservoir and steady groundwater level result in 
weaker flow forces in the slope, resulting in a high stability of the landslide mass (Ehret et al. 
2009). During and after the drawdown, the downward flow within the landslide leads to a 
higher downhill force, and hence to an unstable slope condition (Ehret et al. 2009). All 
stability factors over one year (Figure 9) were calculated for a comparison to different 
impoundment levels. It can be seen that the course of the values of the FOS for the two 
different calculation methods over time is similar, which is an indication for reliable 
calculation results. The comparison with the course of the water level over time clearly 
shows, that the landslide mass is in its most unstable state during the drawdown phase, 
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confirming the hypothesis, that instabilities of banks are closely related to the drawdown of 
water levels. In this phase, a minor intervention into the force equilibrium of the landslide 
mass can change its mechanical situation and subsequently trigger a rapid movement. This 
finding is crucial for the development of an integrated EWS. With a more intensive focus on 
these periods in modeling, the effectiveness of an EWS can be substantially improved. At the 
same time the obtained results describe the overall situation for a simplified cross section of 
the mass movement. The use of a three-dimensional model applied to the whole landslide can 
improve the spatial resolution and extent of FOS predictions and can lead to higher prediction 
accuracy.  
 
Figure 8: Spatial and temporal distribution of sediment yield and precipitation in the 
Xiangxi catchment, as estimated by the SWAT model. 
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6 Current research and perspectives on model improvements 
Based on the results and experiences gained for the Xiangxi catchment and the Huangtupo 
landslide, we aim at the improvement of modeling accuracies to enhance the spatial and 
temporal resolution of erosion, landslide and eco-hydrological modeling and to improve the 
understanding of the impact of the TGD project on the environmental processes in the TGR. 
This inter alia includes the (i) improvement of model parameterization based on further 
specification and provision of reliable input data of higher spatial and temporal resolution and 
(ii) transfer of modeling frameworks onto the further study sites of Daninghe and Xiaojiang 
catchments that are also affected by the TGD project (Li et al 2009; Holbach et al 2012), and 
(iii) the development of an integrated EWS for a realistic estimation of the risk potential of 
landslides in settlement areas in the TGR. 
 
Table 4: Hydrologic and mechanical parameters of the Huangtupo landslide based Wang et 
al. (2014) completed with own measurements. ɣ is the unity weight, c is the cohesion, ɸ is the 
friction angle, WC sat/res is the water content saturated/residual, KS is the hydraulic 
conductivity, E is the Young’s modulus, and µ is the Poisson ratio. 
Material 
ɣ 
(kN/m³) 
c 
(kPa) 
ɸ 
(°) 
WC sat 
(%) 
WC res 
(%) 
KS 
(m/s) 
E 
(MPa) µ 
Bed rock 26.3 420.8 48.5 0.2 0.1 1.16E-
04 
52,730 0.23 
Dense soil and rock 
debris 
21.5 31.4 23.3 0.26 0.1 8.10E-
06 
2,560 0.28 
Loose soil and rock 
debris 
20.2 29.4 20.8 0.26 0.1 2.20E-
05 
1,210 0.31 
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Figure 9: Factor of safety over time compared to the corresponding water level.  
 
6.1. Improvement of the land use classification and analysis of land use change 
The results of the soil loss estimation and the sediment yield results by SWAT show, that the 
land use is the crucial driver of soil loss and diffuse matter inputs into water bodies. 
Therefore, an accurate representation of current land use and land use changes as input for 
further analyses is of major importance. Thus, land use was mapped in the Upper Badong and 
Xiangxi catchments and in the headwater zones of the Daninghe and Xiaojiang catchments. A 
detailed classification of recent RapidEye imagery (RapidEye 2012) towards the 
representation of land use in the Xiangxi and Upper Badong catchments is ongoing. For the 
assessment of the regional-scale dam-induced land use change in the Xiangxi catchment, 
Landsat scenes were acquired from the USGS repository taking into account the period from 
1985 onwards to cover also the phase before the start of the construction of the TGD. The 
collection is kept updated adding the new acquisitions from the current Landsat-8 mission. 
The present activities comprise the identification of the standard spectral features of land use 
types in annual time-series. This annual spectral variability is expected to provide a criterion 
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to separate land use types. Since the spatial coverage is often limited, a composition of scenes 
in a three to five years window is necessary.  
 
Table 5: Average values of the User’s accuracy (UA), producer’s accuracy (PA), overall 
accuracy (OA), and Kappa (K). The values are derived from the classifications of the five 
RapidEye datasets covering the Xiangxi and Upper Badong catchments. σ is the respective 
standard deviation. Dry land includes spectral sub-classes of pixels covered by crops, bare 
soil or plastic mulch. Unused land identifies exposed rocks, quarries, and river beds.  
Class (1st level) PA  UA 
1 Cropland 0.77 0.1 0.76 0.11 
2 Woodland 0.91 0.09 0.9 0.07 
3 Grassland 0.88 0.06 0.92 0.08 
4 Built-up 0.64 0.17 0.59 0.13 
5 Unused land 0.28 0.01 0.6 0.14 
 
  
    
 
OA 0.81 0.07 
  
 
K 0.69 0.11 
  
      Class (2nd level)  PA  UA 
1.1 Dry land 0.77 0.09 0.74 0.12 
1.2 Paddy land 0.5 0.06 0.63 0.01 
2.1.1 Forest-broadleaf 0.72 0.2 0.64 0.07 
2.1.2 Forest-conifer 0.72 0.16 0.76 0.1 
2.2.1 Shrub 0.33 0.22 0.45 0.23 
2.2.2 Woods 0.52 
 
0.38 
 2.2.3 Orange 0.7 0.11 0.61 0.04 
2.2.4 Tea 0.34 0.24 0.55 0.21 
3 Grassland 0.88 0.06 0.92 0.08 
4 Built-up 0.64 0.17 0.59 0.13 
5 Unused land 0.28 0.01 0.6 0.14 
      
 
OA 0.68 0.05 
    K 0.59 0.05     
 
The results of the RapidEye classifications are summarized in Table 5. Figure 10 displays the 
resulting land use maps for the Upper Badong catchment. For the land use classification, two 
classification levels were applied, a coarser level 1 and a finer level 2. These classification 
levels vary in terms of differentiation of land use classes and are subject to the spatial and 
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spectral resolutions of the sensors used. The first level classes retrieved higher classification 
accuracy (81%) than the second level classes (68%). The attempt to distinguish the 
‘Cropland’ and ‘Woodland’ classes in greater detail based on the sole pixel reflectance was 
not completely satisfying. Nevertheless, misclassifications mostly occur among second level 
classes belonging to the same first level class. Broadleaf and conifer forest are generally not 
confused. 'Unused Land' retrieves low accuracies due to its confusion with 'Built-Up Land'. 
The separation between 'Dry Land' and 'Built-Up Land' is sometimes undermined by the 
widespread use of transparent plastic mulch for dry land agriculture.  
 
 
Figure 10: Land use classification in the Upper Badong catchment based on RapidEye 
data of 2012-09-28 (a). Second level (b) and first level classification (c).  
 
These land use maps provide input data to related studies and establish a benchmark for the 
assessment of the land use in a diachronic perspective. The work achieved the definition of a 
methodology and got to emerge useful critical points which will be focused in the follow-up 
of the project. Critical points related to the use of RapidEye data will be overcome by 
adopting data of the Landsat missions. At the price of a lower spatial resolution, Landsat data 
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ensure the synchronous coverage of larger areas and the free access to a historical archive. 
The use of multi-temporal data is expected to improve the land use classification. By 
composing images selected in different periods of the year it is possible to take advantage of 
the seasonal variability of the land-cover for the correct discrimination of a richer set of land 
use classes. 
6.2 Improvement of the accuracy of the soil erosion modeling  
One major constraint originates from the assumption of equal soil conservation practice for 
the entire Xiangxi catchment (c.f., Section 4.2) that is likely to either overestimate or 
underestimate soil erosion locally. This is particularly important in areas with steep-sloping 
terrain where agriculture commonly takes place on terraced slopes inclining between 20° and 
25°. However, taking into account a P factor of 0.55 for level bed terraces is likely to estimate 
soil erosion in an adequate range. This is true for 31% of the slopes in the Xiangxi catchment 
ranging from 20° to 25°, but needs to be improved for slopes with higher and lower 
inclinations. Since information on the spatial distribution and design of terraces is rare, 
Schönbrodt-Stitt et al. (2013a) developed the model framework of TerraCE for an analysis of 
the status of bench terraces and spatial analysis of the strength and direction of the effect of 
TGD on the terraced landscape in the Xiangxi catchment. The basic idea is that the 
occurrence of soil erosion strongly depends on the condition of the bench terraces, which is 
crucially influenced by the land use pattern and land accessibility (Figure 11). Hence, the 
TerraCE modeling approach will be further refined and linked to the RUSLE to avoid over- 
or underestimations of soil losses by adequately modifying the P factor according to the local-
specific variability of the condition of bench terraces. 
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Figure 11: Schematic presentation of the conceptual TerraCE approach. 
 
To improve the knowledge on the uncertainties of empirical soil erosion modeling and to 
validate our results, a further focus lies on the process-oriented soil erosion modeling in the 
Upper Badong catchment (c.f., Section 3). Due to a general mismatch between existing legacy 
data and data required for modeling and predicting soil erosion in the TGR (Zhu et al. 2013), 
further research will deal with the spatial regionalization of soil erosion factors to 
parameterize the detailed process-based soil erosion models, such as EROSION 3D (Schmidt 
et al. 1999) that is considered to adequately reveal the relevant erosion processes. 
Comprehensive field surveys were already conducted. Information on soil properties, such as 
soil texture, bulk density, soil organic sediment content, and carbonate, were collected based 
on appropriate state-of-the-art sampling designs and digital soil mapping approaches 
(McBratney et al. 2003; Scull et al. 2003), e.g., decision trees (Schmidt et al. 2008), neural 
networks (Behrens et al. 2005), and new hyperscale contextual terrain analysis approaches 
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(Behrens et al. 2014). Additional information on land use and vegetation properties will be 
gained from remote sensing (c.f., Section 6.1).  
6.3 Improvement of the accuracy of modeling the sediment and nutrient inputs 
The improvement of the existing SWAT model by implementing of spatially distributed land 
management patterns, the effect of bench terraces, and a dynamic representation of land use 
changes to account for the rapidly changing conditions in the catchment is in progress. During 
a recent mapping campaign, areas with different land use and land management patterns, and 
different conditions of bench terraces were identified in the Xiangxi catchment. A 
methodology is developed to include this information into SWAT. Thus, an improved SWAT 
model based on the RapidEye level 2 land use classification for the year 2012 will be set up 
for the Xiangxi catchment. In a final step, land use maps, which are generated for different 
years during the course of the construction phase of the TGD and the impoundment phase, 
will be utilized to move away from a purely static land use input into the SWAT model, but to 
depict the land use changes in the model framework dynamically. A previous land use change 
assessment (Bieger et al. 2015), including the development of land use change scenarios for 
the Xiangxi catchment, will be refined and extended by means of including improved model 
algorithms and a combination of geostatistical methods for the development of management 
strategies of soil and water resources in the TGR. The model framework will then be 
transferred onto the catchments of Daninghe and Xiaojiang Rivers. 
6.4. Development of an early-warning system for landslides 
The design of an EWS focuses on the assessment of boundary conditions under which the 
landslide exhibits a low stability and includes two components: (i) the geotechnical 
monitoring of the landslide at risk to assess its current and previous states and (ii) a model of 
the landslide body which is able to predict its future development and state. To address the 
latter, a three-dimensional model of the Huangtupo landslide will be set up using the 
numerical modeling software Flac3D (Itasca Consulting Group 2002). First model runs for 
changing input values were already tested to estimate the model’s reliability and to enhance 
the prediction accuracy. Laboratory tests are in progress to obtain more accurate soil 
parameters aiming at an improvement of the model efficiency.  
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Figure 12: Analyzing the microseismic activity and slope movements; (a) geophones and 
(b) seismic recording hardware inside the rock laboratory at the Huangtupo landslide, 
(c) terrestrial radar interferometer installed at the Yangtze River, and (d) schematic 
presentation on the radar observation area of the Huangtupo landslide.  
 
For the geotechnical monitoring of the Huangtupo landslide, dynamic seismic processes are 
recorded, which are caused by the rock mass in response to variable environmental condition 
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changes, e.g., changes in the reservoir water level or in infiltration rates. Additionally, several 
other dynamic influences are determined such as tele-seismic earthquakes or anthropogenic 
seismic noise in the study area around Badong and inside the rock laboratory at the 
Huangtupo landslide (Figures 12a-b; c.f., Section 3). Micro-seismic events can be triggered 
when instantaneous rupture occurs along geological boundaries (Amitrano et al. 2010). The 
continuous data recording of time series, such as rainfall and temperature, allows for a 
correlation of the observed seismic events and conditioning factors, and thus, for a direct 
mapping of subsurface changes to possible trigger mechanisms. For the micro-seismic 
monitoring of the landslide, a highly sensitive measurement network with borehole sensors 
was installed at the end of 2012 inside the rock laboratory (Figures 12a-b). It is currently 
operating and will run for two further years. These investigations will enable for a description 
of landslides by measuring micro-seismic events within the nanometer range, the localization 
of events, and the correlation of frequency and amplitude of landslides to indicate the changes 
of stress state in the rock mass. Recent developments in terrestrial radar interferometry show 
that this method is promising for monitoring of slope stability. State-of-the-art radar 
interferometers generally allow a contactless, continuous, and spatially dense measurement of 
movements, independent of the time of day and weather conditions (Strozzi et al. 2000; 
Werner et al. 2003; Farina 2010). Selected slope areas above the observation tunnel will be 
monitored to detect changes in the slope geometry in the millimeter range (Figures 12c-d). 
The measured changes are expected to give insights into the effects of water level changes in 
the geological structure of the slope and the possible hazard. 
7 Conclusions 
Our results show that the human influence in the TGR is able to foster the susceptibility of 
landscapes towards soil erosion and mass movements to considerably higher levels. Land use 
change is the decisive factor for an increase in soil erosion and diffuse matter inputs into 
streams and water bodies. Moreover, the annual water level fluctuations of the Three Gorges 
Reservoir threaten the stability of its sloping banks. Hence, the water level fluctuations and 
the land use change are concluded to act as the key drivers for the geo-hazards examined in 
this research framework. 
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At the same time, the intensity of land use change in the TGR and the management of land 
themselves are strongly linked to the landscape characteristics. Subsequently, the dam-
induced impoundment of the Yangtze River and its main tributaries and the associated human 
interventions (e.g., resettlement, road construction, and conversion of land) are concluded to 
result in a complex system of natural and anthropogenic processes interacting with both soil 
erosion and mass movements, and thus, diffuse matter inputs into the reservoir. Moreover, 
under the massive human influence the effects of the controlling factors are supposed to 
subsume.  
Our results from the Xiangxi catchment, therefore, are appropriate to describe and explain the 
situation in the TGR and, thus, improve the understanding of influencing factors and drivers 
for soil erosion and diffuse matter inputs. They furthermore show that our modeling 
approaches are suitable for the explicit analysis of the spatial and temporal dimension of these 
environmental processes, while the successful validation of the models is a step towards 
reliable predictions for future development paths of the landscape under land use change.  
The implementation of an EWS for landslides in our project is based on the combination of a 
modeling and a monitoring approach. While the modeling approach is able to generate 
relevant information on the mechanical conditions within the landslide under changing 
boundary conditions, the monitoring can provide relevant input data for the modeling, as well 
as validation data. With the evaluation of monitoring data, the process understanding of 
landslide dynamics for the specific conditions of the TGR can be enhanced. With this, 
differences in monitoring and modeling results can be identified towards a better 
representation of processes in the model and an improved model parameterization. Therefore, 
the combination of monitoring and modeling is able to enhance the reliability of an EWS for 
landslides considerably. 
Based on the consideration of complex interactions of effects of large hydrological projects on 
the large scale rather than addressing individual environmental consequences, our approach 
can serve as a basis for political decisions at a higher level, as the multitude of applied 
methods on different scales is able to approach system relations in an integrative way. Our 
results show that our methodological approach generates relevant information on the causes 
and trigger mechanisms for geo-hazards such as landslides, soil erosion, and matter fluxes for 
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both the small scale and the landscape scale for the whole TGR. Based on land use scenarios, 
long-term strategies for a reduction of the geo-hazard potential in the area can be developed.  
Hence, this collaborative study can contribute to the understanding of large-scale 
anthropogenic impacts and thus, rapidly changing conditions in landscapes and their impact 
on geo-hazards. Such profound knowledge is urgently required to increase and maintain the 
environmental quality of soil and water resources and thus, sustainability of the densely 
populated TGR with a low environmental carrying capacity. Against this background and 
with a view on further large dam projects planned at the Yangtze River and worldwide, the 
project not only enables an enhanced understanding of the trigger mechanisms of geo-hazards 
and large-scale human impacts on landscapes, but also provides an important interface 
between research, national policy and planning as well as useful tools and approaches for 
projected environmental impact assessments. 
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Abstract 
Calibration sampling designs play a key role for the accuracy of Digital Soil Mapping results. 
Most calibration sampling designs return spatially predefined sampling locations. Major 
challenges in practical applications are often limited field accessibility and the question on 
how to integrate legacy soil samples. Furthermore, temporal and monetary resources required 
for field sampling and laboratory analysis are often scarce. The focus of this study is therefore 
to develop and test a sampling approach that (i) compensates for limited field accessibility by 
providing alternative sampling locations and (ii) incorporates efficiency improvements by 
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integrating legacy samples and by deriving an optimized sample set size to spatially predict 
topsoil sand fractions. We used conditioned Latin Hypercube Sampling (cLHS) as sampling 
scheme that optimally covers the feature space of relevant covariates. We applied Random 
Forest regression to spatially predict topsoil sand fractions. Unlike other studies, we provided 
alternative target sites, while avoiding assumptions about previously sampled sites. 
Furthermore, our study site is small (4.2 km²), located in the Three Gorges Reservoir area in 
Central China. We evaluated the approach by comparing the proposed sampling design to the 
original cLHS design. We determined the optimal sample set size with n = 30. Same as for 
cLHS, the proposed design preserves the correlation between the covariates in the sample set 
compared to the entire covariates (r = 0.40 vs. r = 0.39) and shows a similar feature space 
coverage. Prediction accuracy for the target variables coarse sand (CS), medium sand (MS), 
and fine sand (FS) are high and only marginally decreased compared to an approach using all 
available samples (n = 60). Using an independent validation, CS exhibits R² = 0.63 (vs. R² = 
0.67), MS shows R² = 0.71 (vs. R² = 0.80), and FS shows R² = 0.59 (vs. R² = 0.61) providing 
the validity of the proposed sampling approach. 
Keywords 
Digital Soil Mapping, field accessibility, legacy soil samples, sample set size, conditioned 
Latin Hypercube Sampling, Random Forest, Three Gorges Reservoir Area 
 
1 Introduction 
Digital Soil Mapping (DSM) couples soil information obtained at distinct spatial locations 
with statistically related, co-located, and area-covering predictor covariates. The coupling is 
accomplished by regression and classification approaches resulting in continuous or discrete 
maps of soil properties (McBratney et al., 2003; Scull et al., 2003; McMillan, 2008). DSM 
presents an established framework for soil mapping and has been successfully applied in 
numerous studies, addressing various soil properties, landscapes, and scales (Florinsky et al., 
2002; Behrens et al., 2005; Mora-Vallejo et al., 2008; Lacoste et al., 2011; Wang et al., 2012; 
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Behrens et al., 2014; de Carvalho Junior et al., 2014; Mansuy et al., 2014; Taghizadeh-
Mehrjardi et al., 2014; Thomas et al., 2015). 
DSM predictor covariates can be derived inexpensively from existing data sets, such as digital 
elevation models (DEM) and remote sensing data (McKenzie and Ryan, 1999; Gessler et al., 
2000; Behrens et al., 2010). By contrast, the field sampling of soil data remains a limiting 
factor in the DSM procedure. This is attributed to the requirements of statistical sampling 
designs, which need to be suited to local environmental conditions and pursue the 
incorporation of real field costs and budgetary constraints at the same time (Lagacherie, 2008; 
Kidd et al., 2015).  
Primarily, the sampling design should reflect the variation of the target soil property in the 
study area (Heuvelink et al., 2007; Brungard and Boettinger, 2010). Suggested strategies infer 
sampling in the geographical space (Brus et al., 2006), in the feature space of soil covariates 
(Minasny and McBratney, 2006), or in a combination of both (Dobermann and Simbahan, 
2007). Secondly, the sampling design should support field operability in terms of constrained 
accessibility, e.g., due to difficult terrain and restricted areas (Kidd et al., 2015). Few studies 
addressed this issue by excluding inaccessible areas in the process of sample site selection 
(e.g., Roudier et al., 2012; Mulder et al., 2013; Clifford et al., 2014) or by applying models 
from accessible areas to inaccessible areas based on similar environmental conditions 
(Cambule et al., 2013). Third, the sampling design should incorporate available legacy soil 
information to accommodate the demand on reducing high labor and monetary costs for 
sampling and laboratory analysis (Lagacherie, 2008). Existing soil maps served as covariates 
(Mayr and Palmer, 2007) and in disaggregated form as a source to calibrate prediction models 
(Naumann and Thompson, 2014). Legacy soil profiles provide local information on soil 
properties and served as input for statistical model procedures (Carré and Girard, 2002; 
Hengl et al., 2004). Yet, a spatial mismatch of statistically predefined target sites, a lack in 
harmonization with the target soil property, and different spatial resolutions, formats and 
objectives remain problems when incorporating legacy data into sampling designs (Carré et 
al., 2007; Krol, 2008; Sulaeman et al., 2013). A further possibility to increase the efficiency in 
soil data acquisition comprises an optimized sample set size. Few studies addressed this issue 
by comparing model results based on different calibration set sizes (Brungard and Boettinger, 
2010; Ramirez-Lopez et al., 2014; Schmidt et al., 2014). 
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As a consequence of the described restriction and limitations, most sampling designs solely 
focus on reflecting the variation of the target soil property. They often do not consider 
operability and efficiency improvements in terms of accessibility, the integrative use of legacy 
samples and optimization of the sample set size (Lagacherie, 2008; Cambule et al., 2013). 
Thus, advances in surveying soil data for DSM depend on comprehensively addressing the 
statistical, operational, and efficiency potentials of sampling designs. Such comprehensive 
DSM sampling designs have been addressed by few studies (e.g., Roudier et al., 2012; Mulder 
et al., 2013; Clifford et al., 2014) that used conditioned Latin Hypercube Sampling (cLHS). 
Generally, the cLHS method presents a stratified random sampling design that provides 
maximal feature space stratification with a reduced number of samples (Minasny and 
McBratney, 2006). Roudier et al. (2012) and Mulder et al. (2013) implemented data on 
travelling costs, which were derived from terrain and land use parameters, into the cLHS 
algorithm to account for limited field accessibility. Similar to these approaches, thus, aiming 
to preserve a maximal stratification of the samples in the feature space while compensating 
limited field accessibility, Clifford et al. (2014) proposed ‘flexible LHS’. The method 
additionally produces an ordered list of alternative target sites by analyzing the relation of 
each location in a defined neighborhood to the initial target site, in case the latter turns out to 
be inaccessible during field sampling. 
The above approaches outline improvements concerning the applicability of hypercube 
sampling designs, mainly by addressing limited field accessibility. However, further 
improvements should combine these advances with the integrative use of legacy samples and 
an optimized sample set size. Thus, the objective of our study is to develop a comprehensive 
DSM sampling design. We aim to generate a sample set, which (i) covers the feature space of 
relevant covariates, (ii) compensates limited field accessibility, and (iii) provides efficiency 
improvements in terms of integrating adequate legacy samples and optimizing the sample set 
size. Within the framework of the joint Sino-German project ‘YANGTZE GEO - Land use 
change, soil erosion, mass movements and matter fluxes along the Yangtze river, Three 
Gorges Reservoir area’ (Schönbrodt-Stitt et al., 2013; Strehmel et al., 2015), we tested the 
sampling approach in a small hydrological catchment in the Three Gorges Reservoir area 
(TGRA) at the Yangtze River in China. Random Forest regression (Breiman, 2001) was 
applied to predict topsoil sand fractions to be used as sensitive input data in process-based 
erosion modeling. 
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2 Material and Methods 
2.1 Study site and geodatabase  
Our study site is a drainage basin of a size of 4.2 km², referred to as Upper Badong catchment 
(31°1ʹ24ʹʹN, 110°20ʹ35ʹʹE). It is located at the middle reaches of the Yangtze River 
approximately 74 km upstream the Three Gorges Dam (TGD) in the western Hubei province 
in Central China (Strehmel et al., 2015). With 72% the vast majority of the Upper Badong 
catchment is exposed to the north. The altitude ranges from 469 m to 1,483 m a.s.l. with an 
average altitude of 1,053 m a.s.l. Slope angles range from 0 to 53° with an average slope 
angle of 26°. The land use in the study area is dominated by woodland (81%) with scattered 
plots of cropland (15%) and small farm buildings (4%). The cropland area with mainly 
soybean, corn, and cabbage as agricultural products is located in the northern, lower part of 
the Upper Badong catchment. Woodland is predominant in the steep sloping southern 
catchment area. 
A pool of environmental covariates served as geodatabase from which covariates were 
selected for the sampling design and for Random Forest regression analysis. Continuous 
covariates were derived by terrain analysis based on a DEM with cell sizes of 25 m x 25 m 
(Table 1) using SAGA GIS (2011). Land use was mapped and classified into six classes 
referring to ‘Cropland’, ‘Broadleaf’, ‘Conifer’, ‘Shrub’, ‘Woodland’ and ‘Built-up’ and 
included as categorial covariate. 
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Table 1: Environmental covariates with summary statistics. 
Covariate Unit Minimum Maximum Average 
Standard 
deviation 
Altitude  m a.s.l. 469 1483 1054 255 
Northing  - 1.42E-02 1.75E-02 1.62E-02 1.10E-03 
Easting  - 0 1.30E-02 4.98E-03 3.74E-03 
Wetness Index (SWI) - 0 14.8 5.9 1.8 
Slope angle degree  0 53.2 26.4 6.9 
Slope angle, maximum degree  0 0.72 0.42 0.13 
Slope length  m 0 2854 184 293 
Catchment area  m2 (log) 6.43 15.17 8.66 1.4 
Plane curvature  m-1 -1.03E-02 1.09E-02 -4.28E-05 2.82E-03 
Profile curvature  m-1 -1.09E-02 1.04E-02 -1.90E-04 2.30E-03 
Combined curvature  m-1 -8.80E-01 8.10E-01 -4.90E-03 1.54E-01 
Flow accumulation  
pixels 
(log) 2.8 6.1 3.9 0.56 
Overland flow distance  m 0 377 91.9 75.1 
Vertical flow distance m 0 135 29.8 26.1 
Horizontal flow distance  m (log) 0 2.6 1.5 0.88 
Altitude above channel 
(AAC) m 0 307 92 62 
Terrain ruggedness  - 0.18 17.2 8.4 2.4 
Mass balance index  - -0.79 2.04 0.13 0.52 
Convergence index  - 0 28.8 8.7 3.8 
Position index  m -26.9 35.7 0.25 7.2 
Protection index  - 0 0.14 0.07 0.02 
 
In October 2012, 55 topsoil samples (0 to 25 cm depth) were obtained in a preliminary 
reconnaissance survey according to land use pattern of our study site. These samples are 
considered as legacy data of which 24 samples were collected in the land use class 
‘Cropland’, 12 in the class ‘Woodland’, nine in the class ‘Conifer’, six in the class 
‘Broadleaf’, and four in the class ‘Shrub’. At each sampling point, five subsamples were 
pooled, one from the center point and four from the corner points of a surrounding 40 cm x 40 
cm square. We choose sand fractions as target soil property to test our approach since texture 
is a very important predictor for soil erosion and the amount of fine sand is closely related to 
soil erodibility (Salako et al., 2006). Further, sand was defined as priority subject by the Soil 
Conservation Law of the People`s Republic of China (Peng et al., 2014). In total, three sand 
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fractions were separated by wet sieving. These are coarse sand (CS: 2 - 0.63 mm), medium 
sand (MS: 0.63 - 0.2 mm), and fine sand (FS: 0.2 - 0.063 mm). Each fraction was oven-dried 
(105 °C) and weighed. 
2.2 Sampling design 
2.2.1 Conditioned Latin Hypercube Sampling 
The conditioned Latin Hypercube Sampling (cLHS) presents a stratified random method for 
sampling a multivariate distribution of environmental covariates. The idea is that the 
combined feature space of the covariates is fully covered by the sample set. Therefore, cLHS 
divides the range of each covariate into a number of equally probable strata (intervals), which 
corresponds to the sample set size. The sample set is derived by iteratively sampling from the 
entire feature space and finally selecting target sites that in combination cover each stratum of 
each covariate once. This optimization procedure is accomplished by simulated annealing 
(Metropolis et al., 1953; Press et al., 1992) and ensures that each covariate is uniformly 
sampled in the final sample set (Minasny and McBratney, 2006). Due to the purely statistical 
nature and the focus of the method on feature space, sampling locations might be selected that 
do not exist in the real world. Hence, the target site selection is conditioned by rejecting 
covariate combinations that do not exist in the real world. As proposed by Minasny and 
McBratney (2006), the final sampling set in cLHS is derived if following three criteria are 
fulfilled: (i) all strata of all selected covariates are occupied by one unique target site, (ii) the 
correlation between the covariates is preserved in the sampling set, and (iii) the combination 
of all samples fully covers the entire feature space. 
2.2.2 Covariate selection and sample size 
We selected a feature subset of covariates from all covariates referring to the terrain and land 
use (c.f., Section 2.1) to set up a cLHS design for all target sand fractions. This selection 
followed the criteria of a plausible correlation to the target variables and a low correlation 
within the subset to avoid collinearity (Gessler et al., 2000; Hengl et al., 2003; Mulder et al., 
2012). Using the legacy soil samples, the correlations (r) of each covariate to all target sand 
fractions was determined and averaged for each covariate (r1). We selected (i) the covariate 
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with the highest r1, and (ii) all other covariates with r1 > 0.4 and a correlation < 0.4 among 
each other (r2). 
To determine the sample set size n, we compared the feature space of the covariates xi (i = 1, 
…,k) referring to the entire study area and 10 cLHS sample sets with a size nj (j = 10, 
20,…,100). We used the statistical variance (var) as an indicator to test the representativeness 
of the sample set sizes. The averaged variances of the covariates in the sample sets (sample 
set variance) were compared to the averaged variance of the covariates in the entire study area 
(global variance). The optimal sample set size n is defined by the minimum difference 
between the global variance and the sample set variance and by identifying the kneepoint of 
the curve, which takes the form, 
                                           𝑛 (𝑗) = (
∑ 𝑣𝑎𝑟(𝑥𝑖)
𝑘
𝑖=1
𝑘
) − (
∑ 𝑣𝑎𝑟(𝑥𝑖𝑗)
𝑘
𝑖=1
𝑘
)                                                   
The kneepoint of the curve indicates the value of the minimum sample set size before the 
curve starts to level off disproportionally. We assumed the corresponding sample set size as 
the best tradeoff between sampling effort and representativeness to adequately reflect the 
feature space of the entire study area (Schmidt et al., 2014; Ramirez-Lopez et al., 2014). 
2.2.3 Adapted conditioned Latin Hypercube Sampling 
Using the covariates and the determined sample set size as described in the previous section, 
we applied cLHS according to Schmidt et al. (2014), which facilitates to set the minimum and 
maximum value of each cLHS covariate as predefined. Thus a full spread of the feature space 
in the hypercube is assured. From the derived strata with the original cLHS target sites 
(cLHSorig), pixels with a slope angle higher than 35° and the land use classes ‘Broadleaf’, 
‘Conifer’, ‘Shrub’, ‘Built-up’ as well as 'Water bodies' were defined as inaccessible and 
subsequently excluded from sampling. The land use class ‘Woodland’ was also excluded, 
unless the pixel was in distance of less than 150 m from a path and therefore accessible in 
reasonable temporal expense. 
Inaccessible cLHSorig target sites were replaced by a potentially available legacy sample that 
occupies the respective stratum. For those strata with no accessible cLHSorig target sites, nor a 
matching legacy sample, a new target site was selected from all accessible pixels of the 
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corresponding strata. Taking the accessible and replaced cLHSorig target sites as predefined, 
we analyzed all possible combinations of accessible pixels over all remaining strata according 
to the cLHS search criteria (c.f., Section 2.2.1). For these test sample sets, the correlation (r) 
between the cLHS covariates were compared to the correlation of cLHSorig. We selected those 
five sample sets that were most similar to cLHSorig and analyzed their coverage with the 
feature space of the cLHS covariates in the entire study area. Therefore, we used the 
frequency distribution of samples across the quartiles (Q) as simple measures. Ideally, 25% of 
the samples would fall in the first and third quartiles (Q1 and Q3) and 50% of the samples 
would fall in the second quartile (Q2). We selected one final sample set (cLHSadapt) referring 
to the smallest deviation from the ideal distribution. The additional samples were obtained in 
April 2013. Survey of soil data and laboratory analysis was done the same way as for the 
legacy samples (c.f., Section 2.1).  
2.3 Spatial predictions 
We used Random Forest (RF) to build a regression model. RF is an ensemble classifier based 
on multiple randomized decision trees (Breiman, 2001). A decision tree presents a model that 
utilizes a set of binary rules to compute a target variable (Quinlan, 1986). In context of DSM, 
the binary rules are based on multiple environmental covariates and the target response 
variable (i.e., soil property) that should be mapped. The final prediction is computed by 
averaging the results over all individual trees for each pixel of the map. The single trees of a 
RF model should be as diverse as possible (Grimm et al., 2008). This is accomplished by (i) 
setting up each tree based on a bootstrap sample of the respective soil sample dataset, and by 
(ii) identifying the best split predictor covariate of each tree node from a random feature 
subset (Peters et al., 2007). 
We applied RF using the R-package ‘randomForest’ by Liaw and Wiener (2002). The number 
of trees (k) and the size of the random feature subset at each node (mtry) are user-defined 
model parameters. We applied RF with k = 1,500 and mtry = 2√p, with p representing the total 
number of predictor variables (Breiman, 2001). Since RF is resistant to multi-collinearity, we 
used all available covariates (c.f., Section 2.1) for building the RF regression models. The 
sample set cLHSadapt was used for model calibration. From the legacy samples that were not 
included into cLHSadapt, we randomly derived an independent validation set of 20 samples. 
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The remaining legacy samples were combined with cLHSadapt to generate a second RF 
calibration set (cLHSadapt+) for a comparative analysis with the RF cLHSadapt approach.  
We evaluated the accuracy of the RF regression models for all target variables and both 
calibration sets, using independent and bootstrap validation. For both accuracy estimations, 
the indicators coefficient of determination (R²) and root mean squared error (RMSE) were 
derived. Since the predicted target variables represent compositional data, we additionally 
assessed the coherence of their predicted sum, which ideally amounts to 100%. 
3. Results 
3.1 Covariate selection and sample set size 
According to the correlations of each covariate to the target variables (r1), the covariate 
'Altitude Above Channel' (AAC) shows the highest value (r1 = 0.65) and was therefore 
selected as first cLHS covariate. The covariates 'Altitude' (r1 = 0.65), 'Plane curvature' (r1 = 
0.63) and 'Wetness Index' (SWI; r1 = 0.41) are plausibly correlated to the target variables with 
r1 > 0.4. However, 'Altitude' and 'Plane curvature' show correlations of r2 = 0.62 and r2 = 0.55 
to AAC, thus, indicating collinearity and were rejected. SWI shows a lower collinearity with 
an r2 of 0.38 and was retained (Table 2). This results in the two covariates AAC and SWI, 
building the feature space for cLHS.  
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Table 2: The covariates ranked according to their averaged correlations r1 to the target 
variables. The correlation between the covariates and the top ranked covariate is indicated by 
r2. 
Covariate r1 Rank r2 
AAC 0.65 1 1 
Altitude 0.65 2 0.62 
Plane curvature 0.63 3 0.55 
SWI 0.41 4 0.38 
Slope angle, maximum 0.38 5 0.44 
Terrain ruggedness 0.31 6 0.01 
Slope angle 0.29 7 0.03 
Slope length 0.28 8 0.37 
Convergence index  0.23 9 0.33 
Land use 0.23 10 0.22 
Mass balance index  0.2 11 0.22 
Combined curvature 0.19 12 0.29 
Northing  0.19 13 0.15 
Easting  0.18 14 0.1 
Horizontal flow 
distance  0.18 15 0.07 
Protection index  0.17 16 0.08 
Profile curvature 0.16 14 0.27 
Vertical flow distance 0.12 18 0.12 
Flow accumulation  0.09 19 0.35 
Overland flow distance  0.08 20 0.1 
Position index  0.08 21 0.29 
Catchment area  0.07 22 0.41 
 
For the determination of the final sample set size n, the selected cLHS covariates AAC and 
SWI were used to set up 10 cLHS designs, which exhibit test sample set sizes ranging from 
10 to 100. The numerical distances of the sample set variances to the global variance spans 
from 0.01 to 0.06 (Fig. 1), while decreasing values indicate an increase in representativeness 
of the respective cLHS set. When plotting the sample set size against the sample set variance, 
the kneepoint of the resulting function shows a numerical distance of 0.02 (Fig. 1), suggesting 
a final sample size of n = 30 for cLHSadapt. This results in a ratio of 7.1 samples per km². 
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Figure 1: Determination of a sample set size by comparing the sample set variance to the 
global variance (dashed line), using the kneepoint (dotted line).  
 
3.2 Sampling design 
Corresponding to the previously determined sample set size n = 30, the final cLHS design 
(cLHSadapt) results in 30 strata, each with a varying number of spatially scattered pixels 
ranging from 2 to 82. The variation and scattering is determined by the statistical properties of 
the cLHS covariates 'AAC' and 'SWI', which underlay the strata (c.f., Section 2.2.1). After we 
excluded inaccessible areas, each stratum shows a number of 1 to 4 accessible pixels (Table 
3).  
Each stratum needs to be sampled at precisely one specific target site, while the combination 
of all sampled target sites results in an optimized coverage of the cLHS feature space, formed 
by AAC and SWI. Seven strata are occupied by predefined target sites from cLHSorig or the 
legacy samples: Two sites refer to the cLHSorig design and match accessible pixels of a 
stratum. In the remaining five strata, legacy samples are available, which were used to cover 
the respective stratum. This results in 23 uncovered strata whether due to lacking accessibility 
at the cLHSorig target site or absent legacy samples (Table 3). 
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Since we integrated five legacy samples into the cLHSadapt design and extracted 20 samples 
for validation, 30 legacy samples remained unused. We combined these legacy samples with 
the cLHSadapt (n = 30), resulting in the further calibration set cLHSadapt+ (n = 60), which we 
used to evaluate our approach. 
 
Table 3: Number of accessible pixels and total number of pixels per stratum. The strata 
sampled by original cLHS sites and strata occupied by legacy samples are indicated (dots). 
Strata 
Number of 
accessible pixels 
Total number 
of pixels 
cLHSorig 
sample 
legacy 
sample 
1 3 22 − ● 
2 2 5 − − 
3 2 8 − − 
4 3 18 − − 
5 1 7 − − 
6 1 19 − − 
7 1 84 − ● 
8 1 9 − ● 
9 1 18 − − 
10 1 9 − − 
11 1 20 − − 
12 1 7 − − 
13 1 6 − − 
14 1 8 − − 
15 2 6 − − 
16 2 12 − − 
17 2 19 − − 
18 2 3 − − 
19 4 9 ● − 
20 3 26 − − 
21 3 10 − ● 
22 1 4 − − 
23 2 2 ● − 
24 3 16 − − 
25 1 7 − − 
26 2 13 − − 
27 2 5 − − 
28 4 25 − − 
29 2 9 − − 
30 2 64 − ● 
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The target sites in the 23 uncovered strata were determined by analyzing all possible 
combinations of accessible pixels across those strata that were not sampled. For each 
combination the 7 predefined target sites were added, resulting in 10,592 test sample sets.  
The test sample sets were examined according the cLHS criteria (c.f., Section 2.2.1) using 
cLHSorig as baseline to select the most adequate sample set for calibration (cLHSadapt). 
Referring to the cLHS criterion of a preserved correlation between the covariates in the 
sample set, those five pre-selected sample sets that were most similar to cLHSorig show 
differences in r < 0.01. Contrary, the calibration set cLHSadapt+ differs by r > 0.05. Referring to 
the criterion of optimized feature space coverage, we used the proportional frequency of 
samples across the quartiles of the cLHS covariates (Q1-3AAC, Q1-3SWI) and summed up the 
deviations to cLHSorig over all quartiles and both covariates (dev.). The deviations of the five 
pre-selected test sample sets range from 22 to 42 percent points (pp), while cLHSadapt+ differs 
by 60 pp (Table 4). Thus, the calibration set cLHSadapt+ (n = 60) shows less similarity to 
cLHSorig. than the five selected test sample set sizes with n = 30 (Table 4). 
We selected this test sample set as final calibration set (cLHSadapt), which is most similar to 
cLHSorig according the cLHS criteria. For cLHSadapt, the correlation r between the cLHS 
covariates in the entire study area and in the sample set differs by 0.0061. The summed up 
deviation of the proportional frequencies in the quartiles amounts to 22 percent points (Table 
4). 
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Table 4: Sample set comparison of the original cLHS set (cLHSorig.), the test sets (test 1 to test 
5) and the calibration sets cLHSadapt with a sample size n = 30, and cLHSadapt+ with 30 
additional legacy samples. The correlation (r) among the cLHS covariates in the sample sets, 
the proportional frequency across the quartiles of the cLHS covariates in the study area (Q1-
3AAC, Q1-3SWI) and the summed up deviation (dev.; pp: percent points) from cLHSorig, are 
indicated. 
Sample set r 
Q1AAC 
(%)   
Q2AAC 
(%)    
Q3AAC 
(%)    
Q1SWI 
(%) 
Q2SWI 
(%) 
Q3SWI 
(%) 
dev. 
(pp) 
cLHSorig. 0.4003 23 50 27 23 50 27 - 
test1/ 
cLHSadapt 0.3942 27 46 27 27 53 20 22 
test 2 0.3923 27 43 30 17 57 26 28 
test 3 0.4068 27 43 30 23 43 34 28 
test 4 0.3905 27 43 30 20 60 20 34 
test 5 0.4037 33 40 27 34 43 23 42 
cLHSadapt+ 0.3365 45 38 17 17 58 25 60 
 
3.3 Spatial predictions 
According to the laboratory analysis of the two calibration sets cLHSadapt (n = 30) and 
cLHSadapt+ (n = 60), the average topsoil sand content accounts to 6% in cLHSadapt and to 9.5% 
for cLHSadapt+. Comparing the results referring to both calibration sets and all target sand 
fractions (CS, MS, FS), cLHSadapt+ shows higher averages and variability for all sand 
fractions. These patterns are pronounced for CS, showing an average of 2.4% and an inter 
quartile range (IQR) of approximately 1.3 in cLHSadapt versus an average of 4.6% and an IQR 
of 8.9 in cLHSadapt+. By contrast, the target variables MS and FS show increased similarity 
between the calibration sets. For MS, the average amounts to 2% with an IQR of 
approximately 0.9 in cLHSadapt, while cLHSadapt+ shows an average of almost 3% with an IQR 
of approximately 4. For FS, cLHSadapt shows an average of 1.6% with an IQR of 0.8 versus an 
average of 2.0 with an IQR of 2.2 in cLHSadapt+ (Fig. 2). 
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Figure 2: Topsoil sand fractions (CS: coarse sand, MS: medium sand, FS: fine sand) for 
both calibration sets (cLHSadapt, cLHSadapt+). 
 
The RF prediction models couple the calibration sets cLHSadapt (n = 30) and cLHSadapt+ (n = 
60) with all available covariates (c.f., Section 2.1) and estimate all sand fractions (CS, MS, 
FS). The two-fold accuracy evaluation, which is based on independent and bootstrap 
validation, performs similar with deviations in R² ranging from 1% to 4% referring to each 
target variable and validation method. The accuracy estimation R² across all target variables, 
both calibration sets, and validation methods range between 0.57 and 0.80 (Table 5). 
With respect to the independent validation and R², the FS-models (cLHSadapt: R² = 0.59; 
cLHSadapt+: R² = 0.61) are outperformed by the CS-models (cLHSadapt: R² = 0.63; cLHSadapt+: 
R² = 0.67), while the MS-models (cLHSadapt: R² = 0.71; cLHSadapt+: R² = 0.80) perform best. 
Moreover, for all target variables the models calibrated by cLHSadapt+ (n = 60) outperform the 
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models using cLHSadapt (n = 30). The deviations amount to 2% for FS, 4% for CS and 9% for 
MS (Table 5). 
 
Table 5: Random Forest model accuracies (R², RMSE) based on independent and bootstrap 
validation. The accuracy estimations refer to all calibration sets (cLHSadapt, cLHSadapt+) and 
target variables (CS: coarse sand, MS: medium sand, FS: fine sand). 
Independent 
validation cLHSadapt cLHSadapt+ 
 
R² RMSE R² RMSE 
CS 0.63 4.03 0.67 3.75 
MS 0.71 1.07 0.8 0.94 
FS 0.59 0.34 0.61 0.38 
Bootstrap validation cLHSadapt cLHSadapt+ 
 
R² RMSE R² RMSE 
CS 0.64 2.16 0.71 3.48 
MS 0.69 0.91 0.78 1.01 
FS 0.57 0.38 0.64 0.36 
 
The sum of all predicted sand fractions ideally amounts to 100 %. We mapped the deviations 
from this ideal for the predictions of both calibration sets (cLHSadapt, cLHSadapt+) in percent 
points (Fig. 3). Both model approaches show increased deviations in the northern Upper 
Badong catchment and in depression lines. (Fig. 3). For the cLHSadapt-models, the deviations 
are more pronounced, while an additional hotspot of high deviations is located in the eastern 
study area (Fig. 3). The summary statistics of the deviations show a maximum of 9.4 % and 
an average of 1.8% for the cLHSadapt-models. The maximum of the cLHSadapt+-models 
accounts for 7.6% with an average of 1.3%. Thus, the calibration set cLHSadapt+ outperforms 
cLHSadapt, confirming the results of the accuracy estimations by independent and bootstrap 
validation (Table 5). 
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Figure 3: Coherence of the predicted sum referring to the compositional target variables 
(CS: coarse sand, MS: medium sand, FS: fine sand) and to the calibration sets (A) 
cLHSadapt+ and (B) cLHSadapt. Colors indicate the range of deviation in percent points 
(pp) from the ideal of 100%. 
 
4 Discussion 
4.1 Hypercube sampling 
The cLHS method identifies samples, which are stratified in the multivariate feature space in 
a two-step approach. First, strata are generated in a hypercube, which spans the feature space. 
Second, one target site per stratum is selected according to an optimization procedure 
(Metropolis et al., 1953) that covers the feature space by a combination of unique target sites. 
The latter target site selection process is conditioned by only selecting feature space locations 
that exist in the real world (Minasny and McBratney, 2006). 
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Roudier et al. (2012), Mulder et al. (2013), and Clifford et al. (2014) further constrained the 
target site selection by penalizing spatial locations with limited accessibility within each 
predefined stratum. This implies a potential bias in the final sample set size, since inaccessible 
areas might occupy segments of the feature space that were not sampled. Further, accessibility 
at the target sites is not guaranteed because the existence of accessible locations in the specific 
stratum cannot be ensured. Clifford et al. (2014) eludes the latter problem by additionally 
analyzing the relation of each location in a defined neighborhood to the initial target site, 
providing an ordered list of alternative target sites. While it is a combination of one unique 
sample per stratum covering the feature space initially, the generation of alternatives follows a 
biased assumption that all other target sites have been successfully sampled before. However, 
according to a simulation study, Clifford et al. (2014) showed that the feature space coverage 
remains preserved by replacing up to 50% of the initial target sites by alternatives sites.  
In our approach, instead of penalizing locations in the stage of target site selection and 
generating alternatives for each initial target site individually, we analyzed all possible 
combinations of accessible locations according to their feature space coverage and with 
respect to the original cLHS design. This enables for quantifying the deviation to the original 
cLHS design and for providing alternative target sites, while avoiding assumptions about 
previously sampled target sites. Ensuring that at least one accessible location per stratum is 
available, requires to increase the number of locations within each stratum. This is 
accomplished by decreasing the number of covariates, which build the feature space, and the 
sample set size (Minasny and McBratney, 2006).  
We reduced the number of covariates to the two most adequate (i.e., ACC and SWI), 
according to a plausible correlation to the target variables (Gessler et al., 2000) and avoidance 
of multicollinearity within the feature space (Hengl et al., 2003; Mulder et al., 2013; Schmidt 
et al., 2014). Other studies that applied cLHS used more covariates (approximately four to 
ten) to build the feature space, while the ratio of samples per km² varies between 0.005 and 
0.465 in study areas with size ranging from 720 km² to 12,8000 km² (Mulder et al., 2013; 
Clifford et al., 2014; Taghizadeh-Mehrjardi et al., 2014; Kidd et al., 2015). Brungard and 
Boettinger (2010) suggested a minimum ratio of 0.7 to 1 samples per km² using cLHS in a 
study area of a size of 300 km². We optimized the sample set size to n = 30 in a study area of 
4.2 km², thus, 7.1 samples per km², by analyzing ten simulated cLHS sets with different 
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sample set sizes. Moreover, we showed that the deviation of the feature space coverage from 
the original cLHS set is marginally (Table 4), while 93% of the original samples were 
replaced by alternatives (Table 3). 
Referring to the incorporation of legacy samples to cover the feature space, Clifford et al. 
(2014) used 8,669 legacy samples as predefined basis to locate 300 additional target sites. 
Since the subset of legacy samples was not obtained purposively to cover the feature space, 
redundancies within the subset were not considered and potentially led to a bias in the 
combined sample set. In this context, Carré et al. (2007) proposed to analyze the distribution 
of legacy samples across the strata to evaluate the adequacy of legacy samples for the feature 
space coverage. Following the principles of this approach, we only used those five legacy 
samples which are located within a stratum, thus, avoiding redundancies and reducing the 
sampling effort. Consequently, the increased number of locations per stratum also 
accommodates with the goal to integrate legacy samples, which are adequate to cover the 
feature space by a predefined sample size n. In our study, only one legacy sample is available 
in the respective stratum, thus, no evaluation of preference is necessary. Apart from this 
situation, we suggest to consider multiple legacy samples within a stratum simply as potential 
accessible target sites and follow the methodological procedure as described in section 2.2.  
Any cLHS or stratified sampling design must be seen as a specific case study, resulting in a 
partially limited generalizability. This is attributed to the assumptions that the feature space, 
determined by local framework conditions, sufficiently describes the targeted soil property in 
space and time (Clifford et al., 2014). Besides these limitations, our approach is transferable 
to any other study area, considering that an increasing number of samples and resolution 
increases the computational load. Thus, our approach is suitable for small study areas with 
highly limited accessibility. 
4.2 Spatial prediction 
Soil texture estimation using DSM typically shows accuracies less than 0.50 while studies 
with R² > 0.70 are rare (Malone et al., 2009; Lacoste et al., 2011; Wang et al., 2012; de 
Carvalho Junior et al., 2014; Mansuy et al., 2014). Our results (Table 5) showed accuracies 
with R² > 0.50 for all sand fractions for both calibration sets (cLHSadapt with n = 30; 
cLHSadapt+ with n = 60). Comparing the prediction accuracies for both calibration sets and 
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referring to independent and bootstrap validation, the cLHSadapt approach results in slightly 
decreased accuracies by only 0.5 %. This is confirmed by referring to the coherence of the 
total sand fraction, ideally amounting to 100%. The similarity between the two DSM 
approaches confirms the robustness of the proposed sampling approach. Moreover, since our 
calibration sample set size n = 30 is relatively small compared to other studies using n 
between 165 and 4,920 for RF regression analysis (Grimm et al., 2008; Lacoste et al., 2011; 
Mansuy et al., 2014), and considers the topographical heterogeneity of the study area, the 
accuracy of the proposed DSM approach is noticeable. 
5 Conclusion 
We present a DSM sampling design, which is based on the principles of conditioned Latin 
Hypercube Sampling (cLHS). The final sample set adequately reproduces the variation of 
selected terrain parameters, which serve as proxies for the target soil properties. The design 
compensates for limited field accessibility, integrates the use of legacy samples and uses an 
optimized sample set size. Consequently, our approach provides better operability in difficult 
terrain and improves efficiency in terms of temporal and monetary constraints compared to 
other cLHS approaches. We applied the approach in a small catchment in the Three Gorges 
Reservoir area at the Yangtze River in Hubei, Central China. Using a Random Forest 
regression model we estimated the topsoil sand fractions with convincing accuracies. 
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Abstract 
Digital soil mapping (DSM) products represent estimates of spatially distributed soil 
properties. These estimations comprise an element of uncertainty that is not evenly distributed 
over the area covered by DSM. If we quantify the uncertainty spatially, this information can 
be used to improve the quality of DSM by optimizing the sampling design. This study follows 
a DSM approach using a Random Forest regression model, legacy soil samples and terrain 
covariates to estimate topsoil silt and clay contents in a small catchment of 4.2 km² in the 
Three Gorges reservoir area, Central China. We aim (i) to introduce a method to derive spatial 
uncertainty, and (ii) to improve the initial DSM approaches by additional sampling, guided by 
the spatial uncertainty. The proposed uncertainty measure is based on local prediction 
intervals, derived from multiple decision tree models that form the Random Forest. We used 
the spatial uncertainty of the initial DSM approaches to stratify the study area and thereby 
demarcate potential sampling areas of high uncertainties. Further, we tested how precisely 
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available legacy samples cover the variability of the covariates within each potential sampling 
area to define the final sampling area and apply a purposive sampling design. For the final 
Random Forest model calibration, we combined the legacy sample set with the additional 
samples. This uncertainty-driven DSM refinement was evaluated by a comparison to a second 
approach, where the additional samples were replaced by a random sample set of the same 
size, obtained from the entire study area. For the comparative analysis, the quality of the 
approaches was assessed by independent, bootstrap-, and cross-validation. The DSM 
approach using the uncertainty-driven refinement performed best and reduced the averaged 
spatial uncertainty by 31% for silt and 27% for clay compared to the initial DSM approach. 
Using independent validation, the accuracy increased by the same proportions, while showing 
an overall accuracy of R² = 0.59 for silt and R² = 0.56 for clay. The results confirm the 
proposed method to be a reliable tool in DSM to support decision-making in context of soil 
management. 
Keywords 
Digital Soil Mapping, Spatial uncertainty, Sampling, Map quality improvement, Random 
Forest, Three Gorges Reservoir area 
 
1. Introduction 
Information on soil properties and their spatial distribution is essential for environmental 
protection and management. Because classical soil mapping is expensive and time consuming, 
cost-efficient methods are required (Behrens and Scholten, 2006; Behrens et al., 2010a; 
Bishop et al., 2001; Parr et al., 1992; Scull et al., 2003). Digital Soil Mapping (DSM) gives 
response to this demand in a quantitative manner by linking soil samples at points with 
correlated and colocated environmental predictor covariates using regression or classification 
rules (Lagacherie and McBratney, 2007; McBratney et al., 2000; McBratney et al., 2003; 
McMillan, 2008). Efficiency benefits of the DSM procedure largely depend on the availability 
and distribution of soil samples, and on the availability and quality of predictor covariates 
(Krol, 2008). While the covariates can be derived inexpensively from remote sensing data 
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(McBratney et al., 2003; Mendonça-Santos et al., 2008), the use of legacy soil data becomes 
increasingly interesting to avoid cost-intensive sampling campaigns (Krol, 2008; Lagacherie, 
2008, Stumpf et al. 2015). Additionally, legacy data potentially serve as a knowledge base for 
understanding the local soil-landscape relationships, and thus for planning new sampling 
campaigns (Bui and Moran, 2003; Lagacherie et al., 1995). 
DSM products present an approximated description of spatially distributed soil properties that 
comprise an element of uncertainty (Minasny and Bishop, 2008; Webster and Oliver, 2006). 
According to Nelson et al. (2011), the uncertainty in DSM originates from four error sources, 
which are (i) covariate error, (ii) model error, (iii) positional error, and (iv) analytical error. 
The covariate error refers to the error in the predictor covariates. As data are usually derived 
from remote sensing devices, the error is sourced in the measurement or in an additional 
interpolation error if the data requires geostatistical pre-processing (c.f., Bishop et al., 2006). 
The model error refers to an insufficient understanding and therefore to an oversimplification 
of real processes (Minasny and Bishop, 2008). Depending on the type of model the error can 
be ascribed to model specifications, estimations of model parameters or interpolations. 
McBratney et al. (2006) quantified the model error by applying bootstrapping that fits a model 
to different realizations of a data set to obtain an error variance. The positional error refers to 
the imprecise localization of spatial data, which is sourced in measurement errors of the GPS 
technology (c.f., Grimm and Behrens, 2009). The analytical error refers to measurement 
errors of soil properties occurring during the laboratory analysis. According to Viscarra 
Rossel and McBratney (1998), the analytical errors are low compared to other DSM error 
sources and in most cases well documented. 
The use of legacy data as DSM input data prevents monetary and temporal expenditures, such 
as field sampling and laboratory analyses (Cambule et al., 2013). However, the increase in 
practicability is accompanied by additional error sources since including legacy data from 
multiple sources into DSM poses the question of reliability (Carré et al., 2007; Krol, 2008).   
The various error sources in the DSM procedure as well as the use of legacy data combined 
with secondary information, such as terrain derivatives, opens the question of quality 
assessment. In DSM, this is still limited and primarily related to prediction accuracy (Finke, 
2007; Grunwald, 2009; Hengl and Husnjak, 2006; Krol, 2008). The term ‘accuracy’ 
comprises measures of how close a prediction is to the true value (Everitt, 2002) and is 
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conventionally based on the variance between observed and predicted values at validation 
sites (Bishop et al., 2001). Brus et al. (2011) reviewed methodologies for validating soil maps, 
stating the importance of quantifying the accuracy by independent validation, using model-
free samples. 
However, disregarding the relevance of a comprehensive uncertainty assessment weakens the 
confidence of soil scientists and decision makers in the final DSM product (Fischer, 1999). 
According to Minasny and Bishop (2008) as well as Wellmann (2013), an uncertainty 
analysis should give response to three questions that may arise from a user`s perspective: (i) 
How good is the prediction, (ii) where are the areas of significant uncertainties and (iii) where 
to spend available resources to reduce uncertainties? In this context, Wellmann (2013) 
postulates that mapped information necessarily require analysis and visualization of 
compound errors if it is used for further decision making. Furthermore, Sun et al. (2013) 
emphasized the spatial aspect of uncertainty analyses, stating that mapped uncertainty is 
inevitable for DSM products and its further applications.  
Few studies in the field of DSM addressed the issue of a comprehensive, spatially distributed 
and therefore practicable uncertainty analyses (Grunwald, 2009). However, if geostatistical 
methods are applied to map soil properties (Li and Heap, 2011; Tutmez and Hatipoglu, 2010), 
a spatially distributed error estimate, called kriging variance, is reported along with the 
predictions (Bourennane et al., 2007; Carré and Girard, 2002; Diodato and Ceccarelli, 2006; 
Knotters et al., 1995; Qu et al., 2013; Sun et al., 2013). These quality maps are restricted to 
the use of geostatistical interpolation methods and depend on the model-assupmtions used for 
the predictions (Brus et al., 2011). Besides geostatistical methods, Bishop et al. (2015) 
proclaimed to focus on uncertainty, which is represented by a prediction interval at each 
location. In this context, Malone et al. (2011) adapted a method by Shrestha and Solomatine 
(2006) for DSM, which spatially quantifies uncertainty by regionalizing prediction intervals 
(PIs) based on the residuals between predicted and observed data. However, this method was 
discussed as statistically complex and thus exhibiting limited practicability. 
The present study builds on two initial DSM campaigns using Random Forest regressions and 
legacy samples for estimating topsoil silt (2 – 63 µm) and clay (< 2 µm) contents in a small 
catchment in the Three Gorges reservoir area, Central China. The objectives of the study are, 
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(i) to develop a method to derive spatially distributed uncertainties, and 
(ii) to improve the initial DSM products based on additional sampling, guided by the spatial 
uncertainty. 
Our case study is evaluated by a comparative analysis using (i) the initial sample set, (ii) the 
initial sample set augmented by uncertainty-guided sampling, and (iii) an approach where the 
initial sample set was augmented by random sampling. For the comparative analysis, the map 
quality is assessed by accuracy estimates of independent, bootstrap-, and cross-validation, as 
well as by the presented spatial uncertainty measure. 
2. Material and Methods 
2.1 Study site and geodatabase 
The study area is a drainage basin of 4.2 km². As a part of the Three Gorges Reservoir area, it 
is located at the middle reaches of the Yangtze River in Hubei, Central China (31°1ʹ24ʹʹN, 
110°20ʹ35ʹʹE). The elevation ranges from 469 m to 1,483 m a.s.l. with an average of 1,053 m. 
Slope inclinations range from 0° to 53° with an average of 26°. With 72%, the majority of 
slopes is exposed to the north (Schönbrodt-Stitt et al., 2013; Strehmel et al., 2015). According 
to FAO (2006) silty clay (SiC) is predominant. A large area of woodland (81%) alternates 
with scattered plots of cropland (15%) and sparsely distributed farm buildings (4%). 
The predictor covariates (Table 1) for the DSM approach present proxies to describe 
geomorphological repositioning processes of silt and clay contents locally and regionally 
within the study area. We derived 21 continuous terrain attributes from a digital elevation 
model (cell size 25 m x 25 m) as continuous predictor covariates, using SAGA GIS (SAGA 
GIS, 2011).  
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Table 1: Environmental covariates with summary statistics. 
Covariate Unit Minimum Maximum Average 
Standard 
deviation 
Altitude  m a.s.l. 469 1483 1054 255 
Northing  - 1.42E-02 1.75E-02 1.62E-02 1.10E-03 
Easting  - 0 1.30E-02 4.98E-03 3.74E-03 
Wetness Index (SWI) - 0 14.8 5.9 1.8 
Slope angle degree  0 53.2 26.4 6.9 
Slope angle, maximum degree  0 0.72 0.42 0.13 
Slope length  m 0 2854 184 293 
Catchment area  m2 (log) 6.43 15.17 8.66 1.4 
Plane curvature  m-1 -1.03E-02 1.09E-02 -4.28E-05 2.82E-03 
Profile curvature  m-1 -1.09E-02 1.04E-02 -1.90E-04 2.30E-03 
Combined curvature  m-1 -8.80E-01 8.10E-01 -4.90E-03 1.54E-01 
Flow accumulation  
pixels 
(log) 2.8 6.1 3.9 0.56 
Overland flow distance  m 0 377 91.9 75.1 
Vertical flow distance m 0 135 29.8 26.1 
Horizontal flow distance  m (log) 0 2.6 1.5 0.88 
Altitude above channel 
(AAC) m 0 307 92 62 
Terrain ruggedness  - 0.18 17.2 8.4 2.4 
Mass balance index  - -0.79 2.04 0.13 0.52 
Convergence index  - 0 28.8 8.7 3.8 
Position index  m -26.9 35.7 0.25 7.2 
Protection index  - 0 0.14 0.07 0.02 
 
In context of a reconnaissance survey, 80 topsoil samples were obtained. We randomly 
selected 60 samples to form the calibration set (LD) for the initial DSM approaches, 
estimating topsoil silt and clay contents. We augmented LD by 30 additional samples 
according to the proposed spatial uncertainty-guided sampling to form a second calibration set 
(LDUnc) with a sample set size n = 90. For a comparative evaluation, we generated a third 
calibration set (LDRandom) by augmenting LD with 30 additional samples, obtained according 
to a simple random sampling within the entire study area (n = 90). The remaining 20 model-
free samples from the reconnaissance survey were used to validate the predictions 
independently. 
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All soil samples used in this study were obtained and analyzed identically. At each sampling 
site five topsoil (0-25 cm depth) sub samples were pooled, four from the corner points of a 
surrounding 40 cm x 40 cm square and one from the center point of the square. For particle 
size analysis, the samples were dried (40°C) and sieved (< 0.63 mm). Subsequently, silt and 
clay contents were separated using the Sedigraph III 5120 by micromeritics GmbH.  
2.2 Spatial uncertainty 
Spatial uncertainty was derived from the initial DSM approaches for silt and clay contents 
using Random Forest (RF) regression and thereby linking the soil observations with the 
spatial predictor covariates. RF presents an ensemble classifier based on multiple randomized 
decision tree models (Breiman, 2001). A decision tree applies a set of binary rules to compute 
a target variable (Quinlan, 1986). In RF regression, the final result is the average of all 
predictions of the tree models. Since RF is robust to noise and multi-collinearity in the 
predictors (Behrens et al., 2010b; Díaz-Uriate and de Andres, 2006), no pre-processing and 
pre-selection of covariates is required. 
Robustness of the RF model primarily depends on a large number of individual trees, which 
should be as diverse as possible (Prasad et al., 2006). An optimized tree diversity ensures to 
derivate the entire scope of relevant information, comprised in the model input data, for the 
aggregated final prediction (Hansen and Salamon, 1990; Peters et al., 2007). RF increases the 
diversity of the trees by using randomized subsets of predictor covariates at each split of the 
trees and a randomized (by bootstrapping) soil sample set for each tree.  
The subset of samples, which are not used to build a specific tree, are called out-of-bag (oob) 
data. Using this oob data for validating the respective trees, an error estimate (oob-error) can 
be derived by averaging the MSE (mean squared error) over all trees. The number of trees (k) 
and the size of the random feature subset at each node (mtry) are user-defined model 
parameters. Both can be determined by using a grid-learning approach comparing the oob-
errors of various RF realizations with different settings for k and mtry (Grimm et al., 2008; 
Schmidt et al. 2010). We computed the initial maps of topsoil silt and clay contents with k = 
1,500 and mtry = 2√p, with p presenting the total number of covariates (Breiman, 2001). We 
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used all available covariates and the legacy sample set (LD) as input data. For processing, we 
used the R-package ‘randomForest’ (Liaw and Wiener, 2002).  
The uncertainty mapping is based on the concept to generate a compilation of equiprobable 
realizations of spatial model predictions and analyzing the divergences among the simulated 
maps (Goovaerts, 2001). In RF, this concept is already inherent since the RF predictions are 
aggregated from the results of multiple randomized decision tree models (Breiman, 2001). 
Due to randomization, the results of the single tree predictions are spatially variable (Grimm 
and Behrens, 2010; Peters et al., 2007). Thus, a specific prediction interval at each location 
can be derived. The variability of an interval refers to the uniformity of the single decision 
tree results, and therefore, the local robustness of the RF model. Consequently, a prediction 
interval with a high statistical variance s² indicates decreased robustness and vice versa (Sun 
et al., 2013). In this context, we applied s² as local error variance, thus generating a spatially 
distributed uncertainty measure errs². For each location j, with k outlining the number of trees 
(i =1, 2,…, k)  and x indicating the values of the prediction interval, errs² is defined as the 
following, 
𝑒𝑟𝑟𝑠
2
(𝑗) =  
1
𝑘
 ∑ (𝑥𝑖 − ?̅?)
2𝑘
𝑖=1
.       (Eq.1) 
Accordingly, we computed uncertainty maps for both DSM approaches, estimating silt and 
clay contents. For processing, we used the R-package “base” (R Core Team, 2014). 
2.3 Uncertainty-guided sampling  
The initial soil property maps were based on legacy samples, which were not specifically 
obtained to cover the variability of the target soil properties in the study area. Hence, we 
refined the mapping approaches by augmenting the initial legacy sample set. To limit the 
sampling effort, we applied one spatial uncertainty-guided sampling scheme for both target 
variables silt and clay to purposively obtain additional samples. Therefore, we merged the 
spatial uncertainty maps of both RF approaches (U1, U2) to a single combined uncertainty 
map (Ucom), which then underlies the sampling. The merging was conducted by retaining the 
maximum (max) uncertainty value (Merrs²) of the standardized spatial uncertainties u1 and u2 
for each location j according to, 
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𝑀𝑒𝑟𝑟𝑠2(𝑗) =  𝑚𝑎𝑥 (𝑢1𝑗, 𝑢2𝑗).       (Eq. 2) 
Subsequently, we determined a new sampling area based on areas with increased uncertainty 
values of Ucom, reflecting a decreased coverage of the soil variability by the legacy samples. 
Primarily, four potential sampling areas were derived, defined by the entire study area (Q1) 
and by the quartile-breaks > 25% (Q2), > 50% (Q3), and > 75% (Q4) of Ucom. Since the 
predictor covariates serve as proxies for the soil variability, we tested how precisely available 
legacy samples cover the variability of the covariates within each potential sampling area. 
This was achieved by computing the divergence between the distribution in the potential 
sampling area (P1) and the distribution based on available legacy samples (P2) referring to 
each covariate separately. We used the Kullback-Leibler divergence (KL; Kullback and 
Leibler, 1951) to examine the divergence between two distributions.  
𝐾𝐿 (𝑃1‖ 𝑃2) =  ∫ 𝑝1 (𝑥) 𝑙𝑜𝑔
𝑝1(𝑥)
𝑝2(𝑥)
𝑑𝑥.      (Eq. 3) 
with p1 and p2 indicate the densities of P1 and P2. 
The sum of the divergences over all covariates (t =1, 2,…, m) indicates a measure (KLsum) on 
how precise the legacy samples cover the variability of silt and clay. While an increased 
divergence indicates less coverage and vice versa, KLsum takes the form  
𝐾𝐿𝑠𝑢𝑚 =  ∑ 𝐾𝐿𝑡
𝑚
𝑡=1 .         (Eq. 4) 
Since the potential sampling areas were defined by quartile-breaks of the combined 
uncertainty distribution, we assumed an increasing KL divergence from Q1 to Q4. Comparing 
KLsum of all potential sampling areas, we finally selected this area for sampling, where KLsum 
starts to level up disproportionally. For processing we used the R-packages “flexmix” (Grün 
and Leisch, 2008) and “base” (R Core Team, 2014). 
Within the final sampling area we applied an adapted hypercube sampling design according to 
Stumpf et al. (2015) to obtain 30 additional topsoil. This design follows conditioned Latin 
Hypercube Sampling (cLHS), which optimally covers the variability of multiple covariates by 
the sample set with a limited sample set size (Brungard and Boettinger, 2010; Minasny and 
McBratney, 2006). The adaption additionally compensates for limited field accessibility, 
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prevents redundancies in the covariate space referring to legacy samples, and enables for 
sampling several soil properties by one design. We used the R-packages “clhs” (Roudier, 
2011) and “base” (R Core Team, 2014) for processing. 
2.4 Prediction and evaluation  
We set up three DSM approaches, each estimating topsoil silt and clay contents and using all 
predictor covariates (Table 1). For calibration we used the sample sets LD, LDRandom, and 
LDUnc for the respective approach. Further, we applied the spatial uncertainty measure (err
s²), 
as well as accuracy estimates based on cross-validation (cv), bootstrap validation (boot) and 
independent validation (val) to assess the quality of the approaches comparatively. 
Both, cv and boot are based on statistical resampling of the calibration set. Therefore, the 
methods provide a generalization error of a calibration model and do not require a model-free 
validation data set (Good, 2006). While cv provides a nearly unbiased but highly variable 
accuracy estimate (Kim, 2009), boot is biased upwards but less variable, and thus appropriate 
for smaller sample sets (Molinaro et al., 2005). 
For cv, the calibration set was randomly split into q subsets (u = 1, 2,…, q) of equal size. 
Leaving out subset q and fitting the model to the other q-1 subsets, the prediction error was 
computed using the left-out qth subset. Applying this repeatedly for each subset q and 
averaging the predictions errors, the cv error measure errcv was obtained (Borra and Di 
Ciaccio, 2010). Thus, the equation for cv takes the form, 
𝑒𝑟𝑟𝑐𝑣(𝑞) =  
1
𝑞
 ∑ 𝑒𝑟𝑟𝑢
𝑐𝑣𝑞
𝑢=1 .        (Eq. 5) 
For boot, bootstrap sample sets were used instead of applying subsets of the initial calibration 
set to repeatedly fitting the model. A bootstrap sample set was generated by sampling random 
observations from the initial calibration set (n) with replacement. Applying a bootstrap sample 
set for model fitting, the prediction error was derived using the distinct observations from the 
initial calibration set for validation. The number of distinct observations appearing in the 
validation set is 0.368n (Efron and Tibshirani, 1993). The bootstrap validation error errboot 
was obtained by averaging the model prediction errors of b bootstrap sample sets (z = 1, 2,…, 
b). Thus, the equation for bootstrap validation takes the form, 
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𝑒𝑟𝑟𝑏𝑜𝑜𝑡 (𝑏) =  
1
𝑏
 ∑ 𝑒𝑟𝑟𝑧
𝑏𝑜𝑜𝑡𝑏
𝑧=1
.       (Eq. 6) 
The coefficient of determination (R²) and root mean squared error (RMSE) were used as 
prediction error measures for the accuracy estimates errcv and errboot. R² represents a measure 
that gives the proportion how well the variance of observed values is explained by predicted 
values. While R² ranges between 0 and 1, an increased R²-value indicates increased certainty 
of making predictions from the model. The RMSE outlines a measure of the differences 
between predicted and observed values. These residuals, respective predictions errors are 
aggregated into a single RMSE error, giving a scale-dependent measure of the predictive 
capability of the model. For v instances in a data set (l= 1, 2,…, v), with ypre presenting the 
predicted values and yob the observed values the R², respectively RMSE takes the form, 
𝑅2 =  1 −
∑ (𝑦𝑙
𝑜𝑏−𝑦𝑙
𝑝𝑟𝑒
)2𝑣𝑙=1
∑ (𝑦𝑙
𝑜𝑏− 𝑦𝑜𝑏̅̅ ̅̅ ̅)2𝑣𝑙=1
         (Eq. 7) 
 and 
𝑅𝑀𝑆𝐸 =  √
∑ (𝑦𝑙
𝑝𝑟𝑒
− 𝑦𝑙
𝑜𝑏)2𝑣𝑙=1
𝑣
        (Eq. 8) 
For cv and boot, we determined the number of subsets q, respectively number of bootstrap 
sample sets b, as 10. For processing, we used the R-package “caret” by Kuhn (2009). 
3. Results 
3.1 Spatial uncertainty-guided sampling  
The average combined uncertainty (Merrs²) in the entire study area, which corresponds to the 
potential sampling area Q1, accounts for 0.63 with a standard deviation (sd) of 0.12. Since the 
potential sampling areas Q2, Q3, and Q4 were defined according to the quartiles-breaks of the 
combined uncertainty (> 25%, > 50%, > 75%), we expected successively increasing averaged 
Merrs²-values. We found Merrs² = 0.72 in Q2 (sd = 0.1), Merrs² = 0.78 in Q3 (sd = 0.07), and 
Merrs² = 0.86 in Q4 (sd = 0.04). 
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Similarly, comparing each distribution of area-covering covariates with the distributions of 
covariates from available legacy samples in Q1 to Q4, a successively increasing divergence of 
the distributions in Q4 was revealed. The summarized Kullback-Leibler (KL) divergences in 
Q1 amounts to 16.4, in Q2 to 24.5, in Q3 to 29.2, and in Q4 to 66.8. However, the increase in 
Q4 amounts to 130% compared to 19% in Q3 and 49% in Q2. Subsequently, the available 
legacy samples in Q4 outlined a disproportionally decreased coverage concerning the 
covariates (Figure 1). This results in Q4 as the final sampling area to obtain the additional 
samples of LDLHS (Figure 2b). 
 
Figure 1: Determination of the sampling area. Comparing the coverage of covariates by 
the legacy samples. The x-axis shows the potential sample areas Q1 to Q4. The y-axis 
shows the summarized Kullback-Leibler (KL) divergences between the distributions of 
covariates  within the area and the distributions of covariates in the legacy samples.  
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Mapping the combined uncertainty reveals increased values in the north and south of the 
study area, where the topography shows increased heterogeneity. Particularly, uncertainty 
hotspots with Merrs² > 0.8 were predicted for areas along the topographic depression lines. In 
the middle-west and –east of the study area coherent areas of decreased uncertainties with 
Merrs² < 0.5 occur (Figure 2a). 
The LDUnc samples were obtained according to an adapted cLHS design that optimally covers 
the variability of multiple covariates. Furthermore, the sample sites are spatially evenly 
distributed within the sampling area Q4 (Figure 2b). The calibration set LD shows a cluster in 
the north of study area. The sample sites of the additional samples for LDRandom as well as the 
sites for the validation set were evenly distributed (Figure 2a). 
 
 
Figure 2: (a) Combined spatial uncertainty of initial silt and clay predictions with the 
legacy sample set (LD), the additive samples according to a simple random sampling 
(Random add) and the validation data. (b) Area for uncertainty-guided sampling with the 
additive samples (Unc add). 
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3.2 Predictions and evaluation 
3.2.1 Calibration sets and predictions 
According to the laboratory analysis, the distributions of the model calibration sets LD (n = 
60), LDUnc (n = 90) and LDRandom (n = 90) show similar patterns in central tendency and 
variability referring to both target soil properties (Figure 3). The average topsoil silt content 
amounts to  59.4% in LD (sd = 9.2), to 59.9% in LDRandom (sd = 9.0), and to 60.8% in LDUnc 
(sd = 8.9). The average topsoil clay content varies from 28.5% in LD (sd = 6), to 29.6% in 
LDRandom (sd = 6), and to 28.9% in LDUnc (sd = 5.9). 
 
 
Figure 3: Observed topsoil silt and clay contents for all calibration sets (LD, LDRandom, 
LDUnc). The notches indicate the median of the respective distribution. 
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All RF prediction approaches of silt and clay contents show increased averaged values 
compared to the averaged observed values of the laboratory analysis. The increase varies from 
2% to 2.5% for the silt contents and from 1% to 2.7% for the clay contents.  
The predicted average silt content amounts to 61.6% (sd = 3.7) for the LD approach, to 61.9% 
(sd = 4.4) for the LDRandom approach, and to 63.3% (sd = 3.9) for the LDUnc approach. All 
mapping approaches show a similar trend with increasing silt contents from the north to the 
south. Generally, decreased silt contents occur in the topographic depression lines (Figure 4). 
The RF predictions of clay contents show an average of 29.9% for the LD approach (sd = 
2.6). The average of the LDRandom approach amounts to 30.7% (sd = 2.8), while an average of 
31.6% was found for the LDUnc approach (sd = 2.5). All mapping approaches show the lowest 
clay contents in the very north of the study area. In the middle part, increased clay contents 
are homogeneously distributed. In the south, clay contents are generally increased compared 
to the very north but decreased and less homogeneously distributed compared to the middle 
part (Figure 4). 
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Figure 4: Mapping results for predicted silt and clay contents using the legacy sample 
set (LD), LD combined with additional samples according to simple random sampling 
(LDRandom), and LD combined with additional samples according to the uncertainty-
guided sampling (LDUnc).  
 
3.2.2 Model comparison  
For both target variables, the averaged spatial uncertainty of the prediction approaches 
gradually decreases from the LD approach (silt: 9.3; clay: 7.7), followed by the LDRandom (silt: 
6.7; clay: 5.9) to the LDUnc approach (silt: 6.4; clay: 5.6). This trend of a quality increase also 
applies for the prediction accuracies, derived by cross- (cv), bootstrap- (boot), and 
independent (val) validation (Table 2).  
Referring to the silt prediction accuracy and according to the independent validation (val), the 
LD approach shows an explained variance of R² = 0.45, R² = 0.54 for the LDRandom approach, 
and R² = 0.59 for the LDUnc approach. The clay predictions show val-accuracies of R² = 0.44 
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(LD approach), R² = 0.47 (LDRandom approach), and R² = 0.56 (LDUnc approach; Table 2; 
Figure 5). 
Moreover, comparing the prediction approaches according to the target variables shows a 
generally increased level of uncertainty and decreased level of cv- and boot-accuracy for the 
silt predictions. Across all approaches the uncertainty increase ranges between 12% and 17%, 
while the accuracy decrease ranges from 10% to 17% for cv, and from 17% to 22% for boot. 
Referring to val, the accuracies of silt and clay predictions are equal, , while the divergences 
range between 2% and 13% across all approaches (Table 2; Figure 5).  
 
Table 2: Spatial uncertainty and accuracies for the predictions of silt and clay contents, listed 
according to the prediction approaches. Averaged spatial uncertainty (unc), cross- (cv), 
bootstrap- (boot) and independent- (val) validation are used.  
  
unc cv boot val 
Target 
variable 
Prediction 
approach ∑errs² {1,…,n}/n R² RMSE R² RMSE R² RMSE 
Silt LD 9.3 0.39 5.68 0.44 5.59 0.45 5.33 
 
LDRandom 6.7 0.44 6.13 0.46 5.72 0.54 4.86 
  LDUnc 6.4 0.47 4.64 0.54 4.58 0.59 4.27 
Clay LD 7.7 0.47 4.95 0.54 4.41 0.44 5.09 
 
LDRandom 5.9 0.49 4.78 0.59 3.82 0.47 4.63 
  LDUnc 5.6 0.55 4.52 0.65 3.59 0.56 4.49 
 
Furthermore, we compared the spatial uncertainty distributions of the silt and clay prediction 
approaches. Referring to the silt predictions, the uncertainty values of the LD approach vary 
uniformly with sd = 1.1 and a range from 8.6 to 9.8. The very north and a single area in the 
middle part shows low uncertainty values smaller than the 25%-quartile (9.1), while high 
values larger than the 75%-quartile (9.4) are distributed evenly over the study area.  The 
LDRandom approach shows an increased variability with sd = 1.8 and a range from 5.5 to 8.1. 
Increased values larger than 75%-quartile (>7.3) were found in the north and are less 
pronounced in the south of the study area. The LDUnc approach shows a similar distribution 
with sd = 1.7 and a range from 5.5 to 8.2, while increased variability and high values larger 
than 75%-quartile (6.6) were found in the north (Figure 5). 
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Referring to the clay predictions, the LD approach also shows a comparatively low variability 
with sd = 1 and a range from 6.9 to 8.5. The variability of the LDRandom approach is increased 
with sd = 1.4 (range: 5-7.8), while LDUnc approach shows a decreased variability with sd = 0.7 
(range: 5.3-6.4). The spatial distribution of all approaches show increased values larger than 
75%-quartile (LD approach: 8; LDRandom approach: 6; LDUnc approach: 5.7) in the north of the 
study area (Figure 5). 
 
 
Figure 5: Comparison of spatial uncertainty for silt (above) and clay (below) 
predictions. The curves refer to prediction approaches using the calibration sets LD 
(black), LDRandom (dark gray) and LDUnc (bright gray). The x-axis schematically indicates 
the localization of the values in the study area. The y-axis indicates the spatial 
uncertainty. 
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4. Discussion 
4.1 Spatial uncertainty – methodological comparison 
The aim of our study was to derive a practicable spatial uncertainty measure in context of a 
DSM approach using Random Forest. For geostatistical soil property mapping, the kriging 
variance represents a spatially distributed error estimate (Bourennane et al., 2007; Carré and 
Girard, 2002; Diodato and Ceccarelli, 2006; Knotters et al., 1995; Qu et al., 2013; Sun et al., 
2013). Generally in geostatistics, the spatial dependence of a target variable is modeled by the 
variogram function, whereby local predictions are derived from the weighted averages of 
neighboring observations (Goovaerts, 1999). While the weights are determined by minimizing 
the variance of each local prediction, this quantity represents the kriging error  (Burgess and 
Webster, 1980). Besides, Malone et al. (2011) proposed a method to quantify spatial 
uncertainties based on prediction intervals (PI-uncertainty). Primarily, the intervals are 
derived from the residuals between predicted and observed data. Subsequently, a covariate 
space is clustered according to similar residuals. Then, a prediction interval is generated for 
each cluster based on the empirical distribution of residual observations of each cluster. 
According to the grade of membership to each cluster, a prediction interval is ascribed for 
each prediction location in the covariate space.  
Our spatial uncertainty method is based on multiple decision tree realizations within a 
Random Forest (RF) regression approach (c.f. 2.2). The uncertainty measure is also expressed 
by the variability of prediction intervals. However, the intervals are straightforwardly derived 
for each prediction location, based on the results of the multiple randomized RF decision tree 
models (c.f. 2.2). Thus, compared to the PI-uncertainty, our spatial uncertainty does not 
require an additional regionalization of prediction errors, which limits practicability due to 
statistical complexity and usually scarce temporal resources. Nevertheless, the PI-uncertainty 
accounts for all sources of uncertainty, only depending on the residuals derived from the 
model output and the observed data. Contrary, the kriging error depends on the model-
assumption for the variogram, the observed soil data and their spatial configuration (Brus et 
al., 2011; Lark and Lapworth, 2012). Furthermore, the kriging error relies on the use and 
limitations of geostatistical methods, such as a relatively high sample density and the 
smoothing of local details in the predictions (Goovaerts, 1999). The application of our spatial 
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uncertainty measure also implies dependencies, such as the prerequisite to use a RF prediction 
model. Moreover, the RF model is often discussed to only allow limited interpretability, since 
the relation between predictor and prediction cannot be assessed for each tree. However, RF is 
increasingly applied in DSM (Grimm et al., 2008; Heung et al., 2014; Ließ et al., 2012; 
Schmidt et al., 2014; Wiesmeier et al., 2011). This can be ascribed to the combined merits of 
modeling non-linear relationships, handling categorial and continuous covariates, resistance to 
overfitting, robustness to noise in the feature space, an implemented unbiased measure of 
error and variable importance, only a few user-defined model parameters and a reduced 
computational load (Díaz-Uriate and de Andrés, 2006; Peters et al., 2007; Svetnik et al., 
2003). 
While the kriging error presents a well-established spatial error estimate (Bourennane et al., 
2007; Carré and Girard, 2002; Diodato and Ceccarelli, 2006; Knotters et al., 1995; Qu et al., 
2013; Sun et al., 2013), the PI-uncertainty is less common. Malone et al. (2011) applied it 
using a DSM case study predicting organic carbon and available water capacity. Our method 
was approved by comparing three RF prediction approaches referring to conventional 
accuracy measures (c.f. 2.4) and the proposed uncertainty measure (c.f. 2.2). The calibration 
of the model approaches were based on legacy samples (LD), LD augmented by uncertainty-
guided sampling (LDUnc), and LD augmented by simple random sampling (LDRandom, c.f. 2.1, 
2.4), respectively. For both target soil properties, silt and clay, all quality estimation methods 
show uniform results. Thus, the LDUnc approach outperforms the approach using LDRandom, 
while both outperform the LD approach in terms of a decreased spatial uncertainty (Table 2; 
Figure 5) and increased prediction accuracies (Table 2). The uniform similarity between the 
results of all quality estimations approves the validity of (i) the conventional accuracy 
measures and (ii) the proposed spatial uncertainty measure. 
4.2 Soil map refinement – the case study  
A further aim of our study was to improve the initial DSM approaches of silt and clay 
predictions that were solely based on legacy samples. Thus, we augmented the initial legacy 
calibration set by an uncertainty guided sampling. Clifford et al. (2014) selected additional 
samples that in combination with available legacy samples cover the covariate space and 
approved the method by a simulation study. Carré et al. (2007) proposed a method to identify 
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locations for additional samples by previously analyzing the distribution of legacy samples in 
the covariate space. Although the approach was approved by two different data sets, the 
method only refers to the covariate space, thus, disregarding geographical information. In our 
study, we stratified the study area according to the quartile distribution of the previously 
determined spatial uncertainty. Subsequently, we obtained additional samples in this strata 
with the lowest conformity between the covariate distributions in the strata and available 
legacy samples (Figure 1). 
We pursued to improve both initial DSM approaches of silt and clay predictions with one 
augmented sample set. Therefore, we combined the spatial uncertainty values of both 
approaches (c.f. 2.3). Our procedure implies a favored incorporation for the soil property, 
which generally shows increased prediction uncertainty. Furthermore, the procedure implies a 
harmonization in quality of both initial soil property predictions. The results confirmed these 
implications, while silt was favored with an uncertainty decrease of 31% compared to clay 
with a decrease of 27% in the LDUnc approaches (Table 2; Figure 5). The similar proportions 
of decreasing uncertainty between both predictions, approves the method of combining the 
uncertainty maps in our case study. 
Furthermore, Collard et al. (2014) sampled a legacy soil map for calibrating a regression 
model and improved the class purity by 10%. Other studies showed an accuracy improvement 
of 6% to 19%, using DSM approaches to upgrade legacy soil maps (Kempen et al., 2009; Rad 
et al., 2014; Yang et al., 2011). Our results show accuracy increases of 14% for the silt 
predictions and 12% for the clay, comparing the LD to LDUnc approach. Generally in DSM, 
accuracies with R² > 70% are unusual, while R² < 50% are common (Malone et al., 2009). 
The accuracy results of our best performing RF approach, calibrated with LDUnc, show 
explained variances of  R² = 0.59 for silt and R² = 0.56 for clay. The successful application of 
the spatial uncertainty measure, thus, improving the quality of initial DSM products by an 
uncertainty guided sampling, approves the practicability and validity of the method. 
5. Conclusion 
Within the framework of a DSM approach using the widely applied Random Forest regression 
model, we present a method to straightforwardly derive reliable information on spatial 
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uncertainties. We use prediction intervals based on the multiple randomized decision trees of 
the Random Forest model to obtain a compound uncertainty measure for each location. 
Furthermore, we apply the uncertainty measure to improve the quality of initial DSM 
products, which are based on legacy samples. This was accomplished by combining the 
legacy sample set with additional samples, obtained by sampling in areas of high uncertainties 
and for two soil properties in one purposive sampling design. 
The target soil properties of our case study were topsoil silt and clay contents within a small 
catchment in the Three Gorges Reservoir area, Central China. We approved the method for its 
validity, showing convincing quality improvements referring to the proposed spatial 
uncertainty and conventional accuracy measures for both DSM products. The successful 
application approves the method as a reliable tool to support decision-making in context of 
soil management. 
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Abstract 
Soil erosion by water outlines a major threat to the Three Gorges Reservoir Area in China. A 
detailed assessment of soil conservation measures requires a tool that spatially identifies 
sediment reallocations due to rainfall-runoff events in catchments. We applied EROSION 3D 
as a physically based soil erosion and deposition model in a small mountainous catchment. 
Generally, we aim to provide a methodological frame that facilitates the model 
parametrization in a data scarce environment and to identify sediment sources and deposits. 
We used Digital Soil Mapping techniques to generate spatially distributed soil property 
information for parametrization. For model calibration and validation, we continuously 
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monitored the catchment on rainfall, runoff, and sediment yield for a period of 12 months. 
The model performed well for large events (sediment yield > 1 Mg) with an averaged 
individual model error of 7.5%, while small events showed an average error of 36.2%. We 
focused on the large events to evaluate reallocation patterns. Erosion occurred in 11.1% of the 
study area with an average erosion rate of 49.9 Mg ha-1. Erosion mainly occurred on crop 
rotation areas with a spatial proportion of 69.2% for ‘corn-rapeseed’ and 69.1% for ‘potato-
cabbage’. Deposition occurred on 11.0%. Forested areas (9.7%), infrastructure (41.0%), 
cropland (corn-rapeseed: 13.6%, potato-cabbage: 11.3%), and grassland (18.4%) were 
affected by deposition. Since the vast majority of annual sediment yields (80.3%) were 
associated to a few large erosive events, the modelling approach provides a useful tool to 
spatially assess soil erosion control and conservation measures.  
Keywords 
Sediment sources and deposits, EROSION 3D-model, rainfall-runoff event, catchment scale, 
Three Gorges Reservoir Area 
1 Introduction 
Soils are the foundation of all terrestrial ecosystems and develop at the intersection of 
atmosphere, biosphere, hydrosphere, and lithosphere (Brevik et al., 2015). In this context, 
soils inhere ecosystem functions that have direct impact on human societies (Berendse et al., 
2015). Examples of these soil functions include water purification by filtration, food 
production by forming a support system for plants, stabilizing climate change by carbon 
sequestration, and the provision of a physical basis for human activities (Keesstra et al., 2012; 
Goebes et al., 2015). However, soil erosion and the accompanied loss of topsoil results in soil 
quality degradation, and therefore in a declining capacity of soils to provide the ecosystem 
functions (Lal, 2003; Morgan, 2005; Boardman, 2006). This implies reduced crop 
productivity and confined water quality due to the reallocation of nutrients and pollutants into 
the reservoirs (Zhang & Lou, 2011; Zhao et al., 2013). Moreover, sediment depositions in 
reservoirs result in a declined water storage capacity and a therefore impaired water and 
energy supply (Palazón et al., 2014; Ferreira et al., 2015; Slimane et al., 2015). The negative 
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impacts of soil erosion are reinforced when adverse physio-geographic conditions, such as 
erosion-prone soils, steep sloping terrain, and abundant rainfall meet inappropriate 
agricultural practices, deforestation and construction activities (Onyando et al., 2005; Park et 
al., 2011; Wu et al., 2011; Shi et al., 2012; Schönbrodt-Stitt et al., 2013a). Considering that 
rates of soil erosion exceed rates of soil formation by several orders of magnitude, soil erosion 
outlines a major threat to ecosystem sustainability worldwide (Verheijen et al., 2009; Zhao et 
al., 2013). Under these circumstances soil erosion becomes potentially hazardous for human 
livelihood and requires erosion control measures and conservation planning (Shi et al., 2004; 
Zhao et al., 2013). 
Especially the Three Gorges Reservoir Area (TGRA) in China shows high susceptibility to 
hazardous soil erosion due to intense anthropogenic activities and unfavorable environmental 
conditions (Zhang et al., 2009; Schönbrodt-Stitt et al., 2010; Peng et al., 2011; Wu et al., 
2011; Kepa Brian Morgan et al., 2012; Shi et al., 2012; Strehmel et al., 2015). The TGRA 
covers an area of 57,802 km². At the maximum pool level of 175 m, the reservoir expands 
approximately 660 km westwards from Three Gorges Dam (TGD; Xu et al., 2011). The TGD 
project outlines the world`s largest hydroelectric scheme and was designed to increase energy 
supply, control seasonal floods, and improve navigation on the Yangtze river (Zhang & Lou, 
2011). Accompanied by the construction of TGD and the impoundment of the reservoir, 1.3 
million people were resettled due to the inundation of 431 km² agricultural land and 35 km² 
residential areas (Xu et al., 2011, 2013). About 42% of the resettlers were moved uphill to 
previously forested and steep mountainous sites for small scale crop cultivation (Cai et al., 
2005; Tan & Yao, 2006; Wu et al., 2011; Zhang & Lou, 2011). In total, 96% of the TGRA 
exhibits mountainous and hilly terrain with steep slopes (Zhang et al., 2009; Wu et al., 2011; 
Fang et al., 2013). It shows a humid subtropical climate with a unimodal rainfall regime, 
governed by the East-Asian monsoon. The long-term average annual precipitation is 1,146 
mm, of which approximately 70% occurs from May to September (CMA, 2012). Purple soils 
and yellow to yellow-brown soils are dominant in the TGRA and are considered to be highly 
vulnerable to soil erosion (Zhang et al., 2009; Peng et al., 2011; Schönbrodt-Stitt et al., 
2013b). Estimations on the long-term annual soil losses based on empirical modelling amount 
to 157 million Mg (Lu & Higgitt, 2000). The soil erosion induces sedimentation of the 
reservoir and hence an attenuated ecological functioning of the Yangtze basin, reduced 
lifespan of the dam, and a declined capacity to control floods (Shi et al., 2004; Zhang & Lou, 
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2011; Xu et al., 2013). Since the 1990s, conservation measures were established to mitigate 
the hazardous effects. The measures include programs to implement conservation farming 
practices and to stabilize steep sloping surfaces mainly by reforestation and the construction 
of cropland terraces (Xu et al., 2013). 
For a detailed assessment of the conservation measures, an efficient tool is required that 
spatially identifies patterns of sediment reallocations in a mountainous and highly dynamic 
region (Shi et al., 2012). In the TGRA, the major sediment yield caused by soil erosion is 
attributable to only very few heavy storm events each year (Fang et al., 2013). Thus, event-
based estimations on sediment reallocations are of major concern for regional authorities 
(Peng et al., 2011). Consequently, there is a demand for an event-based approach that 
spatially quantifies soil erosion and deposition at catchment scale (Cai et al., 2005; Shi et al., 
2012). This is addressed by the concept of sediment connectivity, which describes transfer 
characteristics of sediment through a landscape system at various scales (Hooke, 2003; Fryirs, 
2013). Several studies conducted a detailed analysis of sediment connectivity, while 
identifying sediment sources, deposits, and pathways using combinations of mapping, and 
modelling techniques (Keesstra et al., 2009; Lexartza-Artza & Wainwright, 2011; 
Marchamalo et al., 2015). In the TGRA, the demand was only partially addressed in recent 
attempts of soil erosion modelling (Shi et al., 2012).  
Empirical soil erosion models, such as the Universal Soil Loss Equation (USLE; Wischmeier 
& Smith, 1981) and the Revised Universal Soil Loss Equation (RUSLE; Renard et al., 1997) 
were extensively applied in the TGRA (Shi et al., 2004; Zhang, 2008; Strehmel et al., 2015). 
The USLE/RUSLE establishes relationships between rainfall, topography, conservation 
practices, soil, and vegetation to estimate long-term annual averages of sheet and rill erosion 
(Zhou et al., 2008). Soil loss is calculated from the product of environmental coefficients, 
which were derived from field observations in 37 U.S. states at plot scale (Zhang et al., 1996; 
Shen et al., 2009; Terranova et al., 2009). The USLE/RUSLE predicts an average soil loss for 
an extended time period, provided that the application remains within the range of conditions 
for which the model was developed (Grønsten & Lundekvam, 2006). However, erosive 
effects of complex topography are not included, since the influence of flow convergence and 
divergence is not adequately regarded (Mitasova et al., 1996; Tarboton, 1997; Capolongo et 
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al., 2008). Beyond, these approaches are incapable to provide estimations of spatial erosion 
structures, while deposition is disregarded at all (Zhang et al., 1996). 
A few studies applied physically-based erosion and sediment transport models in the TGRA, 
such as the European Soil Erosion Model (EUROSEM), the Water Erosion Prediction Project 
(WEPP) or the Water and Tillage Erosion Model (WaTEM; Cai et al., 2005; Shen et al., 
2010; Shi et al., 2012). These models include the spatial variability of the erosion processes 
and provide spatially distributed outputs of erosion and deposition. They are based on 
simulating the individual components of the erosion processes by solving the corresponding 
mass equations (Zhang et al., 1996; Aksoy & Kavvas, 2005). Thus, a variety of spatially 
distributed input data with respect to soil conditions, terrain, and land use is required. The 
application and performance of physically-based models is primarily determined by the 
quality of the input data. In this context, an inadequate resolution or consistency may not 
represent the erosion-related heterogeneity of the study area (Jetten et al., 2003; Jordan et al., 
2005). Thus, the models underperform if the complexity of the model is not in agreement with 
the data quality (Van Rompaey & Govers, 2002). Moreover, physically-based models can be 
distinguished between event-based models to simulate sediment reallocations of single 
erosive events and continuous models, addressing a series of events (Nearing et al., 2005). 
Input data requirements for continuous models are less restrictive compared to event-based 
models, since an event-specific parametrization is avoided. However, event-based models are 
preferable to investigate erosive responses in areas with few but high intensity rainfall such as 
the TGRA (Cai et al., 2005). Recent erosion studies in the TGRA, using physically-based 
erosion and deposition models, produced acceptable results (Cai et al., 2005; Shen et al., 
2009, 2010; Shi et al., 2012). However, most of the studies applied continuous models due to 
limited data availability at the catchment scale (Shen et al., 2009, 2010; Shi et al., 2012). By 
contrast, Cai et al. (2005) applied an event- and physically-based model at the plot scale that 
facilitates parametrization, but is inadequate to assess spatial organization of conservation 
measures in the catchment (Shi et al., 2012).  
This study aims to provide a methodological framework that enables a detailed assessment of 
sediment reallocations due to erosive rainfall events in a data scarce and small mountainous 
catchment within the TGRA. To identify and characterize erosive events, we continuously 
monitored the catchment on rainfall, runoff, and sediment yield in temporal resolution of 10 
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min for a period of 12 months. The reliability of the monitoring data was evaluated by a 
comparison to long-term observations. Erosive events were determined based on the cause-
effect relationship between rainfall, runoff, and sediment yield. We applied EROSION 3D 
that represents an event- and physically-based erosion and deposition model (Schmidt, 1991, 
1992). Digital Soil Mapping (DSM) techniques were used to generate spatially distributed soil 
property information, therefore facilitating the model parametrization in an area of general 
data scarcity. Thus, the objective of the study is the spatial identification and characterization 
of sediment sources and deposits within the catchment. 
2 Material and Methods 
2.1 Study area 
The study was conducted in the Upper Badong catchment (Figure 1), located approximately 
74 km upstream of the TGD in western Hubei Province (31°1ʹ24ʹʹN, 110°20ʹ35ʹʹE). The area 
covers 428.7 ha of which 72% are exposed to the north. Elevation ranges from 469 m to 1,483 
m with an average of 1,053 m. The average slope angle amounts to 26° and ranges between 0° 
and 53°. The lithology of the southern study area exhibits clayed siltstone linked to the middle 
Triassic formation, while dolomite and microcrystalline limestone from the lower Triassic is 
dominant in the north. According to the Chinese Soil Taxonomic system, dominant soil 
groups are purple soils in the south and yellow to yellow-brown soils in the north. Following 
the World Reference Base for Soil Resources (WRB, 2014), these soils refer to Cambisols 
and Alisols, respectively. The climate is humid subtropical with an average temperature of 
12.9 C° and an average annual precipitation of 1,082 mm. The rainfall regime of the study 
area shows a unimodal distribution with 68% of rainfall occurring from May to September. 
Land use is dominated by secondary forest vegetation (79.4 %) in the steep hillslopes of the 
mountainous study area. Small agricultural plots (< 0.5 ha) are scattered in the study area, but 
concentrate to unconsolidated farmland patches in the north at elevations between 500 m and 
700 m, in the middle-east from 850 m to 1050 m, and in the south from 1150 m to 1250 m. 
Since the climate allows two crops per year, the main patterns of crop rotation show corn and 
sweet potato in summer, followed by rapeseed and cabbage in winter. Conservation farming 
practices, such as contour tillage, furrow-ridge tillage or mulching with crop residues after 
harvest are increasingly implemented. 
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Figure 1: Study area (right) and its location within the Three Gorges Reservoir Area 
(left). 
 
2.2 Data acquisition and preparation 
We established a monitoring network to continuously record data on rainfall, runoff, and 
sediment yields (Figure 1). The data was logged in a temporal resolution of 10 minutes for a 
period of twelve months, starting in June 2013.  
Rainfall data was obtained by two self-emptying tipping bucket raingauges using the Vantage 
Pro 2 system by Davis Instruments with a single impulse capacity of 0.2 mm. The calibrated 
raingauges were installed at elevations of 501 m and 1193 m within the study area (Figure 1). 
The orifices were positioned at 1.5 m above ground to avoid disturbance by vegetation and 
wind. For further processing, data from both raingauges were averaged. We compared the 
measured short-term data to long-term monthly records to evaluate their representativeness. 
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The long-term records were obtained between 1960 and 2009 by the China Meteorological 
Administration (CMA, 2012) at a climate station (ID 57355) in distance of approximately 7 
km from the study area. The analysis was accomplished by comparing the distributions of the 
data regimes using descriptive statistics. 
Runoff data was obtained using a water pressure sensor (PTM/N/SDI-12 by STS-Sensors) 
that was positioned at the outlet of the catchment (Figure 1). Primarily, the water level was 
derived based on the water pressure and the geometry of the flow cross-section, which was 
measured in-situ. Subsequently, we applied the standard flow rate equation to determine the 
runoff (Kirkby, 1978): 
𝑄 = 𝐴 ∗ 𝑉𝑞,          (1) 
where Q is the runoff [m³s-1], A is the flow cross-section [m²], and Vq is the average flow 
velocity [ms-1]. Vq was calculated according to the empirical Manning equation for gravity 
flow in open channels (Kirkby, 1978): 
𝑉𝑞 =  
1
𝑛
∗ 𝛿2/3𝑠1/2,         (2) 
where n is the Manning coefficient for the hydraulic surface roughness [sm-1/3], s is the slope 
gradient [-], and δ is the flow depth [m]. 
We obtained sediment yield data from the outlet using a turbidity sensor (SN-PNEPA by 
PONSEL).The sensor measures the light intensity with an infrared beam that is scattered due 
to suspended particles. The measure is expressed in nephelometric turbidity units (NTU) and 
indicates the clarity of the water, which is mainly influenced by suspended sediments from 
eroding soil (Satterland & Adams, 1992; Anderson, 2005). Since the NTU measure depends 
on the properties of the suspended sediment, a conversion into mass units [mgl-1] requires a 
site-specific calibration. Thus, we progressively added 250 composite sediment samples from 
the entire study area to a defined water volume of 5 l. By stepwise NTU measurements, we 
derived a calibration curve to convert NTU values to suspended sediment load in mass units. 
During three field campaigns between 2012 and 2014, we conducted singular topsoil (0-20 
cm depth) moisture measurements (TDR-sensor ML3 Thetakit by Delta-T Devices) at 235 
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sites randomly distributed over the entire study area. We further collected 140 topsoil samples 
(0-25 cm depth) according to statistical sampling designs, which adequately enable the 
generation of soil property maps by DSM techniques (Stumpf et al., 2015a, b). The samples 
were analyzed for organic carbon content, particle size distribution, and bulk density, since 
these parameters outline relevant soil information for the application of EROSION 3D. At 
each sampling location we pooled five sub samples from the corners and the center of a 40 cm 
x 40 cm square to obtain composite samples. In addition, we pooled three sub samples, which 
were randomly obtained within this square, using a cylindrical core cutter with a defined 
volume of 100 cm³. We used aliquots (50 g) of the homogenized and dried (40°C) composite 
samples to determine the soil organic carbon content (elemental analyzer Vario EL III). The 
remains of the composite samples were used for particle size analysis. The samples were 
sieved (< 0.63 mm) to separate sand contents, while silt and clay contents were separated 
using the Sedigraph III 5120 by micromeritics GmbH. The bulk density was derived from the 
dry weight (105°C) of the volume defined samples. 
Land use information was based on a RapidEye satellite image from September 28th 2012, 
providing five spectral bands in a spatial resolution of 5 m x 5 m (RapidEye, 2012). We 
derived six land use classes according to ‘cropland’, ‘grassland’, ‘broadleaf’, ‘conifer’, 
‘shrub’, ‘woods’, and ‘built up’ (Liu et al., 2005). During the field campaigns in 2013 and 
2014, we further refined the land use class ‘cropland’ according to occurring crop rotations 
into ‘corn-rapeseed’ and ‘potato-cabbage’ based on in-situ observations. Moreover, we 
generated a digital elevation model (DEM) based on digitizing a topographical map of the 
catchment with contour lines at 10 m intervals. The data was rasterized and resampled to a 
cell size of 25 m x 25 m to buffer potential uncertainties.  
2.3 Determination of erosive events 
We used monitoring data on rainfall, runoff, and sediment yield to determine rainfall-runoff 
events and their associated erosive response. In a first step, we disaggregated the rainfall 
record according to a minimum inter-event time of six hours using the R-package ‘hydromad’ 
(Andrews & Guillaume, 2015). This threshold is commonly applied in event-based erosion 
studies (Wischmeier & Smith, 1981; Xie et al., 2002; Bagarello et al., 2008; Soulis et al., 
2009; Taguas et al., 2011) to identify independent rainfall events with similar initial soil 
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moisture conditions that control runoff generation (Bracken et al., 2008; Todisco, 2014). In a 
second step, we determined the direct runoff associated with each rainfall event. Direct runoff 
originates from rainfall that contributes immediately to the streamflow, while baseflow 
reaches the streamflow with a substantial delay  (Merz et al., 2006). We applied a recursive 
digital filter technique on the runoff record to separate baseflow from direct runoff (Nathan & 
McMahon, 1990; Arnold et al., 1995). Using the R-package ‘Ecohydrology’ (Fuka et al., 
2014), the following filter equation was applied: 
𝑞𝑡 =  𝛽 ∗ 𝑞𝑡−1 +
1+𝛽
2
∗ (𝑄𝑡 − 𝑄𝑡−1),        (3) 
where qt [m³s
-1] is the filtered direct runoff at the time step t [min], Qt [m³s
-1] is the original 
streamflow, and β [-] is the filter parameter. 
While an initial rainfall impulse defined the start of a rainfall-runoff event, the end was 
indicated when no longer associated direct runoff occurred. Using this event distinction, we 
attributed the respective sediment yield to each rainfall-runoff event to identify their erosive 
response. The adequacy of this procedure depends on the strength of the cause-effect 
relationship between rainfall, runoff, and sediment yields within the specific catchment 
(Todisco et al., 2014). This was evaluated by comparing the regimes of the monitoring data 
over the measuring period, using a correlation matrix.  
For further analyses, we selected these events, which exhibit direct runoff and an associated 
erosive response. In contrast, we rejected those events where a distinct attribution of direct 
runoff to a rainfall event was impossible due to inadequate separation between direct runoff 
and baseflow (Blume et al., 2007). 
Each of the erosive rainfall-runoff events was characterized according to the event-triggering 
rainfall properties (Table 2), such as total rainfall amount P [mm], the duration of occurring 
rainfall tp [h], the maximum rainfall intensity in 30 minutes I30 [mm*h
-1],  the maximum 
rainfall intensity in 60 minutes I60 [mm*h
-1], and the erosivity EI30 calculated as (Brown & 
Foster, 1987), 
𝐸𝐼30 = ∑ 𝐸 ∗ 𝐼30
0
𝑟=1 ,          (4) 
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where E [MJ ha-1] is the rainfall kinetic energy for a time interval r that can be estimated by  
𝐸 =  0.29 ∗ [1 − 0.72 ∗ exp(−0.05𝑖𝑟)] ∗ 𝑃𝑟.      (5) 
2.4 Modelling sediment reallocation 
2.4.1 Model description 
We applied EROSION 3D (Schmidt, 1991, 1992), a raster- and physically based erosion and 
deposition model that calculates soil losses and deposition, initiated by single rainfall events 
or event sequences in small watersheds. The model includes the erosional processes of direct 
runoff, detachment of soil particles by rainfall splash and runoff, transport of detached 
particles by runoff, routing of runoff and sediment, and sediment deposition. The 
mathematical incorporation of these processes is based on two subroutines, addressing runoff 
and more explicitly erosion.  
The runoff subroutine calculates the rainfall excess according to a modified Green and Ampt 
infiltration equation (Green & Ampt, 1911; Weigert & Schmidt, 2005; Schindewolf & 
Schmidt, 2012): 
𝑖 = 𝑘𝑠 ∗ 𝑔 + 𝑘𝑠 ∗
𝛹𝑚0
√
2𝑘𝑠∗𝛹𝑚0∗𝑡
𝑃𝑓∗(Θ𝑠−Θ0)
,         (6) 
where i is the infiltration rate [kg/(m²s)], ks is the saturated hydraulic conductivity [(kg s) m
-³], 
g is the gravity [m s-²], Ψm0 is the matric potential [N m kg-1] related to the initial water 
content Θ0 [N m kg-1], t is time [s], Pf is fluid density [kg m-³], and Θs is the saturated water 
content [m³ m-³]. The saturated hydraulic conductivity ks is estimated using the pedotransfer 
functions according to Campbell (1991): 
𝑘𝑠 = 4 ∗ 10
−3 ∗ (1.3 ∗
10−3
𝑃𝑏
)
1.3∗𝑏
∗ exp (−0.069 ∗ 𝑇 − 0.037 ∗ 𝑈,   (7) 
with  
𝑏 =  (10−3 ∗ 𝐷)−0.5 + 0.2 ∗ 𝛿𝑝,        (8) 
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where Pb is the bulk density [kg m
-³], T is the clay content [kg kg-1], U is the silt content [kg 
kg-1], b is parameter [-], D is the average diameter of soil particles [m], and δp is the standard 
deviation of the average diameter of soil particles [-]. 
Since the pedotransfer function assumes a rigid soil matrix, the temporal variability of the soil 
structure is disregarded. Therefore, the saturated hydraulic conductivity ks is corrected by a 
multiplication with an empirically derived so-called skinfactor to adjust the infiltration rates 
(Schindewolf & Schmidt, 2012).  
The erosion subroutine, thus the spatial quantification of particle detachment, transport and 
deposition, is based on the momentum-flux approach (Schmidt, 1991). Basically, this 
approach follows the assumption that the erosive impact of direct runoff and rainfall splash is 
proportional to their exerted momentum fluxes (Schindewolf & Schmidt, 2012). Where the 
momentum flux of the direct runoff flow ϕq is defined by 
𝜙𝑞 =  
𝑊𝑞∗𝑉𝑞
∆𝑋
 ,           (9) 
the momentum flux of the rainfall splash φr,α follows the equation 
𝜑𝑟,𝛼 = 𝑊𝑟 ∗ 𝑉𝑟 ∗ sin 𝛼 ∗ (1 − 𝐶𝐿),        (10) 
where Wq and Wr are the mass rate of direct runoff flow respectively rainfall splash, Vq and Vr 
are the average flow velocity respectively velocity of the rainfall droplets, ∆x is the length of 
the slope segment, α is the slope angle, and CL the soil cover. 
Since an observable rate of erosion requires a minimum rate of direct runoff qcrit, the erosion 
resistance of the soil is defined as the critical momentum flux ϕcrit, following the equation 
(Schindewolf & Schmidt, 2012), 
𝜙𝑐𝑟𝑖𝑡 =  
𝑞𝑐𝑟𝑖𝑡∗𝑃𝑞∗𝑉𝑞
∆𝑋
,          (11) 
where qcrit is the volume rate of flow [m³ (ms)
-1] at initial erosion, Pq is the fluid density [kg 
m-³], ∆x is the slope segment width [m], and Vq is the flow velocity [m s-1] that we derived 
according to equation (2). 
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2.4.2 Model application 
Besides the obtained rainfall records and the DEM, EROSION 3D requires a set of raster-
based soil property maps that represent their spatial heterogeneity at catchment scale as good 
as possible. The parameters of particle size distributions according to textural classes [%], 
bulk density [kg m-³], and organic carbon content [%] were assumed to be steady over the 
period of interest. In contrast, the parameters soil cover [%], erosion resistance [N m-²], 
hydraulic roughness according to Manning`s n [N m-1/3], skinfactor [-] to correct infiltration 
rates, and the initial soil moisture [vol.-%] were adjusted for each event (Schmidt et al., 1999; 
Schindewolf & Schmidt, 2012). 
DSM was applied to derive the steady soil parameters, since DSM techniques are cost-
efficient and provide soil property maps in high resolution (McBratney et al., 2003; Behrens 
et al., 2010; Behrens et al., 2014; Zhu et al., 2015). We set up Random Forest (RF) regression 
models (Breiman, 2001) to link the soil property samples with terrain covariates (SAGA, 
2012). The models were applied to estimate the spatial distribution of the soil properties. RF 
was selected since it includes an internal error estimation and has been successfully applied in 
the field of DSM (Peters et al., 2007; Heung et al., 2014; Stumpf et al., 2015b). For 
processing, we used the R-package ‘randomForest’ (Liaw & Wiener, 2002; Table 1). 
 
Table 1: Summary statistics (min: minimum; max: maximum; average; sd: standard 
deviation) and accuracy (coefficient of determination:R²; root mean squared error: RMSE) of 
steady soil parameters. 
Parameter Minimum Maximum Average sd RMSE R² 
Clay content [%] 18.6 44.8 32.6 3.7 5.1 0.58 
Silt content [%] 43.5 69.0 62.3 3.9 5.0 0.57 
Sand content [%] 1.4 30.8 4.9 5.2 3.9 0.79 
Bulk density [kg m-³] 700 2,000 1,200 100 100 0.36 
Organic carbon [%] 1.0 3.2 2.1 0.4 0.5 0.45 
 
The soil cover was estimated by interpreting the refined land use map in combination with 
crop rotation patterns and the seasonally occurring grow stages. The input parameters erosion 
resistance, hydraulic roughness, and skinfactor were estimated using a parameter catalogue 
(Michael, 2000). This catalogue contains a progressively updated compilation of empirically 
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obtained parameter values for different soils and crops, considering seasonal variations and 
management practices (Schmidt et al., 1999; Schindewolf & Schmidt, 2012). The parameter 
soil moisture is most sensitive and highly variable in time and space (Schmidt, 1992; Starkloff 
& Stolte, 2014). Thus, we initially used the average soil moisture values from the parameter 
catalogue. Then, we iteratively ran the model with varying soil moisture values and selected 
the best fit between observed and predicted direct runoff (Jetten et al., 1999; Schmidt et al., 
1999). Since the average moisture values of the test variations were only allowed to deviate 
by 20% from the average observed data, we ensured that the final data set remained in 
realistic limits. 
For the EROSION 3D model runs, all input parameter were harmonized to a cell size of 25 m 
x 25 m. We validated the model output of each event individually by comparing the predicted 
sediment yield at the catchment outlet with the observed sediment yield. To express the 
discrepancy, we used the proportional deviation (ERR) of the prediction from the respective 
observation. Moreover, we assessed the average model performance for the sequence of 
erosive events using the averaged individual prediction error (ERRaverage), the root mean 
square error (RMSE; Willmott & Matsuura, 2005) and the Nash-Sutcliff coefficient (NS; 
Nash & Sutcliff, 1970; Krause et al., 2005). The equations of the quality measures are defined 
as follows: 
𝐸𝑅𝑅 =
|𝑆𝑌𝑜𝑏𝑠−𝑆𝑌𝑠𝑖𝑚|
𝑆𝑌𝑜𝑏𝑠
 ,          (12) 
𝑅𝑀𝑆𝐸 =  √
∑ (𝑆𝑌𝑠𝑖𝑚,𝑖−𝑆𝑌𝑜𝑏𝑠,𝑖)
2𝑛
𝑖=1
𝑛
,        (13) 
𝑁𝑆 = 1 −  
∑ (𝑆𝑌𝑜𝑏𝑠,𝑖−𝑆𝑌𝑠𝑖𝑚,𝑖)
2𝑛
𝑖=1
∑ (𝑆𝑌𝑜𝑏𝑠,𝑖−𝑆𝑌𝑎𝑣𝑒,𝑜𝑏𝑠,𝑖)
𝑛
𝑖=1
2,        (14) 
where SYobs [Mg] is the observed sediment yield of an event i, SYsim [Mg] is the predicted 
sediment yield, and SYave,obs [Mg] is the average observed sediment yield. For model 
validation we used the R-package ‘hydroGOF’ by Zambrano-Bigiarini (2014). 
Finally, we mapped the erosion and deposition patterns as a budget over the erosive events to 
spatially identify sediment sources and deposits. We interpreted the results in context of the 
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occurring land use and topography. The model results of each pixel were separated according 
to four classes (severe: > 50 t ha-1; high: 20-50 t ha-1; moderate: 10-20 t ha-1; low: 0-10 t ha-1) 
for erosion and deposition respectively. This classification is based on thresholds that are 
commonly applied in the TGRA with respect to erosion studies (Shi et al., 2004; Shi et al., 
2012).  
3. Results 
3.1 Evaluation of the monitoring data  
We compared the monitored rainfall data (June 213 to May 2014) to the long-term records 
from Badong climate station (January 1960 to December 2009; Figure 2 above). With 895 
mm, the total rainfall amount of the short-term records is less compared to the long-term 
annual average of 1,082 mm, revealing relatively dry conditions during the monitoring period. 
This decline is attributable to the months of May, July, and October, showing a reduced 
rainfall amount between 54 mm and 68 mm. The deviations of the remaining months range 
between 1 mm in January and 20 mm in June with a positive budget of 11 mm. Furthermore, 
we compared the short-term amounts per month to the long-term average maxima and minima 
per month. The results show that the obtained records were all within the range of the long-
term records (Figure 2, above). Both, short- and long-term records exhibit a unimodal 
distribution with 67% and 68% of the annual rainfall amounts occurring during the wet season 
from May to September. The analogy between the rainfall records reveal that the short-term 
record is representative for the area.  
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Figure 2: Regimes of monthly rainfall, runoff, and sediment yield data in the monitoring 
period. Rainfall records are compared to ranges and averages of long-term records from 
Badong station (above). Regimes of runoff and sediment yield are compared among each 
other (below). 
 
Moreover, we evaluated the interrelation between the monitored rainfall, runoff, and sediment 
records within the study area (Figure 2). The annual distribution of the obtained runoff sums 
and sediment yields per month corresponds to the recorded rainfall regime. With a total 
annual runoff of 324 m³ ha-1, 80% occurs in the wet season from May to September. We 
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found the maximum runoff in June with 66 m³ ha-1, while from December to January less than 
1 m³ ha-1 runoff was recorded. Similarly, the total annual sediment yield adds up to 666 kg ha-
1, of which 71% occurs in the wet season. June shows the maximum yield with 116 kg ha-1, 
while minima occur from December to February with less than 3 kg ha-1 (Figure 2, below). 
We further calculated the relation of rainfall, runoff, and sediment yield by using the 
correlation coefficient. With a resolution of 10 minutes, rainfall data exhibit an r of 0.94 to 
runoff and 0.89 to sediment yield data, while the latter two are correlated with r = 0.84. The 
similar regimes of the recorded data and the associated r-values (>0.80) approve a strong 
cause-effect relationship between rainfall, runoff, and sediment yield. 
3.2 Properties of erosive rainfall events 
During the monitoring period we identified 19 erosive events, of which we excluded five from 
further analyses (Table 2). Compared to the selected events and referring to the average 
properties, the excluded events show an increase in duration D and total rainfall amount P of 
1,140 min and 19.4 mm, respectively. The average peak intensities I60, I30 are lower by 4.6 
mm 60min-1 and 4.5 mm 30min-1, respectively, and the average erosivity EI30 are lower by 
273.9 MJ ha-1 mm h-1. Moreover, the excluded events show intra-event periods of no rainfall 
close to the inter-event time of 6 h. Summarizing, the excluded events generally exhibit 
increased durations with decreased intensities of discontinuous rainfall. These patterns result 
in temporally variable runoff generation, thus, preventing an adequate separation between 
direct runoff and baseflow. 
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Table 2: Properties of selected and excluded events. The duration (D), the rainfall amount 
(P), the peak intensity of 60 and 30 minutes intervals (I60, I30), the erosivity (EI30), and the 
observed sediment yield (SYobs) are applied to characterize the events. 
    
Time 
D 
[min] 
P 
[mm] 
I60 
[mm/60min] 
I30 
[mm/30min] 
EI30 
[MJ 
ha-
1*I30] 
SYobs 
[Mg] 
S
el
ec
te
d
 f
o
r 
fu
rt
h
er
 a
n
al
y
si
s 
 S
Y
 <
 1
 M
g
 
20.06.2013 100 13.2 12.6 11.6 88.1 0.43 
29.07.2013 220 17.2 9.2 7.8 52.2 0.92 
18.08.2013 100 6.8 6.4 6.4 23.4 0.34 
25.08.2013 340 11.2 7.4 6.8 19.9 0.88 
27.03.2014 50 9.8 9.8 8.0 26.4 0.18 
28.03.2014 200 19.8 13.0 7.6 53.8 0.79 
01.05.2014 530 14.6 7.8 5.2 8.8 0.73 
24.05.2014 310 11.8 7.0 4.4 5.9 0.62 
 S
Y
 >
 1
 M
g
 
22.06.2013 170 28.6 22.2 16.4 501.7 4.21 
30.06.2013 100 14.2 13.6 13.6 154.5 1.03 
05.07.2013 530 39.4 26.0 17.6 516.5 3.88 
21.07.2013 270 19.8 14.2 12 116.9 2.58 
03.08.2013 400 22.0 21.6 15.2 286 1.19 
28.08.2013 720 42.6 34.8 32.4 2,789.9 7.03 
E
x
cl
u
d
ed
 
  
05.06.2013 1,158 49.2 13.6 9.6 120.2 - 
24.06.2013 1,458 36.4 7.0 4.6 22.5 - 
23.08.2013 2,368 25.0 8.0 5.6 17.0 - 
09.09.2013 1,692 41.2 9.0 7.4 48.4 - 
20.04.2014 1,422 42.0 13.8 9.4 81.1 - 
 
The average properties of the 14 selected events show a duration D of 276 min, a total rainfall 
of 19.4 mm, peak intensities I60 and I30 of 14.7 and 11.8, and an erosivity EI30 of 331.7 MJ ha
-
1 mm h-1. These event properties resulted in sediment yields SYobs ranging between 0.18 Mg 
and 7.03 Mg with an average of 1.77 Mg and a total sediment yield of 24.8 Mg. Eight events 
show a sediment yield less than 1 Mg with an average of 0.61 Mg (small events). Six events 
show sediment yields above 1 Mg with an average of 3.32 Mg (large events; Table 2). The 
large events account for 80.3% of the sediment yield and 61% of the total rainfall amounts 
over all events. 
3.3 Model performance  
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To evaluate the model performance for each event, we derived the individual model error 
(ERR). We compared the ERR-values to the observed sediment yields (Figure 3, above). 
Generally, small events with SY below 1 Mg exhibit increased model errors compared to 
events with sediment yields above 1 Mg. The average model error (ERRaverage) of the eight 
small events amounts to 36.2%, ranging between 15.1% and 62%. Except for one event, the 
ERR refer to severe underprediction. In contrast, the six large events show an average model 
error of 7.5%, ranging from 0.1 to 14.7%. Those values mainly result from overprediction. 
The simulated SY for all events amounts 24.2 Mg and deviates by 2.3% from the observed 
sediment yield of 24.8 Mg. The ERRaverage of all events results in 23.9%. Comparing the 
observed versus the predicted sediment yields across all events show a NS-value of 0.98 and a 
RMSE of 0.27 (Figure 3, below). Thus, the average model quality is high. However, the 
evaluation of the individual model errors reveals ambiguous patterns. While the model results 
for large events (>1 Mg)  show low ERR-errors, the model runs for the small events (<1 Mg) 
result in increased ERR-errors. 
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Figure 3: Individual and average model performance for all erosive events (black dots). 
Performance variability is expressed by comparing the individual prediction error (ERR) 
to the observed sediment yields (above). Average model performance is revealed by the 
averaged individual prediction error (ERRaverage, above) and by comparing observed to 
predicted sediment yields, applying the Nash-Sutcliffe coefficient (NS) and the root mean 
square error (RMSE; below). 
 
3.4 Characteristics of sediment reallocations 
We mapped the model results according to four classes of ‘severe’ (>50 Mg ha-1), ‘high’ (20-
50 Mg ha-1), ‘moderate’ (10-20 Mg ha-1), and ‘low’ (<10 Mg ha-1) erosion and deposition 
respectively (Figure 4). Moreover, we evaluated the spatial extent of erosion and deposition 
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zones (Table 3) according to land use patterns (Table 4). Since the large events with a SY > 
Mg  account for the vast majority of all events (80.3%) and uncertainties of the small events 
(<1 Mg) are high (ERRaverage=36.2%), we excluded the latter from the spatial analysis. 
 
 
Figure 4: Sediment sources and deposits as budget across erosive events with sediment 
yields higher than 1 t. Depression channels and land use classes according to 
agricultural land (composed of the classes ‘cropland’ and ‘grassland’) and mixed forest 
(composed of ‘broadleaf’, ‘conifer’ , ‘woods’, and ‘shrub’) are indicated.  
 
Agricultural land (land use classes: ‘corn-rapeseed’, ‘potato-cabbage’, ‘grassland’) presents 
17% (73.2 ha) of the total study area (428.7 ha). In 79.4% (340.4 ha) of the area ‘mixed 
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forest’, composed of the land use classes ‘broadleaf’, ‘conifer’, ‘woods’, and ‘shrub’ occurs. 
A small proportion of 3.5% (15.1 ha) is dedicated to small farm buildings. 
 
Table 3: Area of erosion and deposition (ha) and the erosion rate according to classes 
(severe: > 50 Mg ha-1, high: 20-50 Mg ha-1, moderate: 10-20 Mg ha-1, low: <10 Mg ha-1). 
 Soil erosion process Total area [ha] Severe [%] High [%] Moderate [%] Low [%] 
Soil loss 47.5 37.5 13.8 3.6 45.1 
Deposition 47.3 15.8 13.4 9.3 61.5 
 
Corresponding to the largest coherent agricultural area, ‘severe’ and ‘high’ erosion is 
predominantly located in the lowlands of the north, where the elevation ranges between 500 m 
and 650 m. A further band of ‘severe’ and ‘high’ erosion extends south of the major 
agricultural area at elevations between 800 m and 900 m. ‘Low’ erosion mainly occurs on the 
agricultural areas in the south at elevations between 900 m and 1400 m. Average slope 
inclinations of the erosion area amount to 21.5°, ranging between 4.3° and 39.4°. The 
mapping shows erosion on an area of 47.5 ha, accounting for 11.1% of the entire study area 
(Figure 4). The simulated erosion rate ranges between 0.01 and 527 Mg ha-1 with an average 
of 49.9 Mg ha-1 referring to the erosion area. A proportion of 37.5% (17.8 ha) of the erosion 
area is classified as ‘severe’ and 45.1% (21.4 ha) as ‘low’ (Table 3). In terms of land use, 
erosion mainly occurs on ‘corn-rapeseed’ and ‘potato-cabbage’ with approximately 69% of 
the respective area (Table 4). 
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Table 4: Erosion (Ero.) and deposition (Dep.) rates according classes (severe: > 50 Mg ha-1, 
high: 20-50 Mg ha-1, moderate: 10-20 Mg ha-1, low: <10 Mg ha-1) for different land uses 
(ha). 
Land use 
Area 
[ha] 
loss (dep.) 
[%] 
loss (dep.) 
severe [%] 
loss (dep.) 
high [%] 
loss (dep.) 
moderate [%] 
loss (dep.) 
low [%] 
Corn-rapeseed 47.8 69.2 (13.6) 26.1 (1.3) 10.3 (3.6) 2.3 (3.2) 30.5 (5.5) 
Potato-cabbage 19.4 69.1 (11.3) 29.9 (0.5) 8.8 (4.6) 3.1 (2.1) 27.3 (4.1) 
Grassland 6.0 5.0 (18.4) - (8.3) - (1.7) - (1.7) 5.0 (6.7) 
Mixed forest 340.4 0.5 (9.7) - (1.4) - (0.8) - (0.6) 0.5 (6.9) 
Built 15.1 - (41.7) - (10.6) - (6.6) - (4.0) - (20.5) 
 
‘Severe’ and ‘high’ sediment depositions mainly occur in the two major erosive areas in the 
north. Depositions are concentrated lateral of topographical depression channels, at field 
borders with high vegetation cover, and in infrastructural areas. In the south of the study area, 
at an elevation between 900 m and 1400 m, depositions are located adjacent to erosive areas 
and mainly classified as ‘low’. The total deposition area outlines an average slope inclination 
of 19.8°, ranging from 1.1° to 35.5°, therefore showing a marginal decline compared to the 
erosion area. Deposition occurs on 47.3 ha, thus 11% of the study area (Figure 4). The 
deposition rate ranges between 0.01 and 499.5 Mg ha-1 with an average of 40.3 Mg ha-1. A 
proportion of 61.5% (29.1 ha) of the deposition area is classified as ‘low’, while the 
remaining classes occupy areal proportions between 9.3% (4.4 ha) and 15.8% (7.5 ha; Table 
3). Referring to land use, deposition occurs on each class, while ‘built’ is occupied by 41.7% 
(6.3 ha) of the area. The proportional deposition area of the remaining land use classes range 
between 9.7% (33.0 ha) for ‘mixed forest’ and 18.4% (1.1 ha) for ‘grassland’ (Table 4).  
4 Discussion 
4.1 Erosive events and data quality 
In this study, rainfall-runoff events were delimited by an initial rainfall impulse and the 
remission of the associated direct runoff. This procedure is in accordance with other studies 
on rainfall-runoff events (Baltas et al., 2007; Blume et al., 2007). Subsequently, observed 
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sediment yields were attributed to identify the respective erosive response. However, the 
event properties that determine the erosive response highly depend on methodological settings 
for data acquisition, event exclusion, event classification rules, and the inter-event time to 
disaggregate a rainfall record (Dunkerley, 2008). Todisco et al. (2014) argued that the event 
properties change in time and space and can be referred to as arbitrary due to customized 
settings for individual applications and environments. This limits the comparability in terms 
of event-based erosion studies.  
In addition, high quality monitoring data on erosion become increasingly important to enable 
an evaluation of the site-specific cause-effect relationship and to address the requirements of 
complex model structures (Aksoy & Kavvas, 2005; Fang et al., 2013). Commonly, 
continuous and high resolution data on rainfall and runoff are available. Contrary, continuous 
data on sediment loads are often difficult to obtain due to required maintenance and operating 
personnel (Rickemann & McArdell, 2007). 
Within the TGRA, Fang et al. (2013) investigated erosive events in a small catchment of 
1,670 ha. Rainfall and runoff data were continuously measured in a resolution of 15 min. Data 
on sediment loads were manually obtained only during rainfall events. From a total of 205 
rainfall-runoff events between 1989 and 2004, 10 were classified as extreme according to a 
qualitative assessment of surface damage due to erosion. These events caused 83.3% of the 
sediment load. This supports Cai et al. (2005), who stated that most erosion in the TGRA is 
associated with very few heavy rainfall events each year.  
In contrast, we continuously derived data on rainfall, runoff, and sediment yield in a 10 min 
resolution over a period of 12 months within a catchment of 429 ha (Figure 1). The rainfall 
data was approved to be representative for the region, since the amounts per months were 
within the range of averaged daily long-term records (Figure 2). Similar to Fang et al. (2013) 
a few large events caused the major proportion of the total sediment yield. We identified 14 
events of which six showed sediment yields above 1 Mg, accounting for 80.3% of the total 
sediment yield. Moreover, we detected high correlations between the regimes of rainfall, 
runoff, and sediment yields with r-values above 0.8, while all regimes outline peak values 
during the wet season and minimum values in winter. Both, the high correlations and similar 
distributions indicate a strong cause-effect relationship between the monitoring data. 
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4.2 Erosion modelling in the Three Gorges Reservoir Area 
The performance of physically-based erosion models depends on the model capability to deal 
with the natural complexity of the erosion process and the spatial heterogeneity of the study 
area (De Vente & Poesen, 2005). Furthermore, the availability and quality of the input data 
needs to be in agreement with the complexity of the model routines (Van Rompaey & Govers, 
2002; De Vente et al., 2013). Thus, the combined criteria of the model design, environmental 
conditions, and data infrastructure determine the adequacy of a model for a specific research 
question (Boardman, 2006). In the TGRA, a few physically-based model attempts have been 
conducted to test model performances and to assess erosion control measures at catchment 
scale (Shen et al., 2010; Shi et al., 2012). 
Shi et al. (2012) applied WaTEM/SEDEM in catchment of 1,670 ha. This model uses the 
empirical RUSLE to calculate annual water erosion on hillslopes, and a sediment routing 
along the runoff channels by incorporating local sediment transport capacity (Van Rompaey 
et al., 2001). Shen et al. (2010) applied the WEPP model in a catchment of 162 ha. WEPP 
uses the Green-Ampt infiltration approach to simulate runoff and a steady-state sub-routine to 
solve a sediment continuity equation at a peak runoff rate (Flanagan & Nearing, 2000). We 
applied EROSION 3D in a catchment of 429 ha, a model that also uses the Green-Ampt 
infiltration equation for the runoff routine. However, the erosion routine is based on the 
momentum flux approach that relates the erosive impact of runoff and rainfall to their exerted 
momentum flux (Schmidt et al., 1999; Schindewolf & Schmidt, 2012).   
Both, WaTEM/SEDEM and WEPP present continuous model approaches producing average 
values for erosion and deposition. In contrast, EROSION 3D is an event-based model and 
therefore capable to assess the variability of erosive responses due to singular rainfall-runoff 
events. Event-based models require event-specific parametrization due to a high sensitivity to 
initial conditions. Thus, requirements for data quality in terms of accuracy and continuity are 
higher (Jetten et al. 2003; Aksoy & Kavvas 2005; Boardman, 2006). This especially accounts 
for the parameters that control infiltration, such as soil moisture and hydraulic conductivity 
(Schmidt et al. 1999; Jetten et al., 2003; Shen et al., 2010). Particularly in the TGRA, where 
major sediment reallocations are due to very few extreme events, the event-based assessment 
is of substantial interest in context of implementing erosion control measures to prevent 
hazardous impacts (Cai et al., 2005; Fang et al., 2013). 
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Continuous runoff data and discontinuous sediment yield data from the outlet were available 
for both model attempts by Shen et al. (2010) and Shi et al. (2012). The data was used to 
calibrate the WEPP model, while WaTEM/SEDEM was parametrized by available RUSLE 
data. Both studies were validated by the outlet data. In the present study we used continuous 
data on runoff and sediment yield, therefore providing an increased data consistency. Model 
calibration was enabled by using DSM techniques to calculate high resolution soil property 
information. Thus, DSM provided a solution to enable the parametrization of a physically- 
and event-based erosion and deposition model at catchment scale in a generally data scarce 
environment (Stumpf et al., 2015a). Further model parameters were based on land use data 
derived from satellite images and an empirically compiled parameter catalogue (Michael, 
2000). Only the sensitive soil moisture parameter was adjusted using observed and predicted 
runoff data, a procedure that is commonly applied in event-based erosion modelling (Schmidt 
et al., 1999; Jetten et al., 2003). Similar to the WaTEM/SEDEM and WEPP approach in the 
TGRA (Shen et al., 2010; Shi et al., 2012), model performance of the presented approach was 
assessed using outlet data on sediment yield. However, due to the variability in the sediment 
delivery ratio with changing temporal and spatial scale, sediment yield data have been 
criticized for field erosion measurements (Boardman, 2006). Nevertheless, the assumption of 
a stable and high sediment delivery ratio is reasonable, since the cause-effect relationship 
between the monitoring data (rainfall, runoff, sediment yield) is strong (r > 0.8) and erosive 
events are mainly due to high intensity rainfall events that are reported to cause high sediment 
connectivity (Lexartza-Artza & Wainwright, 2011; Baartman et al., 2013; Todisco, 2014; 
Marchamalo et al., 2015). 
Both physically-based model attempts in the TGRA (Shen et al., 2010, Shi et al., 2012) 
showed acceptable average model accuracies with NS=0.65 for the WaTEM/SEDEM 
approach and NS=0.84 (average deviation: 3.9%) for the WEPP modelling. Contrary, the 
presented study, using EROSION 3D, exhibited an increased average accuracy of NS=0.98 
and an decreased average deviation of 2.3 over all modelled events. Moreover, since 
EROSION 3D is event-based, we also derived event-specific accuracies. We detected 
ambiguous model performances between small events (< 1 Mg; ERRaverage=36.2%) and large 
events (> 1 Mg; ERRaverage=7.5%).The increasing model performance for large events is in 
agreement with other event-based model attempts (Zhang et al., 1996; Nearing et al., 1999; 
Nearing, 2000; Gumiere et al., 2011; Lee et al., 2013). In this context, Jetten et al. (2003) 
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argued that small-scale events are generally difficult to simulate since the deterministic 
character of erosion models is incapable to deal with the random component of measured 
data. Boardman (2006) relates the low accuracy of small-scale events to oversimplified runoff 
routines, which solely simulate runoff by infiltration excess and thereby underrating the 
erosive power of low intensity rainfall on saturated soil. Moreover, the decreased sediment 
connectivity of low intensity rainfall could cause variability in the outlet data, and therefore 
leading to biased estimation (Marchamalo et al., 2015).  
For the WaTEM/SEDEM approach ‘severe’ and ‘high’ erosion occurred on 10.5% of the 
study area with an average erosion rate of 13 Mg ha-1. Deposition was detected on 20.5%, 
while no classification on magnitude was conducted (Shi et al., 2012). For the WEPP 
approach the average erosion rate ranged between 2 and 38 Mg ha-1, while quantitative 
information on proportional areas of erosion and deposition was not provided. In the 
presented study, ‘severe’ and ‘high’ erosion was found on 5.7% of the study area., while 11% 
were occupied by deposition. The average erosion rate is 49.9 Mg ha-1, calculated over the 
erosion area and using the budget of the modelled events that account for 80.3% of the total 
sediment yield (Table 5). 
 
Table 5: Model-based erosion studies in the Three Gorges Reservoir Area, based on physical 
(EROSION 3D, WaTEM/SEDEM, WEPP), semi-empirical (SWAT), empirical 
(USLE/RUSLE), and  radionuclide inventory (C137) methods.   
Method Area [ha]  Average soil loss rate [Mg ha-1a-1]  Reference 
EROSION 3D 429 49.9 present study 
WaTEM/SEDEM 1,670 13.2 Shi et al.[2012] 
WEPP 162 2 - 38 Shen et al. [2010] 
SWAT 162  27.0 Shen et al. [2009] 
USLE 2.3*106  32.8 Zhang [2008] 
RUSLE 3.2*105  52 - 76 Strehmel et al. [2015] 
RUSLE 162  26 - 52 Shi et al. [2004] 
137Cs 70  45.0 Lu & Higgit [2000] 
137Cs 0.21 51.5 Quine et al. [1999] 
137Cs 1.1*108  24.2 He et al. [2007] 
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Other model-based erosion studies within the TGRA applied the empirical RUSLE, the semi-
empirical SWAT model, or radionuclide inventories of (C137) in various scales (Quine et al., 
1999; Lu & Higgit, 2000; Shi et al., 2004; He et al., 2007; Zhang, 2008; Strehmel et al., 
2015). The estimated erosion rates ranged between 26 Mg ha-1 a-1 and 76 Mg ha-1 a-1. Since 
the average erosion rate of the presented study lies within the range of other erosion studies in 
this region, the applied approach can therefore be considered as reliable. However, the 
comparability of erosion rates is limited due to scale-dependency in terms of space and time, a 
variety of measurement methods, and the complex relationship between environmental factors 
and erosion (Boardman, 2006; De Vente et al., 2007; Cantón et al., 2011; Vanmaercke et al., 
2011; García-Ruiz et al., 2015). In this context, García-Ruiz et al. (2015) compiled a data 
base of erosion rate studies from more than 4000 sites worldwide, and analyzed the data on 
their relation to (non-) environmental factors. The meta-analysis revealed general trends of 
positive relations to factors such as slope, annual precipitation, and land use. However, the 
results showed high variability since the included studies comprised various spatial scales, 
durations of the experiments, and methods. Moreover, García-Ruiz et al. (2015) argued that 
insufficient descriptions of study areas, methods, and results, further exacerbate the 
comparability of erosion studies. 
4.3 Sediment reallocation and landuse 
This study investigates rainfall-triggered sediment reallocations to enable sustainable land 
management at catchment scale. However, the sedimentological response of a landscape is 
complex, since it depends on a variety of interacting physical processes, which are related to 
topography, climate, soil, and vegetation among others (Martínez-Mena et al., 1998; 
Cammeraat, 2004; Puigdefábregas, 2005; Bracken & Croke, 2007; Bautista et al., 2007;  
Kröpfl et al., 2013; Marchamalo et al., 2015). 
The quantification of the landscape response is increasingly achieved using the concept of 
landscape connectivity, which describes the water-mediated sediment fluxes within a 
catchment (Bracken & Croke, 2007; Lexartza-Artza & Wainwright, 2011; Fryirs, 2013). 
Marchamalo et al. (2015) presented a method to identify hotspots of sediment sources, 
deposits, and their linkages by repeatedly mapping after rainfall events. Keesstra et al. (2009) 
combined field surveys, site-specific expert knowledge, and a sediment delivery model to 
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establish a detailed sediment budget. However, the aforementioned approaches are 
accompanied by extensive field work, since detailed landscape features, related to 
connectivity are difficult to derive from DEMs and remote sensing images (Marchamalo et 
al., 2015; Lesschen et al., 2009) 
In contrast, the presented approach outlines a modelling framework of automated field 
monitoring and DSM techniques to calibrate a physically- and event based erosion model. 
The framework reduces efforts for field work and is applicable in data scarce and highly 
dynamic environments. However, the validation by outlet data only addresses overall model 
accuracy, while an uncertainty assessment of quantified sediment reallocations is limited 
(Jetten et al., 1999; Boardman, 2006).  
Nevertheless, the spatial results of the modelling approach are in agreement with average soil 
loss rates of main land use types in southern China (Hill & Peart, 1998; Huang et al., 1998; 
Xiang et al., 2001; Gao et al., 2004; Zheng & Zhang, 2006; Guo et al., 2015). The data is 
based on plot-scale studies, from which an average soil loss rate of 0.38 Mg ha-1 a-1 for the 
land use type ‘forest’, 5.5 Mg ha-1 a-1 for ‘grassland’, and 35.4 t ha-1 a-1 for ‘cropland’ were 
identified. According to a review of Hill & Peart (1998), average soil loss in southern China 
amounts to 0.1 Mg ha-1 a-1 for ‘forest’, 2.4 Mg ha-1 a-1 for ‘grassland’, and 62.4 Mg ha-1 a-1 for 
‘cropland’. In the present study, we found erosion on the land use classes ‘corn-rapeseed’ and 
‘potato-cabbage’, while both land use classes were classified as ‘severe’(> 50 Mg ha-1) for 
approximately one third of the specific land use area (Table 4). 
In addition, Takken et al. (1999) mapped erosion patterns and calculated the erosion rate after 
an extreme rainfall event for different land use types in a small catchment in Belgium. The 
results confirm the aforementioned erosion rates with no erosion for ‘forest’, 0.2 Mg ha-1 for 
‘grassland’, 53.0 Mg ha-1 for ‘potato’, and 76.0 Mg ha-1 for ‘corn’. Moreover, Takken et al. 
(1999) found deposition on 3.5% of the study area, while major deposition zones were 
concentrated along the topographical depression lines, at field borders with high vegetation, 
and on roads. These results are generally confirmed by the present study, while deposition 
occurred on each land use class, but concentrated in topographic depression lines and on 
infrastructure (Figure 4; Table 4). 
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5 Conclusion 
In this study we analyzed sediment reallocations due to erosive rainfall events in a data scarce 
and small catchment of the Three Gorges Reservoir area in China. Thus, we set up a 
methodological workflow to parametrize EROSION 3D and tested the model as a tool to 
spatially identify sediment sources and deposits. We accomplished the complex model 
parametrization using Digital Soil Mapping techniques, land use maps based on satellite data, 
and a parameter catalogue that contains empirically derived values for various conditions. The 
continuous model calibration data on rainfall, runoff, and sediment yields were representative 
for the region and showed a strong cause-effect relationship, facilitating to derive erosive 
events. The majority of the total sediment yield (80.3%) were attributed to only six large 
erosive events. Erosion 3D performed well for large events, while small events showed high 
uncertainties. We detected an average erosion rate of 49.9 Mg ha-1 within the erosion area that 
covered 11.1% of the study area. The major proportions of the erosion area were classified as 
‘severe’ (37.5%) and ‘low’ (45.1%) erosion. Primarily, erosion occurred on cropland, 
concentrated on the land use classes ‘corn-rapeseed’ and ‘potato-cabbage’. Deposition 
occurred on 11% of the study area, mainly classified as ‘low’ deposition (61.5%). Contrary to 
the erosion area, each land use class was affected by deposition, while the major areal 
proportions were attributed to the classes ‘built’ (47.1%) and ‘grassland’ (18.4%). In 
summary, we presented an efficient methodological outline to meet the complex data 
requirements of a physically- and event-based erosion model. Moreover, considering that the 
major sediment yields in the region are associated to a few large events, EROSION 3D can be 
recommended to identify sediment reallocations in small catchments.  
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Abstract 
Below vegetation, throughfall kinetic energy (TKE) is an important factor to express the 
potential of rainfall to detach soil particles and thus for predicting soil erosion rates. TKE is 
affected by many biotic (e.g. tree height, leaf area index) and abiotic factors (e.g. throughfall 
amount) due to changes in rain drop size and velocity. However, studies modelling TKE with 
a high number of those factors are lacking. 
This study presents a new approach to model TKE. We used 20 biotic and abiotic factors to 
evaluate thresholds of those factors that can mitigate TKE and thus decrease soil erosion. 
Using these thresholds, an optimal set of biotic and abiotic factors was identified to minimize 
TKE. The model approach combined recursive feature elimination, Random Forest variable 
importance and Classification and Regression Trees. TKE was determined using 1405 splash 
cup measurements during five rainfall events in a subtropical Chinese tree plantation with 
five-year-old trees in 2013. 
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Our results showed that leaf area, tree height, leaf area index and crown area are the most 
prominent vegetation traits to model TKE. To reduce TKE, the optimal set of biotic and 
abiotic factors was a leaf area lower than 6700 mm2, a tree height lower than 290 cm 
combined with a crown base height lower than 60 cm, a leaf area index smaller than 1, more 
than 47 branches per tree and using single tree species neighbourhoods. Rainfall 
characteristics like amount and duration further classified high or low TKE. These findings 
are important for the establishment of forest plantations which aim to minimize soil erosion in 
young succession stages using TKE modelling. 
Keywords 
Soil erosion, BEF China, modelling, Random Forest, CART, tree architecture, leaf traits, 
rainfall. 
 I Introduction 
Soil erosion by water is a major threat to natural ecosystems and agricultural land in many 
regions of the world (Cao et al., 2013; Cerdá et al., 2009; Lieskovský and Kenderessy, 2014; 
Seutloali and Beckedahl, 2015). Besides slope, slope length, soil erodibility and vegetation, 
rainfall erosivity is another important driver in predicting soil erosion rates by empirical 
(Renard et al., 1997) or process-based models (Morgan et al., 1998). Higher rainfall and 
rainfall erosivity are negatively related to soil conservation and thus soils can lose important 
ecosystem services, e.g. filtering water (Keesstra et al., 2012), secure food production and 
plant diversity (Brevik et al., 2015), while conversely plant diversity can also affect soil 
conservation (Berendse et al., 2015). Rainfall erosivity is most commonly expressed by the 
EI30 which combines rainfall energy (E) and rainfall intensity per 30 minute interval (I30). 
While there are numerous studies investigating rainfall intensity and related processes (van 
Dijk et al., 2002), research on the determining processes of rainfall energy is limited. Few 
studies deal with the discussion of a proper erosivity index of rainfall energy (Goebes et al., 
2014), while others investigate seasonal and temporal trends of rainfall energy (Nunes et al., 
2014; Taguas et al., 2013). This lack of studies is particularly true when rainfall energy is 
examined below tree canopies as throughfall kinetic energy (TKE). Here, the size distribution 
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of rain drops is changed due to biotic factors (e.g. leaf traits), potentially resulting in higher 
TKE than rainfall energy at open field sites (Geißler et al., 2010; Geißler et al., 2012; Nanko 
et al., 2004; Nanko et al., 2015). In addition, rain drop size is positively related to rainfall 
intensity (Cerdá, 1997). This strengthens the influence of TKE on inducing soil erosion 
processes below tree canopies. Hence, if a litter cover at the soil surface is missing, TKE is 
directly influencing soil erosion (Seitz et al., 2015) indicating the definite role of vegetation 
for soil erosion control (Cerdá, 1998).  
Reflecting the relevance of TKE for soil erosion, TKE has been measured in different regions, 
under different rainfall conditions and below different vegetation in the past 15 years (Nanko, 
2007; Nanko et al., 2008, 2011; Sanchez-Moreno et al., 2012; Zhou et al., 2002). In addition, 
several studies investigated the influence of biotic (single leaf and tree architectural traits) and 
abiotic factors (rainfall characteristics) on TKE separately. For instance, a positive effect on 
TKE has been reported for leaf area (Goebes et al., 2015a), tree height (Foot and Morgan, 
2005; Geißler et al., 2013), crown area (Brandt, 1988; Nanko et al., 2008), crown base height 
(Brandt, 1990; Nanko et al., 2008) and throughfall amount (Brandt, 1988; Geißler et al., 2012; 
Scholten et al., 2011). TKE is negatively influenced by leaf area index (LAI) (Nanko et al., 
2006; Nanko et al., 2008) and the number of branches (Herwitz, 1987). In addition, TKE 
shows spatial variability (Finney, 1984; Nanko et al., 2011). Furthermore, deciduous tree 
species can cause higher TKE than evergreens (Goebes et al., 2015a).  
There are some studies that modelled TKE with biotic and abiotic factors to evaluate its role 
in erosion processes. However, these studies are limited in their number of biotic and abiotic 
factors. For instance, Moss and Green (1987) reported a maximum crown base height of 30 
cm below which TKE is non-erosive. Brandt (1990) developed a model incorporating tree 
height as the most important vegetation variable while Calder (1996) used interception 
processes to model TKE by evaluating the drop size distribution. Foot and Morgan (2005) 
suggested to model TKE by only using tree height and canopy area. Type and intensity of a 
rainfall event determine whether TKE is erosive or not (Brandt, 1989; Zhou et al., 2002). 
Furthermore, several studies used modelling approaches to determine the role of rainfall 
kinetic energy in soil erosion at open sites in different regions of the world (Assouline, 2009; 
Assouline and Mualem, 1989; Salles and Poesen, 2000; van Dijk et al., 2002). 
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As a consequence, literature on modelling TKE patterns and potential thresholds for a variety 
of biotic and abiotic factors in the context of erosivity remain scarce. It remains unclear if 
thresholds exist for biotic and abiotic factors that lead to a specific TKE. This motivates to 
model TKE by using a variety of biotic and abiotic predictor variables to clarify their 
influence, interaction and importance. This, in turn, helps to better understand mechanisms 
that underlie and mediate soil erosion processes. 
In the past decades, statistical and machine-learning methodologies made a huge progress. 
Random Forest (RF) is such a machine-learning technique, representing an ensemble of 
randomized classification and regression trees (CART) (Breiman, 2001). The final estimation 
is derived by aggregating the individual trees. A single CART uses a set of binary rules to 
compute a target variable. The binary rules are based on independent variables and the 
observed response variable (Breiman et al., 1984). In RF, estimations are derived from 
multiple CART-like trees, adapted by using randomized subsets of the input data (Grimm et 
al., 2008). As a consequence, RF is increasingly applied in ecological studies. Peters et al. 
(2007) estimated the occurrence of vegetation types, while Kuz'min et al. (2011) estimated 
aquatic toxicity. With regard to soil erosion research, Märker et al. (2011) used Random 
Forest to model erosional response units and to identify major controlling factors of soil 
erosion. While RF provides a variable importance measure, the estimations exhibit limited 
interpretability. Since in RF the final estimation is derived from aggregated results of multiple 
decision tree models, the relation between predictors and estimations cannot be easily 
assessed. This in turn can be accomplished by single CART models (Breiman et al., 1984; 
Cutler et al., 2007). 
In this study we propose a step-wise decision tree approach to establish a rule-based system 
for estimating TKE. We combined the RF feature importance measure and recursive feature 
elimination (RFE) to determine a feature subset as input for estimating TKE using a single 
CART modelling approach. Subsequently, we analysed the CART with regard to biotic and 
abiotic factors to detect erosion-relevant thresholds of those factors in the context of TKE. We 
used this methodological frame to evaluate three objectives: 
i) to describe and model TKE with a distinct set of biotic and abiotic factors  
ii) to identify relevant biotic and abiotic factor thresholds for predicting TKE in order 
to find an optimal predictor subset that minimizes TKE  
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iii) to evaluate those predictions using a literature comparison  
II Data collection and modelling 
1 Study site and experimental design 
The study was conducted within the framework of the large-scale biodiversity-ecosystem 
functioning experiment “BEF-China” (Bruelheide et al., 2014) at Xingangshan, Jiangxi 
Province, PR China (N29°08-11, E117°90-93). The climate in Xingangshan is typical of 
subtropical summer monsoon regions with a mean annual temperature of 17.4 °C and an 
average annual rainfall of 1635 mm. The experimental area holds 70 ha with a plot-based tree 
diversity treatment including 24 tree species on 261 plots. Tree individuals were planted after 
harvest of the previous stand in 2009 and they were five years old at the time of TKE 
measurements. For this study, 40 plots were selected by random, including 17 monocultures, 
10 2-species mixtures, six 4-species mixtures, four 8 species-mixtures, one 16-species 
mixtures and two 24-species mixtures to cover a wide range of different species richness 
levels and compositions. Within one plot, eight measurements were realized by selecting eight 
different positions in order to cover a wide range of spatial variability (Goebes et al., 2015b). 
Positions (1), (4), (6) and (8) were influenced by one tree individual (1, 15 cm from the stem; 
4, 45 cm from the stem; 6, first branch; 8, 30 cm from the stem), (2), (5) and (7) were 
influenced by two tree individuals (2, middle of two; 5, 45 x 120 cm intersection; 7, 75 x 75 
cm intersection) and (3) was influenced by four tree individuals (3, middle of four).  
2 Measurement of TKE and rainfall 
TKE was measured using Tübingen Splash Cups (Scholten et al., 2011) filled with uniform 
fine sand (diameter 0.125 mm). Sand loss in grams (ds) in splash cups (sc) was used to 
calculate TKE (standardized by gross rainfall; J m-2 mm-1) by the function given by Scholten 
et al. (2011) with a modified slope, a correction to 1 m2 and the gross rainfall amount in mm 
(rf) of each rainfall event: 
𝐾𝐸𝑟𝑎𝑖𝑛𝑓𝑎𝑙𝑙[
𝐽
𝑚2𝑚𝑚
] =
𝑑𝑠𝑠𝑐[𝑔] ∗ 0.1455 ∗ (
10,000𝑐𝑚2
𝜋𝑟𝑠𝑐2
)
𝑟𝑓𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑛𝑡
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In total, 1600 splash cups were measured during five rainfall events (see Table 1 for rainfall 
characteristics) from May to July 2013. These rainfall events covered a broad range of all 
rainfall events. In 2013, our climate station registered 33 erosive events (Renard et al., 1997; 
Wischmeier and Smith, 1978) ranging from 13 mm to 185 mm with a total rainfall amount of 
1205 mm. In 2012, 49 erosive events ranging from 13 mm to 211 mm were measured. Mean 
rainfall amount per event was 40 mm in 2012 and 30 mm in 2013. 
 
Table 1: Rainfall characteristics of five rainfall events. Rainfall amount (RA), intensity (I) and 
duration (D) were measured at the climate station of BEF-China using a tipping bucket. 
Mean throughfall (TF) was measured at each TKE measurement position using rainfall 
gauges.  
Rainfall 
events 
RA (mm) D (h) 
I (5 min peak 
intensity, mm h-
1) 
I (total 
event, mm 
h-1) 
TF  
(mm) 
Mean TKE [J 
m-2 mm-1] 
(standard 
deviation) 
Event 1 23.3 10.16 12.1 2.29 28.3 11.00 (7.90) 
Event 2 39.3 11.5 22.8 3.42 47.9 9.02 (7.66) 
Event 3 61.2 14.5 44.4 4.25 73.8 9.05 (5.15) 
Event 4 6.6 2.33 25.2 2.83 5 11.93 (8.36) 
Event 5 185.7 30.58 127.2 6.07 192.7 6.96 (3.23) 
 
By reviewing literature on TKE measurements (measured in J m-2 mm-1) of the past 30 years 
(Table 2) and classifying those results into four different categories using k-means clustering 
with 1000 iterations (MacQueen, 1967), we evaluated our TKE measurements according to 
these categories. The cluster means appeared in a multiplicative way using standard 
deviations (SD) from the mean TKE across all studies. (20.7 J m-2 mm-1, Table 2). Thus, 
category 1 was calculated by subtracting 2 SD from mean (hereafter referred to as low TKE, 
range = 0 – 11.3 and mean = 7.5), category 2 by subtracting 1 SD from mean (moderate TKE, 
range = 11.3 – 17.4 and mean = 14.1), category 3 by representing the mean (average TKE, 
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range = 17.5 – 24.0 and mean = 20.7) and category 4 by adding 1 SD to the mean (high TKE, 
range = 24.1 – 70 and mean = 27.3). The studies cover a wide range of rainfall amounts (300 
– 2478 mm a-1) and intensities (0.4 – 372 mm h-1). They confirm that rainfall characteristics 
of our study (rainfall amount of 1635 mm a-1 and intensities of 12 - 127 mm h-1) are close to 
the mean of the literature review and thus can be considered representative. This allows 
comparing and categorizing our TKE measurements to the categories resulting from the 
literature review.  
 
Table 2: Mean, minimum and maximum throughfall kinetic energy (TKE in J m-2 mm-1) 
measured in different studies. Rainfall characteristics show amount of annual precipitation or 
simulated rainfall intensity and type of rainfall. Abbreviations: TF=throughfall, FF=freefall, 
art=artificial, SD=standard deviation. 
Study 
Rainfall characteristics of 
either study site or 
experiment 
Mean TKE Min TKE Max TKE 
(Sanchez-Moreno et al., 2012)  300-500 mm a-1, FF ~21 4 70 
(Nanko, 2007)  2300 mm a-1, TF+(FF) 27 (11) 23.8 31.2 
(Finney, 1984)  61 mm h-1 (art.), TF 7 0.4 10.5 
(Brandt, 1987) n/a mm, TF  21.8 3 40 
(Nanko et al., 2008) 39.8 mm h-1 (art.), TF+(FF) 17.5 (12.7) 15.9 20.7 
(Nanko et al., 2011)  40 and 85 mm h-1 (art.), TF 16.2 11.8 21.2 
(van Dijk et al., 2002) 0.4 - 372 mm h-1, FF 21 3.4 36.8 
(Brandt, 1988)  2478 mm a-1, TF+(FF) 27 (18) 13.6 40.2 
(Zhou et al., 2002) 1454 mm a-1, TF 28 21 33 
All 9 studies combined 
 
20.7 (SD 
6.6) 
0.4 70 
Present study 1635 mm a-1, TF 9.6 0.3 54.8 
 
3 Measurement of biotic and abiotic factors 
With regard to biotic factors, plot-level diversity was evaluated based on the experimental 
design. Neighbourhood diversity was specified by the composition of direct neighbouring tree 
individuals of a measurement position. In addition, we used the binary contrast mono-mixture 
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to differ between monoculture plots and mixture plots. Tree height, LAI, crown area, ground 
coverage, number of branches, ground diameter, crown base height, leaf habit (deciduous, 
evergreen and in mixtures both), leaf area (mean leaf area per one leaf of one species) and 
specific leaf area (Goebes et al., 2015b; Kröber et al., 2014; Kröber and Bruelheide, 2014; Li 
et al., 2014) were measured as biotic factors.  
As abiotic factors, we measured throughfall at each TKE measurement position using rainfall 
gauges. The number of individuals was determined by counting direct tree neighbours that 
were influencing one splash cup. Spatial variability was assessed using the different positions 
of the sampling design. All splash cup positions were covered by vegetation. If a splash cup 
was influenced by more than one tree individual, mean values of biotic factors of the 
respective tree individuals were used. Tree species richness and number of individuals were 
included as categorical and continuous predictors to avoid underparameterisation of 
categorical predictors. Altogether we used a set of 5 categorical and 15 continuous predictors 
to model TKE (Table 3). 
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Table 3. Predictors used as independent variables in the CART models. Mean values (and 
standard deviation; SD) were calculated using all five rainfall events. c = categorical 
variable and n = numerical variable.  
  Indicators Abbr. Mean (SD) Min Max  Unit 
Biotic 
factors 
Tree species 
richness (c and n) 
A, B 4.00 (5.63) 1 24 - 
 
Neighbourhood tree 
species richness 
C 1.24 (0.55) 1 4 - 
 
Mono-Mixture 
contrast 
D - 
  
- 
 
Tree height E 
271.60 
(156.42) 
30 831 cm 
 
Leaf area index 
(LAI) 
F 1.43 (1.07) 0.02 4.56 - 
 
Crown area G 
24,132 
(26,462) 
192 173,590 cm2 
 
Ground coverage H 0.62 (0.28) 0.01 0.99 - 
 
Number of branches I 21 (16) 1 110 - 
 
Ground diameter  J 3.92 (2.03) 0.65 12.6 cm 
 
Crown base height K 
56.74 
(75.10) 
0.5 603.5 cm 
 
Leaf habit 
(deciduous vs. 
evergreen) 
L - 
  
- 
 
Leaf area M 
13,898 
(13,214) 
1121 37,038 mm2 
 
Specific leaf area N 11.61 (1.27) 8.61 15.23 g mm-2 
Abiotic 
factors 
Throughfall amount O 
69.55 
(73.97) 
0.8 303.5 mm 
 
Position P - 
  
- 
 
Number of 
individuals (c and 
n)  
Q, R 1.73 1 4 - 
 
Rainfall event 
intensity 
S 46.3 (46.7) 12.1 127.2 
mm h-1 
  
Rainfall event 
duration 
T 13.8 (10.4) 2.3 30.6 h 
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4 Data modelling 
Leaf and tree architectural thresholds on which TKE was evaluated were finally derived by 
using CART. Instead of pruning the final CART, we decided to use RFE followed by variable 
importance selection of Random Forest to decrease the number of input variables before the 
construction of the final CART. This (i) allows us to reduce noise in the CART if we exclude 
less important features prior to the CART, (ii) enables a rule-based interpretation of the 
constructed trees and (iii) limits over-fitting. For instance, noise can be reduced due to 
exclusion of unimportant input variables if a very large number of uninformative predictors 
were collected and one such predictor would randomly correlate with the outcome.  
a Recursive feature elimination. RFE with incorporated resampling was used to identify 
model performance related to the numbers of input variables (Kuhn, 2014). The model 
approach is based on the following steps: (1) Split data in training and validation set, (2) Train 
the model on the training set using all predictors, (3) Calculate model performance, (4) 
Calculate variable importance, (5) For each subset size Si, i = 1…S do, (6) Keep the Si most 
important variables, (7) Train the model on the training set using Si predictors, (8) Calculate 
model performance, (9) Calculate the performance profile over all Si, (10) Determine the 
appropriate number of predictors, (11) Determine the final ranks of each predictor, and (12) 
Fit the final model based on the optimal Si (Kuhn, 2014). Variables occurring after the 
optimal input variable number were dismissed in the subsequent RF models. 
This approach leads to a distinct number of input variables for CART. Therefore, it limits 
input variables in the final CART and simplifies sub-sequent rule-based model interpretation. 
However, RFE cannot give information on what the most important variables have been and 
thus a second approach is needed. 
b Variable importance using Random Forests. The variable importance of RF was used to 
detect the most important variables. RF are optimal suited to identify relevant features 
(Breiman, 2001) based on mean increased modelling performance (%IncMSE) via 
randomized feature and instance sampling. This is calculated by using the inherent structure 
of the RF approach as an ensemble of multiple decision trees where each individual tree is 
based on a bootstrap sample (random sampling with replacement; Efron and Tibshirani 
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(1994)) of the data. Additionally, at each split only a random subset of all features is tested to 
find the parameter, which is best suited to further split the node (see 2.4.3).  
All single trees are evaluated using the out-of-the-bag data. OOB is the portion of the data, 
which is left out in each bootstrap replicate to build one tree of the ensemble. For the mean 
increased modelling performance each feature is randomly permuted at each split and the rate 
of change of the mean square error, compared with the original feature, is used as an indicator 
for its importance (Breiman, 2001; Grimm et al., 2008). This measure does not over-fit 
because it is tested against the independent OOB data (Prasad et al., 2006).  
As a consequence, RF allows for analysis of non-parametric and non-linear effects and gives 
no need to transform data before modelling. They provide high prediction accuracy by fitting 
an ensemble of CARTs to a data set and combining the predictions from all CARTs (Cutler et 
al., 2007). The major drawback is that the resulting models are often black boxes and not able 
to obtain leaf and tree architectural thresholds for specific TKE measurements. 
Therefore, the variable importance of RF was only used to dismiss all input variables that do 
not lead to a better model performance based on the results of the RFE.  
c Rule construction using CART. Classification rules to evaluate biotic and abiotic factor 
thresholds on TKE were constructed using CART. CARTs build rules by splitting the 
continuous response into two groups (resulting into nodes which are the sample means of 
each group) by using an optimal threshold of a predictor (splitting) variable. The optimal split 
(threshold) is defined as the largest drop to reduce the residual sum of squares between the 
two groups of the target variable fitted with an ANOVA to the predictor evaluated at this split. 
The splitting process is iterated in a recursive way for each of the two sub-regions and for 
each of the predictor variables (Breiman et al., 1984). Vertical location of a predictor defines 
its importance in predicting the target variable TKE. CARTs were constructed using the 
ANOVA method. Due to the simplification of the model structure by dismissing none/or less 
relevant input variables, no tree pruning was applied.  
d Modelling setups and validation. We used TKE as dependent target variable and the 
variables listed in Table 3 as independent variables according to RFE and RF results. Six 
models were constructed for each approach: one model of each single rainfall event to obtain 
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rainfall-specific TKE models and one model of all rainfall events to obtain rainfall-
independent TKE models. Rainfall event was used as input variable only in the models 
constructed out of all rainfall events. Model performance of the RFE was evaluated using the 
root mean square error (RMSE) and the explained variance (R2). To evaluate the optimal 
number of input variables based on RFE, we calculated weighted mean of all six models 
(model combining all rainfall events was double-weighted). We only used one number of 
dismissed variables so that every rainfall event is treated identically with the same number of 
input variables resulting in equal CART starting positions considering tree growth and 
importance evaluation. This equal number of input variables allows a comparison between 
different models. Mean increased modelling performance (%IncMSE) was used to obtain the 
most important variables within the Random Forests. The number of randomly selected 
predictors to test at each node (mtry) and the number of instances/data points in the final node 
(nnodesize) were tested with 1, 2, 3 and 4 and finally set to 3. We constructed 1500 trees per 
model using regression. Fivefold repeated 10-fold cross-validation was used to validate the 
CARTs by RMSE and R², as well as the model stability/robustness. All models were analysed 
using R 2.15.3 (R Core Team, 2013) with the packages randomForest (Liaw and Wiener, 
2002) and rpart (Therneau, T., Atkinson, B., Ripley, B., 2013) and were validated using the 
caret package (Kuhn, 2014). 
III Results 
RFE resulted in dismissing the least important four variables (mean of dismissed variables of 
the six models; Figure 1).  
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Figure 1: Results of the recursive feature elimination (RFE) with data from each event 
and combining all events (full model, which had two additional variables characterizing 
the rainfall event). Large symbols indicate the best variable set for each subset (5 single 
events and 1 combining all events). Dashed line indicates the best variable set by 
calculating the weighted mean of all subsets.  
 
Variable importance of all input predictors of all single rainfall events and the model 
combining all rainfall events is shown in Figure 2. The least five important variables of each 
model were dismissed in further analysis. A detailed list of the dismissed variables may be 
found in Table A1.  
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Figure 2: Variable importance (% Inc MSE) of 20 biotic and abiotic factors on 
throughfall kinetic energy for six rainfall event models. For statistical descriptions of the 
factors, see Table 3.  
 
The final CART model including all rainfall events is displayed in Figure 3 (Figures A1, A2, 
A3, A4 and A5 of rainfall event 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5, respectively; see Appendix). Considering 
non-standardized TKE, CART model performance was R2 = 0.65, 0.45, 0.37, 0.46, 0.41, and 
0.43 and RMSE = 32.0, 16.0, 25.7, 26.5, 4.9, and 52.7 for the model including all rainfall 
events and single rainfall events 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5, respectively. Considering standardized TKE, 
CART model performance was R2 = 0.30, 0.27, 0.21, 0.32, 0.25, and 0.31 and RMSE = 6.09, 
7.31, 7.30, 4.64, 7.85, and 2.83 for the model including all rainfall events and single rainfall 
events 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5, respectively. 
Leaf area and throughfall amount occurred in all six CARTs. Tree height and LAI were 
second prominent with five times occurrence. Ground coverage, specific leaf area, ground 
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diameter and neighbourhood diversity occurred only once though. Leaf area was the most 
prominent variable in first splits. Throughfall amount, tree height and LAI were most 
prominent in second splits, while leaf area, throughfall amount, LAI, number of branches and 
crown base height were most prominent in third splits.  
The thresholds of each biotic and abiotic predictor varied slightly between different rainfall 
events. Summarizing biotic and abiotic thresholds of CARTs of all single rainfall events and 
the CART including all rainfall events (for details see Figures 3, A1-A5), leaf area showed 
prominent thresholds of approximately 35,000 mm2 and 6,700 mm2. Throughfall amount 
splits were found at 2.8 mm, 24 mm, 70 mm and 220 mm. Tree height showed prominent 
thresholds at 289 and 330 cm. Crown base height showed the most prominent thresholds at 60 
cm. Thresholds for the number of branches were found at 14 and 47. LAI showed prominent 
thresholds at 1 and 1.8, while crown area splits were found at 37,000 cm2. 
To monitor low TKE, thresholds were set by leaf area, throughfall and tree height as the most 
prominent variables. Leaf area, throughfall, LAI and crown area were most prominent in 
building splits to yield moderate TKE, while thresholds of leaf area, throughfall, crown area, 
number of branches and crown base height led to average TKE. High TKE was monitored 
with splits occurring by leaf area, throughfall, and LAI.  
The CART model including all rainfall events showed six different predictor variables, five 
split levels and 12 terminal nodes (Figure 3). Similarly, the CARTs of rainfall event 2 and 4 
showed eight different variables, five split levels and 13 and 12 terminal nodes, respectively. 
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Figure 3: CART across all events. Target variable was throughfall kinetic energy (TKE) 
and predictor variables are listed in Table 3. TKE was measured as J m2 mm-1 (n=1405).  
 
IV Discussion  
We investigated the influence of 20 biotic and abiotic factors on TKE using a step-wise 
approach of RF and CART. We showed rules induced by those factors to obtain low, 
moderate, average or high TKE compared to nine studies which investigated TKE in different 
regions. Leaf area, throughfall, tree height and LAI affected TKE as most prominent variables 
in the CART models.  
1 Ensemble approach using Random Forest variable importance and CART to predict 
TKE 
We detected effects of biotic and abiotic factors on TKE that are consistent with previous 
studies (objective 1). CARTs showed the influence of leaf area (Goebes et al., 2015a), 
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throughfall amount (Brandt, 1988; Geißler et al., 2012; Scholten et al., 2011), tree height 
(Foot and Morgan, 2005; Geißler et al., 2013), LAI (Nanko et al., 2006; Nanko et al., 2008), 
crown area (Brandt, 1988; Nanko et al., 2008), number of branches (Herwitz, 1987), crown 
base height (Brandt, 1990; Nanko et al., 2008), spatial variability (Finney, 1984; Nanko et al., 
2011) and duration as well as intensity of rainfall event (Brandt, 1989; Zhou et al., 2002) on 
TKE. Furthermore, feature elimination and selection before using CART left no need for 
pruning or modifying the final trees. A typical pruned CART has three to 12 terminal nodes 
(Cutler et al., 2007), which was in the range of 9 to 14 terminal nodes in this study. Prediction 
results of R2 =0.68 for the non-standardized models emphasized the suitability of this 
approach. In addition, the approach was able to detect a non-linear effect of throughfall on 
TKE due to the interaction with biotic factors such as leaf area.  
2 Thresholds of biotic and abiotic factors to model TKE 
In general, results obtained from data across all rainfall events can be found in the results of 
each rainfall event, though in less detail (Figures A1-A5). Thus, we used the CART that 
combined all rainfall events as major source of interpretation in the following discussion. 
Since TKE was standardized using rainfall amount, rainfall duration was the major rainfall 
event characteristic that changed the optimal set of biotic and abiotic factors and their 
thresholds.  
Leaf area was the most important predictor in our CARTs to describe different TKE. Leaf 
area was of major importance to yield low, moderate, average or high TKE. Leaf areas 
beyond 35,000 mm2 caused average to high TKE whereas leaf areas below 6,700 mm2 led to 
low TKE (Figures 3, A1, A2, A3, A5). The latter size was most prominent for all species and 
showed that species with large leaf area cannot function as erosion inhibitors. A higher leaf 
area might create a larger surface for rain drop gathering as well as confluence, and hence a 
release of larger rain drops (Herwitz, 1987). For instance, leaves of Schima superba (38,090 
mm2) increased sand loss in splash cups by 30 % compared to leaves of Castanopsis eyrei 
(12,920 mm2), which led to TKE (converted out of sand loss with a linear function by 
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Scholten et al. (2011)) within the range of 1 SD of natural rainfall (Geißler et al., 2012). This 
shows that the erosion potential below vegetation can be distinctly reduced compared to that 
of natural rainfall using small leaf sizes.  
Our study showed a non-linear effect of throughfall on TKE and thus contradicts a positive 
linear effect reported in previous studies (Brandt, 1988; Levia and Frost, 2006; Scholten et al., 
2011). Throughfall amount as abiotic factor was second prominent to describe TKE 
differences, but with a positive and negative effect on TKE (Figure 3). Our approach was 
particularly dedicated to investigate non-linear relationships which can be caused by 
interaction with other factors. In this case, throughfall mainly interacted with leaf area (Figure 
3). Throughfall amounts (Figure A5) below 229 mm led to moderate TKE, whereas 
throughfall amounts higher or lower than 185 mm led to low TKE during high rainfall 
amounts per event. However, low throughfall amounts such as 2.8 mm can also lead to high, 
average or moderate TKE. It is likely that biotic factors emerged due to the standardization of 
TKE by rainfall amount at each event, suggesting the importance of interaction effects 
between biotic and abiotic factors with regard to TKE. The non-linear effect of throughfall on 
TKE was especially visible when data of all events entered the analyses (Figure 2).  
A tree height below 290 cm resulted in low to moderate TKE (7.5 – 14.1 J m-2 mm-1, Figure 3 
and A3) due to shorter falling heights and hence, reduced rain drop velocities (Gunn and 
Kinzer, 1949). This threshold led to TKE of about 2 J m-2- mm-1, which is below values 
reported by Brandt (1990) and Nanko et al. (2008). Brandt (1990) emphasized in her model 
that effects on TKE were more pronounced for tree height shifts of small trees. Figure 3 
indicates that only tree heights above 389 cm led to high TKE, while slightly lower heights 
(of about 60 cm) led to low to moderate TKE. This suggests that there is a “critical tree 
height” approximately at 330 cm, above which TKE becomes highly erosive. However, this 
height is close to the mean of all species and indicates that young tree individuals in particular 
are non-erosive.  
Crown base height was the fourth most important predictor of TKE. Rain drops falling from 
trees with crown base heights below 60 cm had a low to moderate TKE (Figures 3, A2 and 
A4). Moss and Green (1987) showed that the height-velocity relationship for rain drops 
increased rapidly over the first two meters, and that under drop heights of 30 cm no soil 
erosion takes place. This threshold represented the mean crown base height of trees in the 
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present study, and is a further argument to consider slow- and low-growing tree species in 
plantations that aim to minimize soil erosion.  
The importance of the number of branches in affecting TKE was moderate. While less than 14 
branches at low rainfall amounts (event 3 and 4) led to average or high TKE, more than 47 
branches led to low and moderate TKE. We ascribe this negative effect to the higher 
probability for raindrops to split up at branches and thus decreasing drop size and velocity 
resulting in low TKE (Herwitz, 1987). 
A LAI larger than 1 led to average or high TKE, whereas a lower LAI caused a low or 
moderate TKE (Figures A2, A4 and A5). This threshold resulted in a positive effect of LAI on 
TKE which is contrary to previous studies (Geißler et al., 2013; Nanko et al., 2008). However, 
these studies dealt with LAI ranging from 1.5 to 11. Therefore, the positive effect of LAI 
might occur only for low LAI, when values are closely related to canopy openness or crown 
area. Within these low values, a higher LAI represents a higher coverage and throughfall 
creation without creating more rainfall interception and breaking points by different canopy 
layers. LAI did not influence TKE variation across all rainfall events. 
A crown area below 37,000 cm2 always led to low or moderate TKE and thus indicates an 
upper threshold below which TKE can be seen as less-erosive (Figures A2 and A3). We 
ascribe this positive effect on TKE by rain drop gathering and creating a higher area at which 
throughfall occurred. However, low rainfall intensities (rainfall event 1) counteract this effect 
when TKE is analysed at distances of 15 cm, 30 cm and 60 cm from the tree stem (Figure 
A1). Nanko et al. (2008) showed this negative effect of crown area on TKE by investigating 
crown areas larger than 85,000 cm2. Nevertheless, the effect shift remains non-predictable and 
crown area did not influence TKE variation across all rainfall events. 
The effect of spatial variability on TKE remains inconclusive as its importance in the CART 
was low and effects became evident only in combination with crown area. Thus, it remains 
unclear below which spatial positions low or moderate TKE appeared. This absence of a 
spatial variability of TKE is in agreement with findings of Nanko et al. (2011). Nevertheless, 
at a stem-distance of 30 cm high TKE may appear below or at margins of the canopy (Finney, 
1984). 
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If all neighbouring trees belong to one species, low TKE occurred. Species-mixtures, 
however, led to moderate TKE. A diverse neighbourhood might lead to more complex tree 
structures which can positively affect throughfall by creating different canopy layer height at 
which drops can confluence (Getzin et al., 2008; Schröter et al., 2012). Nevertheless, a 
classification by neighbourhood tree diversity as well as ground diameter and specific leaf 
area was not prominent (low importance in CART and not occurring in CART of all rainfall 
events).  
3 TKE comparisons with previous studies 
In this study, TKE was twofold lower compared to the mean of other studies investigating 
rainfall kinetic energy in open fields and below vegetation (Table 2). The age of the 
subtropical tree plantation can be considered as the main reason for this finding. Many tree 
individuals have not yet reached full tree height which leads to low fall velocities and thus 
lower TKE (Gunn and Kinzer, 1949). Furthermore, a dense and thick crown cover was not 
developed in some plots in the previous six years this plantation existed. LAI and number of 
branches as major predictors for high TKE emphasized the importance of a dense crown 
cover (Figure A3). To our knowledge, only one study measured similar TKE (Finney, 1984). 
Comparable to our study, the relatively low vegetation heights prevented that rain drops 
achieved their terminal velocity. In contrast, Nanko et al. (2008), Nanko et al. (2011) and 
Sanchez-Moreno et al. (2012) measured average to high TKE which might be caused by high-
intensity rainfall above 40 mm h-1. These intensities exceed those of four events measured in 
our study. Since throughfall amounts are similar to or lower than our measurements, rainfall 
intensity might function as the major abiotic factor leading to high TKE throughout all studies 
(Levia and Frost, 2006). However, TKE can be stable among different rainfall intensities 
ranging from 1 to 46 mm h-1 (Zhou et al., 2002). In this case, throughfall amount might be a 
better predictor for TKE differences.  
V Conclusions 
The present study linked biotic and abiotic factors to TKE and set thresholds below which low 
TKE and above which high TKE occurred (Figure 4). Planting new forests or plantations, 
these factors should be considered as they constrain the extent of soil erosion. With the set of 
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species, biotic and abiotic factors used in this study, the erosive potential of TKE can be 
mitigated by a smaller leaf area than 6,700 mm2, a lower tree height than 290 cm combined 
with a crown base height lower than 60 cm, a LAI smaller than 1, more than 47 branches and 
by using single tree species neighbourhood, while the amount of throughfall can vary. 
Although these models have been calibrated with data of a young tree plantation, they are, 
nevertheless, another step towards identifying the importance of biotic and abiotic factors and 
most of all, setting thresholds for erosion occurrence based on TKE. However, further 
research is needed in mature forests.  
 
 
Figure 4: Graphical compilation of relevant biotic and abiotic factors that affect TKE 
based on Classification and Regression Trees. Bolded factors were most important in 
explaining TKE. 
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 Appendix 
Table A1. Results of the Random Forest feature importance. “Variables selected” mark the 
variables on which final Classification and Regression Trees were built, and “Variables 
dismissed” mark variables that have been dismissed after recursive feature elimination 
combined with Random Forests feature importance. Abbreviations of variables are defined in 
Table 3. 
Model Variables selected 
Variables 
dismissed 
Complete A, B, E, F, G, H, I, J, K, L, M, N, O, S, T C, D, P, Q, R 
Event 1 D, E, F, G, H, I, J, K, L, M, N, O, P A, B, C, Q, R 
Event 2 A, D, E, F, G, H, I, J, K, L, M, N, O B, C, P, Q, R 
Event 3 A, D, E, F, G, H, I, J, K, L, M, N, O B, C, P, Q, R 
Event 4 C, E, F, G, H, I, J, K, L, M, N, O, Q A, B, D, P, R 
Event 5 A, B, E, F, G, H, I, J, K, L, M, N, O C, D, P, Q, R 
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